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PREFACE

The material presented here was deVeloped as part

of National Conference on initiative Functions of
Developmental Disabilities Councils held in Wintel Park,

Colorado, June 11-14, :- "4. ft was organized by the
Developmental Disabilities Technical Assistance SyLtem
(DD/TAS) for the training of Developmental Disabilities
Council chairpersons and staff directors from nine states.
One of the major goals of that conference was to obtain
the assistance of those partjcipating in the conference
in refining the material so that it-would have more value
to Council chairpersons and staff directors across the
country. Thi, volume is the result of that process.

One of the innovative aspects of the conference,
which some of the participants thought should be shared,
was the,,structure of the conference itself. That infor-

mation is included in Appendix I.

Many people assisted in the planci 6, development

and implementation of .the onfel;ence later work om

the materials. There is no to ist the names of all
who he1pe0 and contributed to tle success of a truly
shflared effort. A committee of'the DD/TAS staff assuped
responsibility for coordinating the development of ehe

conference. That committee, chaired by Jim Paul, in-
cluded Dan Davis, Jo Lowe, Paula Hammer and Ron Neufeld.
-The entire D/TAS staff shared the work and responsibi-
lity for.the conference. Jo Lowe, Craw:. Wolsiagel,

Monica Hedgecock .and Anita Buie made special contributions
to the success of the conference. Each participating,
chairperson and staff director made their own individual .
and important contribution without which there would
have been no conference. The consultants were
outstanding. (Consultagt and participant names in

Appendix 2)

The,material in this monograph really belongs to
'all of these people. The authors assumed responsibility

for putting it together. In that effort the work of many

is also acknowledged. Zeno Harvley and Pat Trohanis are

very high on that list.
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AdwcacyPoteptial
The purpose of this,brief paper is to set forth,a

point of view relative to Developmental.Disabilities
Councils which forms the philosophical basis for consider-
ing the advocacy potential of Councils. That potential

derives from the flexibility available to Councils' in
deciding how to act on their mandate to provide compre-
hensiye planning relative to developmental disability

services. Within the,constraints of their own account-
ability, Council deciaions must be based on an analYsis

of two. sets of issues: (1) those having to do with the

needs, rights and total welfare of the developmentally
disabled person- and (2) those having to do with the orga

nizational problems of service delivery. The Council's
organizational structure and identity must be fashioned
out of an adaptation of its own value.system to the parti-

culat characteristics of the ecology of the state govern-

ment (administrativ,e, legislative, and,judicial) in which

it is to function;

The DD Council has enormous potential aS a unique
structure in state government for improving the total

system of service delivery for persons Who are developmen-

tally disabled. . That potential can be developed if the

Council is able to: (1) generate, specify, and organize
for effective action its own convictions and beliefs,
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relative o the-problems of sorving the developmentally

disabled; (2) develop a leadership and operational style
that has workable diplomacY_in that state's.organizational/

, bureaucratic ecology, and (3) acquire the technical'compe-
tencies necessary in order to efficiently and effectrYely

implemant its intentions and to interact successfully with

other organizations. The advocacy of the Council is

evidenced.in two ways: (I) tshe yalue syStem or beliefs

it adopts and (2) its own acitiona willch give witness to

those values.

The organizational 'ecology, policies and guidelines

of agencies, existing legislation, resources and idiosyn-

crasies of agency leadershirare naural constraints'-for
the council's develoPment. They are, however, not fixed
,boundaries for either.vision or the identity of the Coun-

cil.. They serve mcre to assist in the political and
bureaucratic guidance of the Council, not in fixing its

course or determining its Advocacy mission. These con-

straints can becomg the focus for the development of.some

of the Council's goals.

The Council does have alternatives in defining and

seeking an advocacy course. Those alternatives,reither
formulat'ed nor implemented in a vacUum, muSt be developed

relative to a set nf standards, criteria or values. ,..,What

the Council stands for causes'it to act significantly.

Believing.in something nthat must- be accomplished or
changed pus.the Council in a volitional as opposed to a
deferential or passive mode.1 Given the ambiguity of the

legislation and regulations, those convictions or beliefs

can properly be derived from two sources: (1) the client

and (2) the care-giving system.

The client, the developmentally disabled person,
flas constitut±onal rights as a citizen. Denial of any

of those rights compounds the disability. Those rights

must be secured, especially in those instances where the

disabled person is either not able or not permitted to'

rise to his own defense.

The developmentally disabled person has. a right

to liye in his-own community. If rejected by his own

family, he has a right to resources for a decent life

8



without compromising his own personal integritY: LS,

The developmentally disabled person has a right.to

pursue a life-beyond stigma. This means having an edu- .

cated citizenry, an accommodating physical environment,

alternative resouices which are not ,characterized by

demeaning labels or exclusive incompetency criteria for_

_participation, and an advocate-to monitor,his well-being

and to assist in increaging Productive and adaptive inter-

action between the developmentally disabled person and

his.environment.

The developmentally disabled person has educational,

psychological and mectical needs which Must be met appro7

priately, sufficiently, and on time.- The developmentall

'disabled person has a right to approailate educational'

and treatment resources. No sab-huMgE'br even sub-

standard environment -- physically, socially or morally --

can be rationalized as acceptable..

The care-giving systems are, themselves, a source

from which we can extract information for developing the

purposiveness of the DD Council. Care-giving systems

have become large,'coMplex, bureaucratoic Structures.

Therein lies most f the work of the Council.

Bureaucratic systems can become encrusted with

patterns, ritual and dynamics that contribute to their

own survival. "Caring" is not 'a. central function. The

client is a commodity. Major decisions are made at the

point in the bureaucracy farthest from.vhere the client

is located- There is usually not a good system for

monitoring the well-being of the client. The system

has not done well in monitoring and holding itself

accountable'for client welfare and contributing to

34client achievement. Data regard'ng what happens at

the level of he clienereCeiving service changes by

the time it reaches the apex of thvbureaucracy where ..7 .,..

decisiong are zede. Bureaucracy -It programmed for coor-

dinating and controlling, not for being coordinated and .

controlled. Each tureaucracy tends to seek its own level
-,

of activity;Nits own charact?.r and-style and to establish

and defend it's own turf. Energy required for survival is

taken off the top of the energy available. Remaining

9



energy is invested in constructive, developmental, pnd
client-oriented goals. Large bureaucracies Are character-
ized,by excessiye nonproductive Costs, inefficiency,
rigiditY,.closedness, and resistance.to leadership and
change. Rational planning and decision-making have not -
been characteristic features of large bureaucracies.

The important roles and functions of DD Councils
are as numerous as the needs and rights of the developmen-
tally disabled person. The ultimate concerns of the
Council.must be the rights of 'the developmentally disabled
person that are denied. Each Council must fashion its own
beliefs and convictions out of the problems and the possi-
bilities of the organizational/bureaucratic ecology in its
own state. Its intent is to see to it that the rights of

g.the developmentally disabled person are not" denied and
that these rights need not must not 7- be compromised
as the.Council develops ills own stylc.and strategies for

..becoming an effective adaptive component of the state
system'

The. following statiements illustrate the kinds of
beliefs or V&lues that could constitute a creed for a DD

...Council as an advocacy mechaqism in state government.

1. Councils should adopt an iriitia'tive. posture,
actively advocating for the interests of the developmen-
tally disabled person.

2. Councils should promote the concept that
human rights and constitutional assurances undergird
all program and environmental standards.

3. Councils should promote the freedom and freeing
-of the developmentally disabled person.

4. Councils should insure thit the dignity of the
"developmentally disabled person, is.not compromised in the
vocessof providing sery.ices,..20,

5. Councils should maintain'a debureaucratized
perspective 'on the develwomentally disabled person, his
needs and-the xesources he is actually receiving.

0
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6. Councils 'should become active agents ir.) plan-

ning for and insuring accountability'to the developmental-

ly disabled person.

7. Councils should promote a structure- wherehy

decisions regarding the lives of the developmentally

disabled person are made as.close to the person as

possible (and,by that person wherever possible).

8. Councills,-should insure ,a. "fit" of data on'the

.
developmentallf, disabled person and the realities of his

or her life. 0-

Each-Coyncil'must develop its own lisl of beliefs.

The process of Council members, maki.rig,thefr'.concerns. and

,.beliefs known td-each other and then to ell sectOrs of

ehe human service bu'reaucracy.in their .$tate is itself-a

'powerful adVocacy actiVity. What we believe is what we

'wish to represent organizatiOnally and'Programmatically:

The DD Council is free to develop an adv6cacy posture:

philosophically -- what it believes; organizationally --

the structure for,implementing those beliefs; and pro-

grammatically -- the specific instruments b'y which those'

beliefs,are earcised.,

a



Council as Advocate
The recent.conceptual.evolution of advocacy has

'been thwarted by confusion n\the area of definitions.
Advocacy was popularized several years ago when Federal
funds were released to launch a\number of experimental
advocacY programs. Since that time a large number of
programs and projects bearing an advocacy label have

-appeared. It is the 'writer's opinion that a close exam-
ination of those activities labelled as advocacy would
fail to produCe a unique theme .that would distinguish

\

them from many other human service enterprises. The
question then must be raised: what is unique about advo-

cacY?

To begin with., advocacy broadly considered is a
set of beliefs which result in action aimed at defending,
Maintaining or promoting a cause. Advocacy activity
interacts both with individuals and with the systems
that have been created to serve individuals. From an
individual perspective, advocacy involves acting in
behalf of,. or pleading a Cause for another.. It may take

the form of an able person fighting for someone who is
4otable to fight for himself, maintain his cause or pro-
tect his own human rights. The uniqueness of an advo-

cacy perspectiv,2 is perhaps most clearly visible at the

point where acrvocacy interacts with the systems that
.exist to serve handicapped clients. It is the advocate's

. 12
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belief that a program should be accountable to the clients
it serves. The effectiveness of a system should be mea-
sured by its responsiveness to client needs in contrast
to system maintenance needs or the convenience of a sys-

tem's staff. An advocacy perspective starts with the
client and attempts to examine services through the eyes
of the client. The orientation of the advocacy approach
to the human rights of the individual client is so
strong that tUe advocate's style might be characterized
as zealous. An advocate is fanatically devoted and par-

tisan to his client. If need be, an advocate is willink
to fight for a,cause in behalf of his client despite re-\

sistance and intimidation from the system.

Advocacy as an individual activity is as old as

the human race. In 'fact,'a very important dimension of
child rearing is directed toward training a child to be
an advocate for himself. For an individual to success-
fully enter adulthood implies that he has attained a re-
latively high level of independence. That mears, in

part, that he has become a self-advocate. One aspect of

normalization training for handicapped persons involves
helping them to reach their highest possible level of in-
dependence or to increase their ability to advocate'for
themSelves.

Beyond au individual, the family in oursocial
structure is viewed as the basic advocacy unit. The

family bears responsibility to its dependent young and
handicapped members t() engage in advocacy activities.
In rural America, the family, the Church or a community

was often highly succesful in advocating for the needs

of their respective memberships. It was often true
that rural families lacked acces's to caregiving facili-
ties for handicapped persons outside of their own commu7

nities.

In a small community, handicapped persOns may have
been known by all oCitS' membership. The strengths and
limitations of persons were likely to be known by every-,

one, and in many instances, community support was gener-

ated for the handicapped person and the familY. Emotion-

al support was aVailable for the family, and.corporate
care was provided for the person as care was needed,

1 3
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ranging from personal supervision to the supervision of
work that the handicapped person could manage.

Along with the industrialization and urbanization
of our social structure, we have witnessed a breakdown in
family_and community solidarity. With this breakdown,
the capability of families, churches and communities to

.advoCate for their members has been diminished. Given
the size, complexity and imper )nal nature of many of
our human service arrangements, it is often impossible
for even competent and highly independent individuals to
advocate for themselves. Despite competence levels, in-
dividuals are often ruthlessly dominated by large organi-
zations.

Due to the apparent breakdown of the informal, hu-
man advocacy procedures that have operated in the past,
we are Confronted by a need to identify some new advocacy
approaches. In this paper, the clients needing advocacy
are the developmentally disabled, a minority population
whose cries are seldom heard in the political and bu-
reaucratic streams of local, state and federal organiza-
tions. Unlike the informal, unstructured advocacy tech-
niques of the past, the time has come to consider the
value of promoting the concept of advocacy for the devel-
opmentally disabled as a social movement. Needed is a
movement aimed at assuring the human rights of the
devel6pmentally disabled person; a movement aimed at
rendering services accountable to their Clients; a move-
ment committed to ipentifying and providing support for
effective advocates; and a movement geared toward a
functional yoking together of individual advocates.

In order for advocacy for developmentally.dis-
abled persons to flourish as a social movement, Several
alliances are needed. Those alliances include: develop-

, mentally disabled consumers; non-handicapped advocates
.for developmentally disabled persons; professional.s and
non-professionals; programs in institutions and communi-
ties; a 'variety of fragmented categorical groupings; and
finally, representatives from the public and private sec-
tor. The intention in this chapter is to explore the
potential of Councils for die Developmentally Disabled to
function e..s advocacy mechanisms within the syN.m. It
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will focus primarily upon the merger that is needed-be-

tween the public and the private sectors or the alliance, .

between advocates inside the system and advocates out-

side the sysl.em.

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ADVOCACY ACTIVITY

Two forms of advocacy activity have emerged at

this point. They can be characterized as internal and ex-

ternal advocacy. Internal advocates work within the sys-

tems that support them, whereas external advocates receive

support from sources that are independent from the systems

in which they perform their advocacy activities. One ma-

jor objection to internal advocacy programs is that ad-

vocates in the system lose too much freedom to act. in an

objective, unbiased fashion in behalf of their clients.

"Whose bread I eat, his song I sing." To the extent

that this adage is true, advocating within the system is

a disadvantage. When client advocacy activity results

in conflict between the advocate and the system providing

his support, an advocate may feel pressured to compromise

an ideal. It's difficult to bite a feeding hand. If a

system resists the advocacy activity of the advocates it

sponsors, it may employ a variety of "cooling out" tac-

tics. For example, advocates may receive work assign-

ments thatocreate distance between advocates and their

clients. The risk of system co-option or "cooling out"

suggests that there may be an advanEage for providing in-

dependent support for the work of advocacy to give as-

surance that the system in which the advocates wcirk will

not control them.

One of the advantages of advocacy from within the

system is that advocates are-likely to have greater ac-

cess to information about.programs serving their clients.

External advocates tend to.be adversaries of the system.

System adversaries are often disliked by service provid-

ers and they are therefore denied access to the service

delivery settings and to important sources of information.

If advocates cannot monitor the delivery system directly,

then the information on which they base their acticins

must be second-hand information. The actions and accu-

sations of advocates must be based on accurate informa-

tion. A rapid errosion of advocacy credibility will

15
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result from actions and accusations based upon false in-

formation or incomplete data. System adversaries may be

viewed as Quixotes tilting with windmills. They don't

know the issues and they don't know the enemies.

Another important difference between internal and

external advocacy concerns the tactics they employ. In-

ternal advocates are likely to believe that human ser-

vice systems can be renewed and that this renewal can be

accomplished from within sthe system. When they are faced

with a problem, their first av2roach is to bring about

change by negotiation. Confrontation is a last resort.

It has already been pointed out that external ad-

vocates are often characterized by a strong negative sys-.

tem bias. They contend that our current human service

'systems are beyond redem-t.ion and Must be dismant.led.

Their intent is to destroy and start anew._ They view

negotiation with the human service establishment as a

wase of time and move immediately to confrontation.

Caught up as they often are with their obsession to tear

down the existing structures of the system, they some-

times overlook their advocacy goals and fail to foresee

the injuries that their clients may suffer in the system

dismantling process. Additionally, the external advo-

cate may not be able to offer the support a client may

need if existing services are withdrawn. They may see

the problems, but stop short of providing solutions much

like the terrier chasing a locomotive.. What will he do

with it when he catches it? There are many natural,ad-

vocates and potential-advocacy ailies in the system. 'At

wholesale condemnation of the system, all of its parts

and all of its personnel, is likely to stand in the way

of an alliance between the internal resourtes and an

advocacy movement.

Another disadvantage of- external advocacy programs

is that they tend to be transient. Yinancial support is .

often small and short, term. A single charismatic leader

is often responsible for the genesis and direction of the

program. Generally, a small band of highly committed

persons work toward solving a small number of specific

problems. When the problems are solved or appear insolu-

ble, when financial support collapses or when the leader

disappears, the movement is likely to vanish.
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The foregoing polarization of internal and external
advocacy activity is seldom witnessed in the extreme forms
described. However the distinction between internal and
external advocacy is a useful oue in order to help Council
advocates consider the strengths and weaknesses of the
different approaches. Despite the differences between the
internal and external advocacy approache:;, it is.likely
that zhey would agree upon the problems facing the develop-
mentally disabled persons. The differences between the
two approaches concern the tactics they use. Obviously
theie are advantages and disadvantages to both internal
and external advocacy approaches. For advocacy to become
an effective social movement, it will be necessary to in-
tegrate the strengths fromboth approaches. This entails
the development of an advocacy-mechanism within the sys-
tem that has a strong alliance with organizations from.'
the Private sector.

it is intended in this paper to examine the capa-
billAy of Councils for the Developmentally Disabled to
function as advocacy structures within the system at the
level of state government. The role and functions of
Councils as outlined by the federal legislation (P.L. 91-
517) include a number of provisions that enable them to
undertake advocacy responsibility for developmentally
disabled persons. Aniong the legislative provisions that
establish internal advocacy functions are: comprehensive
planning for developmentally disabled persons, service
coordination,-And service monitoring. In order to plan,
coordinate and'monitor, Governor appointed state councils
have been established. These councils include membership
from several consumer groups and a variezy of state agen-
cies. An attempt is made in the following discussion to
indicate the kind of advocacy activity that DD Councils
can provide for developmentally disabled clients at-the
level of state government.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND MONITORING

As internal advocates for developmentally_dis- .

abled persons, one of the functions of a Council for the
Developmentally Disabled is t,o render the human service
network, froM the level of State agencies to the level
of the service delivery network, appropriately account-
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able to developnwntally disabled persons. IL is this

writer's belief that over,time, human service programs
are often guilty of misdirecting accountability. That is

to say, many public programs are self-serving and more re-

spohsive to the needs of theie_employees than they are.to
the public and their clients. In a democracy, the princi-

ple is generally accepted that the elected evernment and

its administration must be accountable to the people. Ac-

Countability is a strong word. At the very lowest 1e7e1

it embraces the notion of a tie, an allegiance or a ccm-

mitment. At another level, accountability means answer-
able to,' responsible to and dependent upon. If-state

programs are answerable to and dependent upon the public,

exposure to the public and openness is implied. In many

instances, decisions in human serviCe systems are made

with the convenience of the staff in mind rather than

the needs of the clients. Employees often find themselves

answering primarily to other employees or working.to main-

tain the system for staff convenience. Client needs be-

come,secondary. Staff centered programs are likely to be

closed systems in the sense that they resist external

investigations and are not open to the public. Exposure

to the public might result in criticism or a loss of the

privileges and advantages that stiff, centered prognams

provide.

When an employee in a public service program must

make a decision between self-serving action or action in

behalf of the clients, it is clear that the client should

be served. Occasionally, however, public employees are

confronted with making decisions between conflicting in-

terests. In such an instance, a "right" decision may bo

more difficult to A "decide for yourself example"

is presented below. Let's suppose it has been reported

to an electd state official that state cars are being

used for private purposes. One solution that haS been

proposed to prevent this abuse is that decals be placed

_on alltstate cPrs. Cars from a residential school for
--emotionally disturbed youth are identified with a state

psychiatric hospital. On several occasions the students

are eMbarrassed when 'riding in the marked state cars,

and they are harassed by local youth because of their as-

sociation with a psychiatric facility. In this instance

the state official is faced with-conflicting account-

1 8
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ability. On one hand, the official may feel a need to
protect the interests of.the eneral public, who elected
him, against the misuse of state property. On the other
hand, the state official should feel a keen sense of re-
sponsibility for and accountability to the emotlonally
disturbed population entrusted to his care. It is this
writer's opinion that the psychological and emotional
welfare of the residents.in the state school should pre-
vail over the financial conSiderations of the political
constituents. However, in situations such as the one
presented above, the public official may choose to sup-
port a decision that is not in the best interest of the
minority disenfranchised population. When this is the
.case, advocates are needed to help protect the rights
and'interests of the handicapped persons.

.A variety of advocacy mechanisms are needed to'as-
sure appropriately directed accountability.. Se1f7serving
bureaucracies need to be confronted and state officials
need support.for making responsible deCisions in favor
of deVelopmentally disabled clients (consumers). Aggres-
sive support for state officials is especially necessary
when decisions in favor ,of a minority group may result
in a loss of political support from the general public.
Developmental Disabilities.Councils are in a position to

provide support for advocates in the system. Councils

also have the potential to assure properly directed ac-
,countability in the human service delivery system.

Next, several techniques are presented that a
Council can employ to assure accountability to develop-

,
mentally disabled clients.

One technique a Council can use to assure properly
directed service accountability is to monitor human ser-

vice programs. To monitor is to watch. One of the ad7
vantages of monitoring programs is that services often
improve simply as a function of monitoring. Severar in-

vestigations provide support for this observation. For

example, Dr. 0. Lindsley, who developed the precision
teaching procedure, once attempted to identify a variety
of factors that contributed to change in human behavior

(1972). None of the interventions investigated appeared
to make a difference. The single significant variable

19
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that appeared to affect behaviorri change was the.process

'of data collection itself. In experiment conducted by

Dr. J. Reid; At was discovered that the acCuracy of data

collected by behavior observers increased when they were

being watched.(undated). Similarly, in their experiments

with oppositional children, Dr. G. Patterson and Alice

1.1rris discovered that interaction within family units

changed when observers were present (undat'ad).

The pOint is that in many'instances it has been

demonstrated that the behavior changes if subqects know

they are being 'watched or mionitored. With this in mina,

perhaps improved or redirected prrgram accountability

could be accomplished if a variety of monitoring proce-

dures were established to watch service providers-. .Per- .

haps developmentally disabled persons woUld be guaranteed

their fair share of public resources if theAccisions of

elected officials and the activity of state agencies were

monitored by mechanisms advocating for the developmentally'

disabled. At Ihe service delivery level, perhaps monitor-:'

ing service providers would result in more resPonsive

programs for developmentally disabled Persons. . At the

indivi.dual level, it is.likelY that monitoring would as-.

..sure more effective use of existing services and provide

information-concerning the need for new programs.

There is,no short cut to individual client monitor-

ing, :Although the most' effective watching is provided by

the members of a client's family, there are times wheh the, ,

family may. not be fully aware of a. client's needs, nor of

the services that are available... For this reason the par-

ents of handicapped persons should be trained to recognize

client needs.and be, d'pprised oUthe resources that can

meet those needs. In some instances, client monitoring

within the family may not be sufficient. In the absence

of support by trained professionals, some communities have

successfully organized groups of volunteers that can func-

tion as extensions of the family., Once again volunteers

cannot be dxpected to function successfully without sub-

stantial training concerning client.needs and available

and needed resources. Hence, it is'this writer's oonten-

,tion that professionals must launch extensive recruit-

ment and training,programs aimed at mobilizing neighbor-

hood and community baied organizations, trained to
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recbgnize areas of unmet client needs, and trained f-c
identify and access available resources.

At another level', the quality of service-provision
for developmentally disabled clients should be checked by
program monitoring. Programs should be checked to g ar-
antee that: the rights and interests of clients ar pro-
tected; that the service\-provided is responsive to client
needs; and that the physical facilities are designed in
the best'interest of the client. Substantial knowledge
about.human service.programs is required at this level of
monitoring. On one hand, program monitors must know how
to idenrify prdgram weaknesses. ..At the same time; they
should be aware of program alzernatives for service de-
livery. In this way, an advocate as a Monitor can offer-
constuctive criticism when program weaknesses are exposed
and can negotiate change. 0

Despite industry's recognition of the need for
quality control, monitoring has never been viewed as a
necessary prdcedure for quality control in human service
settings._ Traditionally, the general public ha's invested
blind'trust in professionals. and service providers tO "do
good" and has .refused to get involved. To suggest the
need for monitoring in the human:service delivery system
smacks of distrust. Service providers tend to tedoil
with defensiveness, suspicion and counter-proposals to
"cool-out" the monitors. Yet the recent exposes of hu-
man abuses in institutional settings such as Willowbrook
in New York and Parsons State.Hospital in Alabama Clearly
.indicate the need for program monitoring in residential
settings. The periodic program reviews or site visit's
often sponsored by the state.departments responsible for
these programs are seldom adequate monitoring_procedures.
It is too easy for program staff to hide program weak-
nesses behind brief'superficial investigations. Also the
occasional inquisition of a dedicated newsman or a consum-7

er organization will often result in employee routes and
reorganization. But the renewal resulting from this kind
of monitoring is often short lived. N

A few institutions, recognizing the need for con-
stant-program monitoring, have been attracted to the con-
cept of'advocacy as a way to monitor their; programs and
assure service accountability to their clients. In one
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uch institution, a team of five advocates has been hired

monitor services plovided for seven hundred residents.

Iley are accountable airectly to the Superintendent.

then they encounter violations of resident rights or pro

;ram weaknesses, the advocates set in motion a process of,

legotiation with the staff to correct the problems. If

:hese is disagreement between the staff member and the

idvocate, or if the ataff person fails to make psogram

:flanges in. the interest of the client, confrontation is

Ised. Unresolved conflicts are taken directly to the

Superintendent and the Human Rights Committee. The Hu

man Rights Committee consist:3 of institution staff,

residents and the parents of residents.

'AdVocacy desig s such as the one described above

may have value not 'only for program Monitoring but also

for.tracking clients on an individual .basis to assure..

the appropriate provision of services. . Program weaknesa

es are often exposed by ttas monitoring procedure. The

problema of this design are the sanir disadvantages speci

fied for all internal advocacy activity. The risk is

cooption or "cooling out." Furthermore, if the. hiring

of advocates is a decision that institution adMinistratora

-are free to make, then institutions'that most require

monitoring.services are likely to be the ones that will

resist advocacy'services. Ideally, aAvocacy in institu.

tions should be externally accountable, ;-r.nil advocates

should be paid from an outside source. _One suggestion

is that DD Counr:ils establish local or regional coun

cils to whom advocates would repo:rt. Finally, advocate's

as monitors must .develop excellent data col1ection skills.

-It has already been pointed out that.nothing can erode

the credibility of advocacy aCtivity with greater speed

than falSe information.

.
,

Another technique for program monitoring that is

,currently in use-is the application of program standards

for community and regional institutions. Apart from

'standards develOped by individual states for their awn

use, the standards for residential facilities and stan

dards for community agencies developed by the Joint Com

mission on Accreditation
of Hospitals are the most widely

known and used. These'standards are particularly useful

for indicating program gaps and weaknesses.
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.The ombudsman model developed in the Scandanavian
countries is another monitoringprocedure for programs
at the state level. Effective.advocacy by ombudsmen re-
glares the direct flow .of information from clients to
the ombudsman. When the ombudsman is confronted with unz.
met client needs or violations of client rights, an at-
tempt is made to eliminate the cause of the unmr'.- need or
"..-ights violation at the system level, Successf...i ombuds-
'Man activity calls for a substantial power base inside
the system.

,,,
The need. for client and program monitoring wes re-

cognized by the staff of Child Advocacy System Project, a .

. neighborhood advOcacy program conducted fn Morganton,
North Carolina. Two procedures were developed in this
project, one, a procedure for monitoring individual

, clients (Pelosi, J..,& Johnson, S. L., 1974) and, two, a
.protedure for moratoring programs (Holder, H. D.,-Pelosi,

& Dixon, R.'T., 1974). The individual.monitoring
procedure suggests a procedure for helping monitors to"
recognize when advocacy is needed and how to go about aO-.
cessing resources in behalf of the Client. The program

:monitoring procedure suggests approaches to identify gro-
.gram weaknesses from a client perspective,.and suggests
ways to renaer programs accountable eo their clients.

An idportant consideration in service monitoring
is the location in state government of the monitoring
mechanism. Effective monitoring is unlikely to be ef-
fective outside of the agency in which the monitor is
lodged. Also, unless the monitOringmechanism has sub-
stantial suppOrt from outside of the system, then it
must depend entirely upon support from the chief execu-
tive'in,the host agency. The best insurance for effective
monitoring is a network df councils'extending from neigh-
borhoods to counties to multicounty districts. These
councils should involve citizens and have substantial.sup-
port from the private sector. At present, the.councils
can look toward cohsumer or parent groups such as the as-
sociations for retarded children or somesof the emerging
noncategorical consumer organizations.

Despite the negative reception that the concept of
monitoring is likely to encRunter in human servize

2 3
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settings, service monitoring is an important aspect of

assuring programsexhat are accountable to developmentally

disabled clients. Monitoring'.should take,place.at all
levels of activity ranging from the client to the sOviee
delivery system to the state agency. Monitoring sponsor-

.
ed by a system needs the unqualified support of the chief °

executive in the program' or agency in whith it is located,

and monitoring outside of that ageny is likely to be in.,

effective. The chances fdr effective monitoring are in-

creased when the monitoring agenc.y has support from<the

'private sector, Finally, the results of monitorine; need

to he communicated to persons or organizations that can

bring about change in those systems.

COMMDN1CATION

The story is told of a farmer.in Maine who had a

°telephone installed in his home. One night, while a

neighbor was visiting with the farmer, hig phone began to

ring, Despite repeated'calls, the farmer 'refused to an-

swer his telePhone. Mhen asked why he failed to pick Up

his receiver, the farmer replied, "I hdd that durg thing

installed for my conVenience.".
T-

The human service delivery system cannot afford

the luxury of one-way communication. Communication con-

cerning citizen needs and problenis must flow upward from

communities to state program administrators. Some or-

ganization must then assume responsibility for apprising

the public and legislators concerning the needs of devel-

.opmentally disabled person's. Finally, the communication

cycle is not complete.until the public I, apprised of

the various progrmns and interventions that are created

in response to client needs.

Since communication exchange e-oncerning human ser-'

vice delivery is weak in most ..states, it is this"writer's

opinion that DD,Councils Tight assume responsibility for

establishing a comprehensive communicaticin network.

At the level of state programs, communication be-

tween state agencies is essential in order that the Coun-

cil accomplish the work of comprehensive planning and

service coordination and it is to influenFe human

GI
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services from an adVocacy peripective. Change that can
be accomplished through negotiation,is likely to be more
.effectiye than chgnge that is sought as a consequence of
confrontation. Although all of the changes that may be
'needed to support,the rights and interests .of the develop-
mentally.disabled person.may not be accomplished through
negotiation, negotiation should be'the first tactic em-

, played. Confrontation should be a last resort. Negotia-
- iion requires communication, For .this.reason, Councils
must set up a system of internal communication with all
parts of the human service network at the state level
that it hopes to-influence.

Councils, ag advocacy mechanisms, must also develop
a system.of information exchange between thepublic and

: the private sector.. It A.s,often true that State,agencies
and human service programs become.closed systems because
they try to hide program weaknesses. Inevitably program

.weaknesses that threaten program adminiStrators are ex-
,,,posed to the public. In theWake of inquisitions and
public expAes, employees are often fired and Programs re--
organized. Inquisitions and public exposes do not guar-
antee constructive changes. However, the public has a
right to information concerning 'both the strengths and
weaknesses of the programs that are supported by .public
funds. Given this.knowledge, the public has responsibil-
ity for identifying and. helping tb provide,solutions to
the problems that. face.its programs. In'thiS writer's
opinion, this kind of openness with the public, would tend
to reduce the number of program investigations"that re- 4

sult an shocking disclosures and public recoil. An ap-
propriate function of Councils.is,to create a channel of
communication between public programs'and the public.
Support froth the private sector cannot be expected unless
this kind of comp2Fication exists.

One strategy that a,Council might use to provide
information eb the public concerning the delivery of ser-
vices to developmentally disabled clients is to hire a
communication specialist to communicate with the public
through radio, .television and the press. This person
should be familiar with all programs serving developmen-
tally disabled clients in his area, and he or she should.
know how to collect information concerning interactions

G 5
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beç,wen the dispensers and' receivers of,care. The commu-

m cation specialist would agree to spend a proportion of

is time collecting datacin human service programs. This .

data could then be reported to-citizens in the community
through newspaper articles by news releases to television
and.radio stations and by public presentations to civic
organizations and groups such as school boards or local

parent and teacher associations. Citizens-might be left

to judge the nature of the interactions, but both negative

and positive incidents should be reported%

It i5 interesting to,speculate on the potential
power of sucha cOMmunication design to render the ser-
Vice delivery system more responsive to the public and
its clients. Hopefully the public would become tore
knowledgeable concerning its programs-and'subsequently
mere involved. Perhaps Council action groups would or,-,

ganize to improve weak programs and support would be
generated for the natural advocates that mould be ldenti-

fied.
'

In order to.initiate communication between state
organizations and local,citizens, the 6ouncil for the
Developmentally Disabled in Utah,conducted a series.of
televised public hearings. ,The Rearings were held in
'seven different locations, in the state. Persons were
contacted in each county to disseminat,;.information con-
cerning the hearings and in order to make local arrange-
ments. Letters announcing the meetings were sent .to
parents of handicapped persons, agencies wotking with ,

the handicapped, State legislators, educatOrs, and local
and county officials. An attempt was made o avoid hold-
ing the meetings in facilities that were associated with

.. a particular agency or program.

Six to eight membets of tLe State Council conducted

-the 1iear4ngs. All local citizens coMing tO the meeting
were enrolled, at the door and asked if they wished to

speak. If so, they were ipvited to speak in the order in
which they were enrolled. Because speeches were often
spontaneous, tape recordings were made and stenographic

notes were taken. Citizens who did not wish to speak

were invited to submit written statements. After the

.citizens had spoken, raised isaues or asked questions,

G 6
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'members of the council, agency personnel or legislators
responded. Citizens attending the meetings ranged in
number frop fifteen to four hundred.

The recurring theme eXpressed at the hearings was
the need for: increased money in special education; re-
mQval of the categories -Of mental retardation, learning
disabilities, emotional disturbance, etc.; community
training programs for the adult handicapped, especially
the severely disabled not eligible for rehabilitation
services; recreation and transportation; early diagnosis
and intervention; parent training; community based resi-
dential alternatives in addition to State institutions;
elimination of architectural barriers and access to in-
formation about services. It seems likely that knowle&ge-
able professionals would have-identified a similar list
clq need's. This kind of informatipn should generate
greater confidence among professionals in deVeloping
closer ties with citizens from the private sector.

'The citizens who participated in the Utah hearings
indicated that they were pleased to have a forum in which
they could'express their concerns, frustration and anger.
They expressed a desire for more hearings in othr parts
of the state, especially in rural areas. During, the hear-

ings, parents of developmentally disabled persons were '

Made aware of services in their area that they had not .
known of previously.

In addition to learning of needs from citizens;
there were numerous advantages in the hearings to the
Council itself. First, the Council's-visibility was in-
creased and its identity established, and second, the
hearings resulted in improved communication between citi-,
zens and the Council.

In addition .to the televisionrcgverage provided Sy,
the hearings, news releases were' sent to local weekly
newspapers and hearings in the mors populous areas qf the
state were covered by daily newspapers with statewide
circulation. The example cited contains many ingredients
of a sound communication system. .It Ancluded face to
face encounter between citizens nti-si.4./..level program

administrators. It encouraged private cltnens to make

27
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statements concerning needs as they saw them, and it gave

the public an 'opportunity to ask questions of state em-

ployees: The information emanating from the hearings was

disseminated, using television and the press. This would

seem to be a good starting point for,a sound and compre-

hensive communication
network between state programs and

local citizens. It could also provide initiative'for the

private sector to organize into action groups.

there are, of.course, many waYs in which.communi-

cation exchange can be accomplished in a state. In some

states, films, slide-taPe presentations, and pamphlets or

fliers are produced in order to disseminate information

concerning client needs and services. Conferences and

work§hops are also conducted to bring together various

interest groups and develop action plans.

In this writer's'opinion, all of these activities

are needed to assure complete information sharing among

,legislators, state agencies, consumer organizations, local

government.agencies, service delivery units and private

citizens. The sharing of this information should not be

left to chance. Rather, a careful design accounting for

. all parts of the social structure should be developed.

At every level careful consideration should be givenrto

the gommunication
technique that is most effective.

THE PUBLIC ALLIANCE

It has already been pointed out that an effective

advocacy system.re'quires an alliance between the public

and private sectors:. Staff that are Supported by devel-

opmental disabilities resources usually receive their

salaries .from a state agency.
In'this sense they are

part of the state system and run the riak of becoming

an additional 'agency of state government and being

"cooled .out" like any other internal advocacy mechanism.

Unlike most.state agencies,%Councils for the- DevelOpmeri-

tally. Disabled have the opportunity of relating to a

council that consists of.a variety of.state agencies and

several consumer agencies. Persons supported by develop-

mental 4sability funds might be viewed as 'advocates

within the system. The external advocates are private

citizens working for and committed to the developmental

zd
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disabilities movement. Staff tO the Councils should be
viewed as seams in the fabric that bring together not only
the public and the'private sector but also the profession-
als or service.providers and the nonprofessicwal citizen.

OHistorically, many parents of hand.'''aoped children
have abdicated program responsibility and ..,ervice delivery
to professionals. Unfortunately, professi.,%nals alone
have.been unable to develop a system of vies that
adequately responds to the needs of handic-21pped, peiFions
in this country. On one hand, there are tremendous gaps
between services, and many handicapped per,--.s are not
.provided with the help and support they need. On the
other hand, there are many overlapping services and
scarce resources are wasted. Finally, many of the ser-
vices that exist are inflexible and u%responsive_despite
information that indicates the need for change.

In-some instances, professionals point out that
the parents prefer to be relieved of responsibility for
handicapped persons. Additionally, the general public
tends to have a narrow range of tolerdnce for, ?hysical
or behavioral Variance. Professionals point c.it that
even if public citizena wish to become involvcd.in ser-

' vice delivery as volunteers, training them tal'es more
time than it's worth. To the extent that these atti-
tudes exist, one can understand the impulse of-profes-.
sionals to undertake program development and service.de-
livery without involving parents or the general public.

If professionals were adequately serving the needs
of handicaliped persons without help from parents and
other public citizens, we could accept their independence.
But, since confusioo seems to reign ih the human service
network and.since we continue to be faced with many unmet
n'eds, a strong ease can be made for the development of
sound linkages with the general public.

Areas cf support that can be 'provided by the gen-
eral public ral,ge from direct service, and individual and
program monitoring, to participation on boaids and politi-
cal lobbying.. In eazh of these areas, professionals
should assume responsibility for recruitment, organiza-
tion, and training.

29
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In the- area of direct service, it is clear tha

in the foreseeable future there Will not be-sufficient
public reSources to provide the kind of staff to client
ratios that are necessary to adequately serve the needs

of developmentally disabled persons. At the same time,

the interest of:parents and their potential for providing

serviee has not been realized.

The Regional Intervention Program in Tennessee, as

described in Chapter 5, provides us with an example.of

an excellent, cost effective Program for emotionally

handicapped children utilizing'citizen participation.
Parents applying to have their children admitted.for

treatment must agree tO receive training and work 'in the"

prograMs for six months after their child has graduated.

Im this way, the project functions with only two full

tIme staff members and backup consultation from profes-
.

sionals. N

In Nebraska, a program of "live-in friend" involves

a citizen advocatesharing an apartment with a-retar

person who has been discharged from a residenti,41 in

stitution. The occupations of "live-in friends" have

included students, social wOrkers, teaChers, salesmen ana

secretaries. In most instances the "l*ve-in friends" are

not paid for their participation in.the program. The

"live-in friends' are benefactors (Heber and Dever., 1970)

andoteacherS for their roommate in money management,

shopping, use of public transportation, cooking, self-
medication,luse of telephones, and leisure time activities..

It has been reported that the program is etfective.and

economical Perske, R. & Marquiss, J., 1973).

The c
'"live-in fri
charged from
and who made
stream. In

critical fac
ship of a re
helped them
their abilit
abilitY to '

retaxdation"

ncept of "benefactor".which undergirds the
nd",originated fronra study of persons dis-

a residential institution in California
successful adjustments to the cultural main7
is reseatch; Edgerton reports that the
or in community adjustment was-the relation-

arded,person to abenefactor. lenefactors

aintain: "(a)-peir self respect; (b).

to cOpe with the world;and (c) their

ass' for normal and to deny their.mental
(.,Edgerton, R. B., 1967).
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The foregoing examples of citizen participation In
direct service activity are presented to indicate the need
to capture a large potential source of manpower. It is
likely that there are many persons employed in private
fmterprises with a keen sense of altruism and no outlet
for that impulse.

In addition to direct service activity, there are
other.,areas of activity in which support is needed frbm
the private sector. For example, action Lhat is highly
controversial should in most instances be undertaken by
ogroups or persons from the private sector. Confrontation
by staff members of the Council may result in a brekdown
of communication in the system or may absorb so much staff
time that the work of planning and coordination may be
ignored.

At,other times effective employees in state pro
grams or working for the Councils may sometimes need
protection from fickle political machinery. In this
writ6r's opinion, human services need to be depoliticized.
In the meanwhileTrbtection from the political system is
most effective when it eminates from the private sector.
Support is also needed from the private se-ctor in Ihe
area of lobbying and legislation. In the past, consumer
organizations such as associations for retarded children
have been most successful in obtaining the pasSage of

'legislation favoring developmentally disabled persons.
While profegsionals can help in the work of organization
and training, it is the weight .of consumers that will
proauce political action.

Finally, it is becoming increasingly popular to
establish boards with.consumer representation. To the

,extent that this trend continues, Councils for the devel
opmentally disabled need to recognize the need to provide
training and education that.enables consumers to function
in more 'than token roles on boards:

CONCLUSION

Successful direct service activity is difficult to
provide from the state level, One reason is that they are
too far removed from the service delivery setting to be.
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adequately sensitive to the client needs. Among the

produtts of state operated programs are the large region-

al institutions that exist across the country. In order

to operate these institutions and in order to manage other

aspects of service delivery from the state, top heavy

administrative organizations tend to develop. many

instances planners, personnel departments and fiscal

agents are not adequately in tough with consumers to

know their needs. In order to exercise control from a

distance, state agencies tend to develop rules, regula-

tions and reporting procedures that seriously hamper pro-

gram staff. Additionally, a large regional institution

has its own impersonal routines to regulate the daily

movement of staff and residents. The result is often a

,"top heavy", client insensitive system that spends the

bulk of its energy and resources Maintaining itself.

One alternative is to keep services small and nu-

merous, in order ehat the services be located close to

the consumers, thus enabling consumers to remain close

to their natural environments. These services might

then be made accountable to local boards. If'the model

of locally operated programs were adopted, the role o,f

state agencies would shift from service provision to en-

abling and monitoring. State agencies would focus upon

.plannilg, resource acquisition, training, information

dissemination, organizational work and monitoring.

To the extent that state agencies should be-cau-

tious concerning their involvement with direct servide

provision, this is evenmore true for Councils for the

'Developmentally Disabled. Persons and organizations

with an advocacy perspective are often easily seduced

into case advocacy actiyity. At this point it seems

prudent to advise Councils to assume the role of "enabler"

rather than the role of "doer' of advocacy activity.-
Since State agencies have the resources for service pro-

,

vision,the busi1.2ss of direct service should be left to

them. The Coun,..ii might work toward creating the kind of

regional and local organizations that would eventually

lead to decentraliiation and local service delivery, uni-

fying all components of the system and bringing about an

alliance between the public and the private sector. In

this writer's opinion, service coordination is likely to

0
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be accoMplished with greater ease at the local than at
the state level.

If Councils attempt to provide direct: service to
clients, they wilk find.that their meager resources will
soon be gone and they will have little to show in terms
of ongoing activity. Additionally, the time required to
engage the action needed for case advocacy would soon
absorb all of the time of staff and Council alike, and
no time would be left for.planning, cootdinating and com-
municating. Advocacy as direct service activity inevi-
tably results in high profile controversial activity.
Given the recency of developmental disabilities legisla-
tion and the recency'of Council interaction with programs
at the state level, high profile, controversial activity
may result in a premature death of the Councils and the
developmental disabili(ies movement. Council staff shoul
spend their time in administrative enabling activity. As

advocates inside the system, they should work toward de-
veloping an alliance with the private sector, the externa]
advocates, and help them develop their skills in account-
ability procedures and service provision.
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Consumer as Advocate
.
I would like to share a few w6rds with you which

Will hop!fully make the wordfadvocacy have additional
meaning. I think I Should first give you. a very brief
story about my'life, something which I very seldom do.

I was bormin 1932. Because of my Cerebral Palay, I
went in the hoSpital in 1934 and didn't leave that same
hospital until 1942. At the'age of eleven or twelve, I
still couldn't walk without some kind of physical. sup-

port.

About this same time, I was sitting in my mother's

yard one.day, and I said to myself, "This is not for me..
I'm going to have to make a life style for myself." I

immediately began. I picked up:a hand lawn mower that

was leaning at the side of my dad's garage, and I started

to mow the lawn. SoOnsI improved and began mowing other
lawns for about two or three dollars a day. I wasn't

making enough money to even pay for My shoes, because I

wore out a pair every two.weekS"due to the way I walked.

But I kept going. Over a pericid\of. 27 years, I built my

oWn landscaping corporation in whi6i I now employ seven

men and two secretaries.
\.

My life was also growing in other, ways, for I mar-
.

ried the most beautiful girl I ever saW.\\ Needless to say,
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she became an integral part in my accompl1shment4. Hera

name is Margaret. Six months before I got married, we

bought an apartment house. Margaret, a polio victim from
early childhood, and I lived there for six years. Later,

I designed and built by gwn home specifically to make it
as useful as possible for my wife. As stated, my wife is

a polio victim and therefore, rwanted to build a house
so that Margaret could get fromone toom to 'the next in a

matter of seven steps. I'built this house which my Wife
and I presently reside in, but that's enough about me and

my personal life.

I want to shaie a,brief thought with you, ar-id that

thought is that the most beautiful thing in estimation,

is a woman that is about to become a mother. Whar.,,is

more beautiful than the beginning"of life? Nothing. 'No

matter what you see out these windows there's no compari-

son. And'that person--that child that comes out of.the
mother's'womb has a right to live as normal as possible.
And an rnstitution is na'place to begin. The're should

not be any barriers to blacken the room of that child's

life. We all know,that for some stupid reason, and they

are stupid, there are barriers. And let me tell you
something--these barriers are going to be lifted, becatise

beautiful people like you are helping; how could they

help but tb be lifted? Nothing on earth can survive.by

itself--nothing.

I was sitting in my sister's yard orie day and

thOught maybe I would just relax in a lounge chair and,

take a little snooze. So I,climbed onto the lounge chair

and was just about ready to close my eyes when my little

nephew ran from around the front of the house. He

stopped suddenly at the foot of my chair; he was staring

at me. I pretended that I was sleeping and he came up

to the side of the lounge and continued to stare at me.

Then he moved away towards the back of the yard and I

just peeked to see what he was up to. Albert, stood

beside'a little hole in the ground' and then he went

back cut to the front of the yard. He came back,In

about two or three minutes with a tree no-taller than

a foot high. He put this little tiee into the hole,
then,he shoveled back the dirt around it. He then got
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a little pail of water and put water around it. I got up

from the lounge and I said to him, "Albert, what are. you

doing?" He said, "Uncle Frank, I found this tree in front

of the yard underneath the front stairs and it wasnrt

getting any sun and I thought maybe if I took it and

planted it in the center of the yard it would get the'

proper lighting." I said, "Fine, but that isn't enough."

He said, "What do you.mean?" I said, "Look, you go into

the house, tell your mother you want two sticks and you

want some string." And he did. He came out with che

string and the sticks. J buried the sticks and tied, the

rwine from the tree to the sticks. Then I said to

Albert, "Now Albert, let the rains come, let the wind

blow, that tree can now grow up into a strong tree." He

looked.up at me and he said, "Gee Uncle Frank,.you're

smart." I said, ",No, when you get to be,my age, you'll

know this."

I feel that in order to be a.good Christian you

cannot do it by yourself. I cannot be a good Catholic

if I do not go to Confession and receive the Sacrament

once a month. It cannot be done by oneself; no way.

When you are dealing with human lives you are deling

with people that are just as good-as anyone. You are

not just dealing with a contractor to build a bridge

or a road, but these are people. They bleed just like

you and me. They cry just like you and me.

ManyJyears ago, when I was qu1t youhg, I once

said to my lf,-"Why did God do.th,is o me? There has

'got to he a reason." And by aid, f e years ago, I

found that vason. I realized that because I have,

lived the experience of a handicapped person, I can

put this knowledge to use to help others as an advocate.

When people don't have the confidence they can make it

because their handicap overwhelms them, it helps to

know that someone else with tIr same problem has had

success just as they can if they\really try.

Education is no good withoat the sticks tO support

it.
,

tf one-does not have ihe sticks of motivation, sensi-

tivity, and intellii?,-taCe3- education is not worth a bean

when it comes to helping underprileged,handicapped

people. It is tOo bad the criteria to obtain these sticks
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do not often consider a fellow like myself,_and there
are many, many,. more It.is too bad that we cannot enjoy
a team like'yours as full time members. It really.helps
you people, and makes your jobs easier by giving you
better insight to the problems, although you don't total7
ly know the problems unless you've'lived them. You know
the frustration8 that one like myself goes through; but
for me, no more, I have licked them.

The frustrations are many and if I go through one
of them, please do not think that I am feeling sol-ry for
myself. Lam not locking for your sympathy. I just'
want to point out a few expe4ences that a fellow like
myself went through in life. What do you think it
would be like to sit at the sidelineS of a football'game,
basketball game, hockey game, or a baseball game,' and you
see your friends playing and you realize the next hour ,

you are going out there and do a beautiful job. However,
you know way back in your mind that this thing will never
happen. How do you think one feels when he meets his
friends on a Saturday night at the local gas station and4
gradually all of them disappear. They did not realize
that while they were going out Oith girls, I would be
walking home at 9:00 on Saturday night. Believe me I.
have-done it many, many times. And I never went in the
house, because my mother used to know what was happeniWg,
and I would just sit in the yard in the dark and say, well,

. som day. How do you think it.feels to see guys go by in
a car with their girls next to them, the radio full blast
in the summer with the top of their car down? And you
know that you can drive and they (the Registry of Motor
Vehicles) forbid you to have a driver's licenSe. But
that doesn't bother me now because ydu .see I have a
license. It took me 10 years to get it but I got it.
And-now I drive 8 ton trucks, as well as a new $20,000
bulldoz,er-which I will be operating -in a couple of weeks.

What I'm trying to say is, if I can do,it, why
can't the nexChandicapped person do it? 'Why can't they
be given the-chance? Why can't people stop looking on
'the negative side and start looking ac the positive?
Because that's all it takes. Believe me, that's'all it
takes: If we are given a.chance, we cah do wonders. Do
you think that all the,handicapped are greatrioNo way.
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Just like any other group,there are some that take advan-

tage of their situation. They get on welfare or say,

"I dgn't have to work); I can get public assistance." But

these poor souls do not know what they are missing. In

the morning I, wake up at 5:00 and take our dog for a walk,

' come back and have breakfast, kiss my wife gogdby and then

3 men are. wqiting for me in the field to giye them ldirea-

tions and orders. But I want you to know that I work

Iright beside all of my men; shovel and pick, picking up

bZulders, whatever we do I am.right there because I had a

chance. And now I am an advocate instead of client.

Advocacy, you know, is a very diffitulr subject

because you see,'you must know haw to advocate. Evefy-

thing that yoU advocate for is different. And, the only

way that., yourrare going to beat this rotten system that we

live in is t6 w6rk with it and prove that it is'iotten.

Never, neyer be afraid to call a spade,a spade. People

that tend to hold badk do not knOy how much'damage they

are doing, not only to the pepple thatthey are serving

but to themselv,es. If you do not like .our job, get our".

The space is very, very valuable.

There is much, much more that I want to say, but I

think I will just summarize a little.bie. First of all,

on behalf of all of the handicapped persons fri this coun-

try, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you.

.:,You see, I took the right to,be free and I took the right

to be me:. Second, I want to leave you with a little .

thou-ght. If ane fails to.plan,. one plans to fail.

.4%
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Planning and Evaluation
The intent of this chapter is to describe two

major planning problems facing a Council on Developmental

Disabilities. The first problem involves the strategies
a.Council could utilize in undertaking its planning

responsibility. A potential Solution to the problem is
offared in the form of a planning model. The model is

intended only as..an example since many Councils have
already established procedures which work well for them.

For such Councils, the planning model will probably prove

only of passing interest. The second problem involves

the relationship of DD Council and the person or-Tersons

employed to assist in the Couneil's planning efforts and

the implications that relationship holds for the imple-

mentation of Council p7.ans. The goal of the paper, then,

is to descr#te one model of Council planning and to depict

concerns that those assisting in the Council's planning

may have.

COUNCIL PLANNING: TWO TRENDS

For the purpose of this paper, planning is defined

as engaging in a process of determining which alternative

solution to a defined need is most appropriate in light of

given resources and constraints. Once the solution:1s

agreed upon, planning'is also required to delineate a

strategy for implementing the solution. Determining the
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.

pr cedures that will be used in agreeing upon splutions
an iffipiementation strategies also requires planning, and
di ferent methods are frequently used in the planning
pr cess.

,-

1

Currently, two distinct planning trends exist
am ng_DD Councils. One trend is that the CoUncil is a
re; ponding body. The Council reacts to ideas and issues
ge etated by others. Sometimes the Council relies
he v).ly on its planning staff as the prime souree of
id as and issues. The purpose of the Council becomes one
of approving, modifying or rejecting ideas.

A second trend is that the Council is action
ori nted,.but not to the point of rejecting ideas and
iss es brought to it. Rather, the action orientation
cau
age

es the Council to define a role for itself and its
ts relevant to some problem which the Council as a

wholg has determined is of importance to DD persons. For
examble; the Council continues to review state plans or

fillIgaps in services, but the Council also Plans activi-.
tiesIfor its members and staff which will make a direct
conttibution to fulfilling the needs of the developmen-
tallY disabled citizen.

Of course, action pLonning by a DD Council is the
issue of primary co. rn. In order to engage in it, staff
and members mn t acLept several assumptions. The very
existence of a oounc[l is 1,a,-;ed on the assumption that
perso s with differing ill. :-ests and backgrounds are an
approOriate poi,Alation to develop and review plans for
DD persons. AdJitionally. :ouncil members and staff Must
accept their owo legitimiLy to engage in the active plan-
ning próCess. The federal legislation grants this legi-
timacy to a degree, and some states have expanded it by
legislating.additional statutes. Also, Council members
and staff have to assume that a member was placed on the
Council, because he or she has knowledge relevant, to the
function of the Council. Many Council members, in fact,
possess extensive knowledge about the needs of DD persons
and the demographics of their state. They also represent
the knowledge of others regarding what needs to be done
for DD persons.
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As such the Council represents an evolAiing organi

zation of pspple constantly increasing their knowledge

and.eIperiencb in the needs for services for the develop-

mentally disabled. 'This aggregatioa of people and

-ceSources represents a decision group which-has both' the

knowledge to assist DD persons accessing needed ser-

vices -and the accoun,ablity for the nature and success

of those services.

COUNCIL PLANNING: A MODEL

One thing that a Council engaging in action plan-

ning learns qUickly is that there are too many needs to

which the COuncil could respond. Moreover, different

members of the Council place different value on the

1 varying needs.

The initial action for a Council, then, is the

establishment of some-consensus about its beliefs and

priorities. There are numerous means by which this can

beaccomplished,. but in order to be effective, a strategy

seems best which allows maximum participation of all

Council members and which does not allow domination byis

verbally fluent members. Without such a process, the

decisions made may be accepted by a member, but he may

select not to participate in the action or may attach

the ownership and responsibility to the few verbal members.

One DD Council which utilized the action, planning

model found its members quickly agreeing on the' major

beliefs of the group. These beliefs were adopted as

Council priorities. The Council also defined needs of

DD persons and then ranked them by.order of importance.

The following excerpt frbm documentations of their initial

planning session provijes examples of the Council's

responses to development of- policies and priorities:

Policies - Overriding priorities for DD programs

The following statements were generated by the

Council in response o the question, "What char-

acteristic should ,flly program serving DD people

have?" The intent was to establish the general

philosophy of the group. -Only a sample of
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policies follow:

A. Emphasis should be placed on the indivi-
dual, his rights and the responsibility
of society to meet his individual needs.

B. 'Services should be designed to encourage
the acceptance of DD people, recognizing
their uniqueness and individuality.

C. Services should be provided in the least
restrictive manner.

D. Each individual has a right to a continuum
of services which emphasizes a movement
toward normalcy.

Priorities Rank ordered problems that DD persons
face in receiving services

In-response to the question, "What barriers are DD
people facing in receiving needed services?", the
group identified 24 barriers. The purpose of this
activity was to allow each Council member to voice
his concerns. The 24 barriers established by the'
group were then categorized into the 14 items.
From the list of 14 barriers the Council was able
to identify 7 major problem areas. Only the top
two priorities follow:-

1. Individuals who have responsibilities for
DD citizens have a need,for more informa-
tion regarding developmental disabilities,
service roles: services available, and
their own responsibilities.

2. Servicas to DD people are being inhibited
by the need on the part of decision makers,
such as the DD Council, regional boards and ,
state agencies to know who is being
served, who needs.to be served and what
the quality of services are.

The product of defintng beliefs and ptiorities also
has seVeral secondary effectS. It provides information to
non-member-; of the Council as to the purpose and emphasis
of the Council. Of course, the taking of a stance by the
Council may lead people to disagree with it and to
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seek actively to alter the beliefs of:the Council.
Nevertheless, it may also encourage some to seek assiS-

tance from the Council, or it.imayfeinforce the beliefs

of others and cause them to respond'in a positive manner

to some nded. Finally, defined priorities can.yrovide a

__..f-o-6-us for planning specific advocacy activities, either
-

regionally or statewide.

Once a Council has defined that which is important

to it, it Can begin to,establish dirlections for its ac-.

tions. A generally accepted method for describing What.

the Councilyill do is the development by the Council of

goals and objectives. Goals indicate the long range ,

,,intent of the Council. Several objectiveS are usually .

developed and associated with each goal. 'Objectives

specify what results will be obtained over a period of.

.time, and the assumption is made that arriving at those

results will eventually lead'to obtaining the goal:

For example, the Council which developed the

poli:ies and priorities previously cited also developed

goals and objectives for each of their top two priori-

. ties. In this case, the Council selected to divide into

two small groups and to develop the goals and objectives

based on policies'and priorities of the full Council.

The results of their effort, which follow; were present-

ed to the full Council for its approval:

Goal 1 - The DD Council will develop a procedure

or procedures to assess the information need of'

those persons responsible for providing services

to DD persons and to communicate information and

establish exchanges in areas which will reduce

information gaps.

Objective 1 The DD Council will develop a regelest

for Proposals (RFP) to contract for the design of

a needs assessmenE process. The RFP will designate

information to be collected, viewpoints to be

assessed, needs and suggestions to be identified,

the population to be sampled and the product to be

. developed. The RFP for the needs assessment will

be developed in one month, contracted in an addi-

tional month andconducted in a period of 6 months.
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ObjeCtive 2 - The DD Courieil will .stimulate the
development of printed material, video materials,
state television program commercial time, inser-
vice training formats and resource bureaus, etc.
to meet the information needs identified. -

GOal 2 - The'DD Council will form a task force of
DD Council members, state agency personnel, techni-.
cal experts,in. evaluation a.nclother interested
parties as needed, to,specify,the quantity and
quality of information desiredby the Council for
more objective decision.making in its progpm
-planning.

Objective 1 - The DD Council, by March 1, 1975,
will.develop a procedure for the continuOus
evaluation and review of regional board plans.
The procedures will be derived-from and responsive
to the need for informetion,as expressed by DD
Council members.

,Objective 2 - The DD Council will commission a
study to review the evaluation_procedure which can
be used by local DD service programs and the State
DD Council to assess the gaps.in services and the
impact that.DD gervices are having on DD clients.
The commission will contain representatives of the
DD Council, regional boards, evaluation profession-
als and relevant others and will be charged.with
review of alternative evaluation strategies and
resources which might be brought to bear on the
problem. The end result of the study will be.a
report to the Council recommending a plan 'of
Council action.

The development of goalS and.ObjectiVes hy the
Council also sets into play Lwo other parallel and . .

on-going activicies. First, the Council must review the ,
action goals and objectives in light of plans and re-
sources being.generated by other state public an'd private
agencies. The process of review might entail.the formal
analysis of activities ot relevant others, oq it may
entail informal discussion and review with otlers.
Second, the Council should put into play some set of
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: activities to validate the worthiness of their goals and

objectives. A goal could be set to have-blind people
learn to make brooms, and an objective would specify
that they will make 50 btooms a weeko But the goals and

_
objectives could be irrelevant to the needs of blind

people. To avoid edgaging in misdirected actiyity, the
Council must engage in directed inquiry to determine the
feasibility and significance of its actions'.

When the Council has.established-goals and objec-
tives, tasks.canbe,specified for meeting the objectives...

Some tasks might be undertaken.by council members and
staff, while others might be assumed by state,agency

personnel. One method of task completion used by many
councils has been the awarding of special planning or
demonstration grants.

The results'of Council plans can be monitored over
time if the Council has clearly defined its goals and

objectives. Moreover, if the actions of the Council have
been well documented a major portion of the Federal/State

plan can be quickly assembled.

Planning for Council action, then, is one trend in

planning styleS for Developmental Disabilities Councils.
It requires that a Council periodically review the posi-
tionsand direction of its activities and reaffirm its
beliefs, policies, goals and objectives. It also requires

that the Council have someone-to be a,full-time advocate

for its positions. In general, the task of carrying out

the Coudcil's plan,pr of monitoring others in the fulfill-

ment-of those, plans has been the res'ponsibility.cf a staff

planner'or planners. The position of planner for a DD,

CoUncil is a unique one in State government, and the fol-

lowing section of the paper attempts to relate one of the_.

problems that a Council must recognize that its staff
faces in the role of implementing'Council plans.

THE COUNCIL PLANNER

This section of the paper describes the major types
of relationships and some of the consequences of:these
rellItionships for the staff planner of a DD Council.
Specifically, the following types of relationships are
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described: 1) the relationships betWeenthe planner and

the DD Council; 2) the relationship between the planner

and the state agency by whom the planner is salaried; and

3) the relationship betWeen the planner and other exter-

nal organizations, e.g. the federal agency. The relation-7

ghips described do not refer to any particular state
agency, Councilor planner.

The DD Planner octupies a position which is esgen-

tialiy located between two organizationg, the state-
agency (or agencieg) and the DD Council. A person.in -

thig pogitionusually has the responsibility of represent:

ing each,organization to the other and the responsibility

of representing certain aspects of both.organizations to

other audiences. On'the one.hand, the planner is seen as -

a membser of the Council with the responsibility of faci-

litatdng internal administrative matters and representing

the Council tO the state agency .(or agencies) in such a

Way that the Council can conduct its. affairs as-it thinks

best.. On the other hand, the planner is seen as a member

of the state agency with the responsibility of seeing .

that.the general expectations of the agency are not

violated y 'the Council. In addition, the planner is

expectO to represent the agency and'the DD Council to

external organizations, such as federal funding agencies.

The administration of internal matters of a DD

Council contains some issues that are not found in many

other organizations. The Council members are more ori-

ented toward advocacy and assuring the delivery of

services than toward creating orderly administrative

systems. Differences and disagreements between and among

Council metbers are likely to be of an issue nature and

settled by debate, group meeting or simgy isolation from

the source of the difference or disagreement. .The infre-

quency of Council meetings and the specification of action'

by the Council require extensiye time for development.

This orientation does' not lend itself either to "day-to-

day" or urgent organizational decisions.

The relationship between,the state agency(ies)

and the DD Council presents a different set of conditions

for the DD planner. Since he.represents both organiza-
tions under differing conditions, neither organization is
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certain of his primary reference, or loyalty. If he is
extremely successful in having the Council's expectations
met by the state agency, then the agency is likely to
'grow suspicious'. Tf he is seen as over zealous in pre-
senting the agency's expectations, then the Council is
likely to question his allegiances.

It is alsO necesSary for the planner td- represent
the agency(ies).and the DD Council to external organiza-
tions. The essential problems here-are that more of the
representation must be mediated through the organization

. being represented. For example, if the state agency is
being represenVd, the planner usutlly must "go through"
the state agency. The process of 'going through" has
many forms. One fonm, for example, is the procedure,of
appvving a report. Few,people can resist changingl-a

'dci.cument placed on their desk for aPproval, and it does
not..take many "changes!' before the deadline for the re-
port is,00t met, and the planner has-not represented-he
agency or Council appropriately, Another form of "going,
,throughr is. when the reports to.external agencies pre-
pared by-the planner are presented by someone in the
state agency oron the Council. It is an unusual.person
who.can present and interpret a report without intimate
knowledge of its preparation.c. Given a Poor repreSenta-
tion, it is. ,even'more nnuvual to find Someone who thinks
it was'his presentation. of..thd report wpich was the rea-

54on fort e poot.kkesentation..,

The representation of- the agendy and the Council
t6 ex ernal organizations is additionally Complicated by
the Contacts the agency.and the Council'members have
with'external organizations. l'or, examOle, it will be an

eMbarras3ed planner whoThttempts to.proNdde program
accountability data for.a grant .wil-hout knowing 'Oat 'an
addendum,,w4tten 4s a memo thee months after the'graht
was ap'proved,.significantly changed the nature of the_
grant. .

The-planner, then4is in aposition ofdeving to
represent anorganization - the Dp,Councii t)(hich resists
mah4em,nt and regulation L t000ther state aria national
organizoeions - organizations which want syst,emAtic tn-
formation abdut the intention's and actioncof the Council
but who both encpurage and reinforce the liscretion,

or'
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interactions end complexity.of the Council.

CONCLUSION

Developmental Disabilities Councils are an unique-

ly qualified body to plan and advocate for meeting.the

needs of DD persons.. .Some Councils have chosen to be

assertive.in their planning. For those Councils, a plan-
,.
rung procedure is necessary to assure that the views.of

.11.1 members are an integral part of any plans developed.

Good planning can lead,to significant actions by the

Council on behalf of,DD persons and also to the fulfill-*

ment Of the legal obligations of the Council in concert

with its action rolei -The implementation-of plans re-
quires the support.of-personnel who have been involved,

in the PlanNing process nd whowvderstand the Council's

belief and policies. Given the nature f the DD legisle7s.
tion, support personnel must be'employees of an ongoing

state agendy, a policy whkEh..plates,individuaIs who assume

those roleein an uniquepoAition T-one which must be. 2.

understood by,the Council and eccounted for in.Council

planning. The successful Council,whiQA engagds in actiOn.

planning i1l active? include ell,members ofthe,CounCil
and staff in the"01,Rnaing process, and the resulting,plans
will represent Significant tasks whiCh are consistent
with theqo,le of-the Council.and the.organizational .

competeAcy of the staff. -
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Consumerism

4a,

7

The Deveropmental Disabilities °Act oA1970
clearly recognized the important role of the consumer.
y eeLluiring thatat least onethirdof the membership
Developmental Disabilitigs Councila be Consumers,:,

it rovided.the Council with^a very important regource:
In* a dition,'of,course, it provided the ConsumQrs with
oppor unities to take an active role in planning fer the
develoPment of comprehensive services for .developmentally

disabled,. cit.izens. The roles of Consumers in,advice
,ing,7:7pts,p,Fing and advocating have beep, and are being

.recognized' ds important. functions.

What has been-neglected .are the functions of ser-

_vice giviag and service monitoring in which consumers
,can also playan important, if not indispens:able, part%

In a ,few places across the counery.,these functions have
been Yecognized ahd fLeld. tested with very proMising re-,

sules. gopefully, thesr . results will Se replicaLed- and

improved upon elsewherei

There .are '5evera1 substantiaj reasons for involv-

in consumers and consumeY representatives, hamay'.
parents, in seri/Lce,delivery systems for the,:developmen-

-tally disabled. To-kciehtify a few: (1) -parents know
*their own ,.:1-0.Idren bealyl.this knowledge can be used

to good advantage by others working with the children;
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(2) often parents spend more time with their children
than do others, and this time can be used.to work with
.their children in a manner consistent with the center's
goals; (3) parents can be of significant help to one
another in that they share similar problems and can
identify with and support one another; (4) parents can
provide' the program staff with ongoing evaluative feed-
back which can assist the program in being accountable
and in making programmatic decisions; (5) parents can
provide child behavioral data that can be used to. monitor
intervention effectiveness; (6) parents supply' a source'
of manpower not readily available from other sources be-
cause of the lack of finances and training.

Each of these points is worth elaborating upon
and most of them have been explored by other...authors
(Ora & Reisinger,l971). Clearly, there are not suffi-
cient services for handicapped children. Even though

services have increased apidly since the Bureau of Edu-
cation for the itandicapped and the Developmental Dis-
abilities Act came into being., at the,rate services are
expanaing it will be decades before all the developmen-
tally disabled are provided with coffiprehensive services..
There are many_reaSons'for.this state of affairs; two -

principal reasoni aie a lack of financial resources to
ftOvAde programk for the developmentally disabled children
and a lack.,of tiAined personnel. To accelerate the pro-
visidd of serviEes, programs are needed which provide
quality serViseS for-developmentally disabled children at
low costs and do not rely-completely on Professionally .

-trained 'pracititioners'sfOr all or even_a majoriky of che

intervention'services. For example, programstcurrently
being'funded,by the Handicapped ChIldren's Early Educa-
tion Programare-avereging over $3000 per child served
and a. ratio'of fewer than'six children served forLthe
equivalent of each fulltime professionally trained staff
member. While tIlese costs, in terms of money and man-
poTier,Are'not too great for a society eo spend to assist
handicapped children, at'present our society is not will-
ing to maketthese, kinds of resources available to serve
all developmentally 'disabled children. Therefore, pro-
fessionally trained persons who have the responsibility:
for providing services for all developmentally'disabled
children must develop and implement service.systems
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which are likely to provide quality services with sub-

stantially lower financial and human resources. -

Parents are one source of such human resources'.

TheYoare readily available: They are.aiready engaged in

preparing and teaching their children and are eager to

learn more effective ways to rear their children and pre:

pare .them to live in society.

OVERVIEW

A project that recognized the value of thJ.s human

resource early in its inception is the Regianai Interven-

tionProgram (RIP) of Nashville, Tennessee. Thia program

was one of the first group of projects fUnded by the Bu-

reau.for the Education of the Handicapped under the Handi-

capped Children's.Early Education Program in 1969.

The description of RIP is here preaented both as

information and encouragement to those interested in

developing programs utilizing effective, low-cost consum-

er participation. While admittedly 'detailed, the descrip-

tion allows the,Council member to examine the steps

through Which the service delivery system was developed

and clearly demonstrates the integral part titer-tan be.

played by consumers in maintaining such a, system. Hope-

fully, it will suggest some viable answers to.specific

question's af how a similar prograt might be ifipleim

The Regional Intervention Program was described'

by its'fArst director as "a social experimenCin which an

agency of people, the Tennessee Department of Mental

Health, in cooperatiori with Peabody College and,the Nash-

ville Junior League,'provides the titizens of the state

with a permanent organizational structure, with support,

for that structure, and with continuity of information

wi9inthat structure, buti the citiZens themsefves imple-

ment the organization to provide services to their chil-

dren to their own satisfaction." (Ora,"1972 )

00.

.
The program serves d.?velopmentally disabled and

behaviorally disordered preschool ch4.1dren fram birth to

age five`-from a twenty-nix countly mental health catchment

area. Children-and their'families are referred to RIP by
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mental health =Centers, pediatricians, general practition
ers, public health nurses, welfare workers, parents and
other agents and agencies when the familY,Is no longer
able.to 'cope wtth the:behaviot,alid learning problems of
the.child. The time between contSct with the project and
the beginning of service to the family ranges in most
cases from twenty minutes to forty-eight hours. Thus, RIP
is a flexible-service system always ready to ,admit addi-
tional families on a no-rcjcct basis. If the family feels
it c'an profit from the services of the program; it is
always admitted.

The decisidn to become this flexible has meant
that RIP had to design a system for delivering services
that is capable of readily providing for-meW families at
any time. Although:RIP was:originally deS'igned to pro7
vide service through the vehicle of professionals, the
utilization of parents in the service delivery s'YStem
soon became .a matter of.necessity and-desirabiiity.. A
consumer-implemented service system gradually evolved
wherein consumers provide all direct service and tonitdr-
ing of the program, with the support provided by five:pro-'
fessionally trained.sptcial educators.. Designed and Im-
plemented as such, it is possible for the pro'ject staff,
(made up of parents and professionals) to provide compre-
hensive services for approximately fifty additinnal
families during each year of operation'. tomprehenSive
services include transportation, intake, parent training,
individual tutoring,'preschool classrooms, day care for

. siblings, medical and behavioral consultation, home
0,visits,'llaison with the social service agencies; place-
ment,and follow-along.. Through these services, RIP's one
objective is to prepare the family and the child for the
child's. maintenance and developmental progress outside of ,

.inbtitutional care. This goal is realized if the child
continues to make progrss after being placed in a regular
day care prOgram or public school classroom.

C)
In order to meet this objective and deliver ser-.

vices, RIP ig.organizationally divided into functional
modules' which achieve management objectives (Figure I).
Each module is-supervised by a resourCe person who has
had professi5nal training, but all the sbrvices are pro-
svided bypar6iits who have been served by RIP. The entire

5 1
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project is monitored awf.. evaluated by an Evaluatin Com-

mittee consisting of thr,22 p4rents and three cons4ltants

who are sc13cted by *s.,! parents through procedures estab-

lish:A by,tAe Committee or parents. This committee meets

regularly and has the responsibility for approvingsand

generating project policies and for evaluating ongoing

activities. tll project personnel meet wifh the committee

at least monthly to report on module activities and indi-

vidual family Li-ogress.

The committee in turn transmits a monthly report,

consist-ing of the minutes of its meeting and its comments

on the meeting, to the Coordinator, Preschool Programs

Pranch, Division of Children and Youth Services, DePart-

ment of Mental Health. The Coordinator's office has aJ-

ready perceived that such a system permits. extroiely close

and politically astute monitoring with minimum admin1stra7.

tive overhead.

The second level of the program is the professional

resource staff which provides a middle-management,function

within tfie project: Each staff member in this level has

specified areas of responsibility which are outlined by

management objectives following 'the format of Reddin's

Effective Management by Objectives (1971): For example,

the principal of RIP is responsible for the overall admin-

istrative operations of the program. The professional

s-teff personnel do not provide conventional special edu-

cation services themsellves. They work individually with

parents and children only for the purposes of modeling

and training, but most direct services are provided by

trained parents with'whow these resource personnel con-

tinuously consult, train, monitor, evaluate, and

direct.\. Essentially, the professional staff.members

are con4Iltants, providing expertise and personal sup-

port for.planning and teaching, to parents who are re-

sponsible for the implementation of the program.

The third level of the program is delivery.of ser-

vices which is totally parent-implemented.
At this level

are parents who have received training to work with their

own childten and have demonstrated particular expertisr

in at leasv two domains: technical and interpersonal

competence. Their technical competence is, of course,
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constantly growing and may be in one or more areas of,

project services such s intake interviews, child assess-

ment, classroOm t2nching., individual tutoring, hcme vis-

its and chilemanagement. In every case, however, these

consumers have demonstrated that they can operate within

a managementby-objectives framework and can re!iably-

utilize the data collection procedures of RIP. For at

the center of all RIP services is the importance of ob-

jectives and data-based evaluation.

Individual factors such as personalit} s'yie, in-

terpersonal skiils z,.nd int.:rests are also com;idered in

determining wi-7:c responsibilities and functions the par-

ent is to have. These decisions are made by the parents

who have provided the new grant with services along with

the resourte.personnel.

Demands for a variety of regional-treatment.ser-

vices, constantly shifting referral patterns, and multi-

ple funding sources over the past five years have largely

determined,the numbers and.kinds of clients served by

the RIP program. The following description of the current

program in terms of.its clients and referral base will,

hopefully, be a useful reference to those interested in

the evolution of the Regional Irtervention Program.

Between Jur or L909 and Marti: 21, 1974, RIP served

a total of 254 fauilies. At present, aporoXitately-forty-----

families are actively er.rDlled in the program with an ap-

proximate average rate of attendance of 65j.ercent. Thus,

about twenty-six families daily participate in the pto-

gram. .These families have an average of 1.6 Preschool

children who attend RIP, bringing the programdaily at-

tendance to approximately twenty-six adults and'forty

children..

The average RIP child is forty-one months old\up&n

referral and generally will remain in the program for\0.1

months.
\

\\

For the past five years, Most of the referrals N.

(76 ,
80 percent) were males and apProximately one-half

of RIP's current referrals could be classified as serious-
.

ly developmentally delayed. That is, significant delay
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exists in the language, motoric and cognitive areas. The
remainder of the *children are nondevelopmentally delayed,
,,,:everely behaviorally disordered children who typically,
have been referred as "brats", oppositional or hyperac-
tive children.

Currently, 24 percent of RIP's families are blaCk,
having been typically referred by local Welfare Depart7
ment social workers, public health department nurses,
child development clinics and, occasionally, a private
pediatrician.

In the first two years of operations RIP relied
very heavily on local pediatricians from the Metropoli-
tan Nashville at-ea for referrals (in 1970-71, 76 percent
-)f all of RIP's referrals originated from pediatricians).
However, over the past three years, the pediatric refer-

-. ral nate has stabilized between 25 percent and 29 percent.
'as more mental health centers, social service organiza-
tions and hospital-affiliated diagnostic clinics begin to
refer to the program. Thus, the-program is nota fairly
representative of the general population of the middle
Tennessee area with 38 percent of its families in an in-

, come range below $7,000, 51 percent between $7,000 and
$13,000, and 11 percent above $13,000 annual inceme.
Further, as awareness of the program has grown, more fam-
ilies from rural middle Tennessee are daily attending RIP.
At present, nearly 25 percent of the program's families
travel more than fifty miles per day (round trip) for ser-
vices and some of these commute over one-hundred miles
per day.

INTAKE

When parents and visitors first arrive at the Re-
gional Incervention Program, they are shown a slide show
whichsives an overview of the services and philosophy of
the program.

The purpose of the Intake Module.is to familiarize
new families with the program, to provide them with sup-
port and understanding, to determine the next steps in
providing help for the family, and to invite the parents
to join if they wish. The intake process is designed to
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be as informal, Informative and supportive as possible.

Because prescriptive diagnosis and assessment is seen as

an ongoing-process and an integral part of service itself,

there is no need to collect involved diagnostic data. In-

stead, the parent is asked simply to describe what the

child does or does not do that is excessively disturbing.

This information is then used to place the family in the

correct serv'.ce module and to identify parents who have

had similar problems and can be of help.

Following the intake interview, the P'arents are

shown a slide show describing the prograth services and

are,then taken on a tour of the program. It is explained

that parents are expected to devote from six to nine hours

a weck at the program workinF. with their children. How-

ever, once aprescriptive program haS been designed and

implemented for them and their child is making'steady

progress, they are expected to commit themselves to an

additional six months of volunteer work with the project

.
helping others like themselves.

From talking to parents who are involved in the

program, they discover that most enjoy-working after.

their child's intensive training needs are met. To Most

.
parents, the opportunity to develop talents and abilities

they may,not even have known they had.provides an outlet

for self-expression and creates a sense of satisfactiOn

-ana accomplishment. Also, Many of the parents haVe rea-

lized that the program's objectives of helping people to

help their children and each other reflect their own

values and beliefs. Only after,the parents have had a

cha%ce to acquire all the information they need does-the

family make a decision whether or not to participate in

the program. As soon as they join, usually 'within an

hour or so of arriving, case
reSponsibility passes from .

the Intake Module to a'Training Module. The coordinator,

who directs the Training Module, '.i:mmediately assigns

other parents who are successfully dealing with sim4ar

problems to provide support to the new family until they

begin to make friends on their own. A training schedUle

which usually begins the next day is set.up for the chil0

If the family has other needs, the Training Module coordi

nator alerts support modules. In consultation With the

resource- personnel the Intake coordinator can immediately

5 9
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acLivate a massive effort from teams of trained workers
as well as educational, medical and social services. By
the end of the morning, the family has a. list showing who
to call for what and what to do next. More important,
they realize that they are no longer alone. People like
them3elves whom.they can trust are using a carefully de-
signed, system to help them.

DIRECT SERVICES

The family and child are then placed in a Service
Module, either the Individual Tutoring or Generalization
Training Module and a Classroom Module. The first two
modules,aie designed to develop individual programs pro-
viding group learning experiences for the child and group
teaching experiences for the parents.

A child unable to coml;;Inicate oppropriately is as-.
signed first.to the Individual Tutoring Module. The In-
dividual Tetoring Module's goals are to produce function-
al speech or other adaptive behavior in the child and to
instruct the parents about how to develop these skills in
their own child at home'. Training begins'at the child's
present level of development.* 'Foi instanee, it may start
with getting him to look at people, to follow instruc-
tions, to',imitate motions, sounds or words, or to recog-
nize and name thingS.-

In Individual Tutoring rooms the child's md\ther
begins by learning to r cord which stimuli are preSented
to the child and how ma y corrett responses he or she
makes. Within a few da ly sessions the parent becOmes
the teacher as well as the pupil. The parent .preSents the
training stimuli to the child and reinforces correct re-
sponses, t2aches the child at home every day and records
the child's responses ow a data sheet. ,All peogramArain-
ing is designed,solely to teach the' parents what to do at
home. The parent comes in daily to the Individual Tutor-
ing Module to demonstrate progress made in the home pro.
gram and to confer with the case manager on procedures
as determined by the parent's and the child's needs. In-

dividual tutoring experiences such as-imitation and speech
training are Used because they have been repeatedly found
to'be an effective method of teaching parents. 'Once

6 0
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skilled id these procedures, most parents can, after a
little demonstration, not only teach skills like toilet-
ing and dressing, but abide very well by the program's
rnle for generalization of learning: "Any desirable
beha.,;' that the child learns anywhere is thereafter re-
quired and reinforced everywhere."

, .Some families who enter the program do not go into
the Individual Tutoring Module because they have other
kindS of problems. The Generalization Training Module is
designed to take'care of these voblems. They seek help
because their child has brought them near collapse with
severe tantrums, constant crying, whining, and general
unmanageability. The child may have upset meals, re-
fused to go to bed, abused himself, his parents, his
brothers arid sisters, and his pets, destroyed things in
the home, or defied all attempts by his parents to disci-
pline him.

Assigned to the Generalization Training Module,
Chese families soon learn that the problem does not re-
side solely in the child. Research has shown that such
.behavior disorders in toddlers are acute and interactive
and unless help is:given at an early age, such children
are in for seriohs problems.

In this module, training for parents and child
takes.place during a twenty-minute.structured play ses-
sion, which is degned to elicit bad behavicr 5L:om thc
child. The parent is instructed to request tip:2. tIql:1

to change toys every two minutes. The -parent-child
interaction is analyzed by continuous data recording.
With the case manager,the parent follows a manual of in-,
structions and Videotapes Which-teaches the parents how
to assume increasing responsibility for'operating the
module. As in all the training modules, procedures are
primarily designed to teach the parents what. to do at
home,.

In most cases the parent's request for the child
Co change toys every two minutes results in a Consider-
able.amount of oppositional behavior including screaming,
throwing objects, sulkihg, and general unmanageability.
'Parents often respond7to this behavior-with almost .
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constant attention as they try to get the child to; oon-

form, thus, inadvertently reinforcing the inappropriate

behaviors. After baselines on the parent and child be-
havior are establishea, parents are taught to ignore _in-

appropriate behaviors and praise and reinforce appropriate

behavior. These procedures normally result in signifi-

cant increase in praise from the parent and sharp de-

creases in oppositional behavior from the child; Within

a three to four week period most!pirrents are taught new

and successful child management skills.

,While the family is being served in one of these

modules they are also assigned to a classroom. Both

parent and child begin ia the Intake Freschodl: In ad-

dition, if the family has other preschool children who do

not have day care, they are included in the classroom

programs.

The Intake Preschool dces not have-responsibility !

for the family; responsibility always rests with only one

module at a time. Nonetheless, the Intake Preschool is a

major training center for both parent and child. Again,'

a standard training manual is used by the. mothers, Wh?n

the parent has demOnstrated that he Or she.can accurately

recorti a number of dimensigs of teacher and child be-

havior in group situations, the parent and child advance ,

from the Intake Preschool. Continuous data recording

shows when the child's behavior is acceptable.for one of

three other,preschools. One preschool is_for tiny tots,

and for. toddlers who function at the same level. The

curriculum is built around developing:gross and fine

motor skills and single words. Another PreschOol is

language-oriented and these children are usually involved

in individual tutoring. However, some brothers and sis-

ters or children from the generalization training module

are included as language models. The Language Preschool

works very closely with the Individual Tutoring Module.

Unlike any of the other modules related to group activi-

ties, the Language Preschool sometimes assumes respon81-

-bility for a family, epec:ially when the primary objective

is to provide extensive language stimulation so that the

-.child can enter a classroom in the community.

The third preschool is a class designed to be like
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those the children will enCounter in tha community.
Teacher-pupil ratios are lower here than in other pre-
Schools, and social experiences are stressed.. As in all
the Program's preschools, however, the child is still,on.

an individualized course of instruction; however, he re-

ceives less inSivinual attention..than in the other pre-

schools. The child's progress is evaluated.on a di:iy-to-

day basis by recording behavior and comparing it with

instructional objectives. TheresultIng inffirmation is

monitored by the child's pc:rents; by the teachers sand

th6resource personnel, and'by the ;,2-rsonnel of the Liai-

son Mod:Jlei who at/this point, take Lver responsibility

for the family.. As the child eoves to be Leady for re-

turn to community schools,'.Ehe issue,of an appropriate

-Match between family and cOdamunity services arises. The

Liaison personnel already have.records on the child trim

the Program's own cOmmunity preschogr:ana.maintain an

empirically evaluate4 list.ing of placeMents appropriate

for various childrent. They investigate possible place-

ments and consult with the parents about the most. appro-

'priate placement; . When the child moves on to ..pnother

primary educational system, the Liaison personnel (who

are a group of parents who help as they are needed),pro-

iiide support and consultatioq to the new teacher. They

may actively assist a teacher in programming for a child

placed in her class.

Also, should the familY encounter'further difficul-
ties, the Liaison personnel are the link to the support

or intervention.systemA needed. All the families going

.
back to community Services Vow -they can obtain help'froM

the program if they have problems. Conversely, the pro-

gram does not hesitate to call on its evergrowing

work of parentS throughout the region fbr temporary
assistance.

PARENT TRAINING-RECAPIRILATION

In RIP, parent training and project serv4ges are

the same; the,entire project is designed to help parents

help themselves and other parents. Parents,are first

taught tc clleci data systematically, using baseline and.,,

multiple baseline recording procedures, for the purpose ,

of tutoring their child and evaluating the child's

S
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.

prcgress in the preschool classroums. Next, parents are

taught the essential, skills of behar modification, re7
inforcement,,timing, shaping, fading; stimtlus selection,

and programming. As they demonstrate their behavior com-.
petencies they begin to receive instruction in thC general

theories of behaviorism as presenteld by Skinner (1953? and

Bijou & Baer (1961). They then learn more about child
.

Axe..lopment, primarilY focusing on language development,

but also upon social and motor development.

.91nbeir child is making st dy progress and

parents have demoriStpated competen in some of the basic

skills, they begin to offer nteer serices which can

be'the beginning of a new career for.some. If the parent

has demonstrated mastery in individual tutoring or gener7
alization training, he or she can begin as an assistant

in. these modules. If they showed interests in one of the
preschool Classrooms, they could begin an assistantship

there. In some cases, the parents teach othors to collect

basic behavioral data, but if they show programming and

decision-making competencies they can take on more and .

more responsibilities in one of the service modules.

.....'

*In most cases parents finish their sik monthgrof

volunteer service and leave the service-giving aspects of

\
the_program. Some, however, stay on with the program as .

olunteer assistants, or in some cases where particular

skills and interests are shown, as paid employees respon-
sible for a service module (e.g., Intake Treschool). In

some few cases, having demonstrated a good grasp of all
,

functions of RIP, they would take on greater responsibil-

ities such as directine the Intake or Liaison modules or

being.responsible for parent coordination and assignment.

In a few solect cases, some of these parents would become

members of Lhe Evaluation Committee, *or would, with the

additional professional training, become full-time resourc,

personnel. Withio the program all parents learn important
.and valuable competencies which they have,an opportunity t

use continuously in Tositions of their owri.choice.

EVALUATION

There aro three types of evaluation performed by th

RIP staU: andividual child progress evaluation, group or
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odule evaluation, and project enttationp Data is consid-

red the basis for all decisioncmaking in the program. The

uncess of programmatic intervention is dependent upon val-

:d and reliable data. Therefore, .RIP places substantial

mphasis on training Staff and parents in data-collection .

yrocedures that have been designed to measure relevant be-
,

iavior with reliability.

Individual data is.collected fcindividual tutoring,

Oneralization training, the classrooms, and by the Lilison

Aodple. Using baseline and multiple baseline procedul ;

the.staff observes specific behavior in various response

classes such as imitations, verbal behaviors, motor behav-.

iorsf-tooperativeness, attending, etc. The data are used

to determine the functional effects of theAptervention

being employed.

Group data is collected primarily by the classroom

module. In the Intake Classroom data is collected to deter-

mine both individual and group performance on the on-task/

off-task dimension. ,The goal for each child is to be on

task 85 percent.of the time or more for three consecutive

days. During specified times children and tasks Are ob-

served by two independent observers. These observers sweep

the room at specified time intervals and independently re-

cord wno is on task or off task as well as teacher atten-

tion. Percentages of on- and off-tesk behavior are develop-

ed after twenty minutes of classroom observation. These

data are used to determine individual child progrrs as well

as group performance as a measure of program effectiveness.

Similar data procedures ire used to measure verbal

behavior to determine the Amount of social play and inter-

action in the community classroom and in the language class-

room where thd goals are to increase overall expressive be-

havior. Here, the objective is for each child to engage in

cooperative play behavior at least 40 percent of the time

during a free play period. The Liaison Module uses similar

procedures to f011ow-up on children as they are placed in

other settings and also to describe and,evaluate other pre:

schoo/,programs for the purpose of cataloging potential

placement settings for RIP children.

RIP is also constantly in the process of utilizing
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data to determine overall program effectiveness. The
Evaluation Committee regularly evaluate§ module perfor-
mance and program effectiveness. In addition, RIP has
been the subject of two major evaluations. One was con-
.'ucted by the research cooperative apd funded by the .

Bureau of Education for the Handlcailied. The roault of
thia-study was the designation of the RegionalLerven-
don Program as one of 12 exemplary prbgrams for children
witfi behaVioral problems n the nation (General Learning
'Corporation, 1972).. Another sttidy was conducted, at th,
request of RIP staft and on a suPcontract basis, in orc
to determine RIP's cost effeCtivedess as a service program
(UT Industrjal Engineering EConomic Analysis)

Annual operational costs for the Regional Inter-
vention Program {including all overhead, maintenance, and
non-clinl*,cal services) are as follows:

Fiscal Year 1969-70 $ 29,000
1970-71 $ 94,000
'1971-72 $152,000
1972-73 $177,000 's

1973-74 $210,000 (projected:

Data computed o'n April 1, 1c274, indicated that the
current cost for the past five years has been $2,291.33
per family (total direct costs divided by, total families
served). Dataprojected from the first three quarters of
operation for Fiscal Year 1973-74 suggest that the cost
per case during the lerrent year will be $2,233.63 (total
direct costs divided by the number of families signed- in-

. to the progiam in 1973-74 plus families continuing in
daily treatment who'stgned into program.prior to 1973-74).

. These costs per child may SeeM.rather high, but -

:one must consider that the cost coVers comprehensive ser-,
vices to the family. These services are provide& five ,

days a week for a peridd averaging over eight months and
'include parent training, tranaPortation, day care for the
child and other preschool siblings, and ancillary'ser-

-i

vices. The Ancillary services provided cost-Tree to.the
parents inClude medical, neurological,,psychological, and
social services, for which RIP pays over $15,000 a year.

6
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,

A-4iew of the case files of RIP. establid that-

158 children were "admitteecduring-tftis three-year period

(1969-1972). Qut of this total of 158 cases, 6,4 cases

were identified as probable Cloverbottom (State institu-
,

tion for the retarded) candidates (i.e., with high proba-

bility, they would be admitted'at Cloverbottom while a

child). Furthermbre, froathese 64 cases, 10..cases were

selected in which the evidence cohcerning the child's

2

future commitment to Cloverbottom prior to his treatment"-

at RIP, was absolute 3' certain. For each of these 64

cases, including the l'? highly dom. '.nted cases, Dr,''John

Ora made projections concerning the probable date of.ad-

mission lipd length of stay of the child in Cloverbottom

or an equivalent institution both with and without the

involvem.ent of .RIP'in the case. The judgements provided

by Dr. 61% for the 10 highly docdthented caseewere then

indeOandently reviewed with complete ageeement by an ad-

mission\psychologist at.Cloverbottom.
. \

A4iMing a 60-year life expectancy and an annual

cost of institutionali;:ation of $4,000 coupled. With 5 per-

cent inflation,.the present worth (1969) of the state's

anticipat'ed fdture cost of supporting the child, both

with and without RIP was calculated. The difference be-

tween these two costs is interpreted as a benefft attri7

butable to RIP and thus a savings to the.state. Consid-.

ering all money',costs for the three years and only the

s.ivings Associated with the 10 hizhly documented cases,

the following benefit-cost ratios were obtained:

4.69 ( 4 percent)
3:13.( 6 percent)
1.66 (10 percent)

In other words, at all three.interest rates the state of

Tennessee has saved mor'e dollars than have be-en invested.

In conidering the above findings, it Ps imporant to

nOte that the onfy benefits included represent.dollar

savings to the state and in no,Jany to, the families in-

Volved nor the obviouS centributions that an individual

mAkeS when going through life as a participant in society

T--rather than as a patient in a Mental.institution.

It is evident that, based upon some conservative

ki 7
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assmuptions irrrolvIng only a small percentage (7 percent)
of the total families served between 1969-72, the RIP pro-
-gram returned to the State of,.Tennessee at least 66C
worth of monetary benefits for .each dollar expended on
behalf of the Otograms clients (based upon a conser-Ja-
tive annual discount rate of 1G percent). ihese figures,
however, do not reflect some of the program's-non-monetary
benefits:

1. probable prevention of b..ehavior problems in
children,born to mOthers subsequent to the
mothers' training at RIP,

2. development of trained volunteers who could
prove useful to other Community action pro-
grams;

3. improved manageability of children.in public
schools,

4. .provision of a laboratory for testing novel
approaches to keeping family life intact, .

5.. possible reduction in juvenile delinquency for
children treated in RIP,,

6. training in marketable skills for parents, and

7. possible additional tak revenues resulting
from gainful employment of parents who may.
have been unable ta-work without RIP involve-.
ment.

In summary, the Regional Intervention Prograg: is a
service delivery system carefully'designed to provide for,
and Implemented by, parents of developmentally disabled

,and behaviorally disordered children. It is a system
; which is managed by stated objectives and evaluated 6y
data to serve the familie,s!, best interests. It ia a ser--
vice through which parents learn to help themselves and
others lfke them at costs which are lower than custodial. .

and institutional-care.

6 8
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CONCLUSION

After the RIP Program was presented to the DD par-

ticipants at the Wint:er Park Conference, a discussion led

to the following conclusion: Developmental Disabilities

Councils could increase consumer involvement in the plan-

ning, development and delivery and monitoring of services

if dhey were to do any of the following:
- .

(1) Hold public hearings and have consumers and parents

express needs

(2) Establish hot lines for consumers to give and gain

information ,

(3) Hold systematically sampled interviews with consumers

(4), Require that projects funded with DD funds involve

ccnsumers in their planning process

(5) Require that projects fundoLby DD funds have con-

sumers on their advisory bod?ds

(6) Require that projects funded by DD funds have ongoing

monitoring by Consumer committees

6 9
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Regionalism
This book attempts to deal philosophically, con-

ceptually, and funtionally with the Developmental Disabil-

ities Council and its advocacy mission as an organiza-

_ tion in state government. A very basic set of issues

that underlies the operational integrity of the Council

has to do with the form of the organization itself. That

is, the Council must be organized in a manner that makes

manifest its values and that operationally makes possible

the efficient achievement of its goals.

Developmental Disabilities Councils have been com-

mitted to insuring the delivery of appropriate services

to the developmentally disabled at the times those ser-

vices are needed. One uLganizational form or practice

emerging that has some potential in facilitating the Coun-

,cil's interest as a corporate advocate for the developmen-

tally disabled is regionalism.

This chapter includes three sections. The first,

by Humherger, presents information pn regionalism as a

concept and its relationship to the advocacy perspective.

It includes information on recent developments in region-

alism and implications of those developments, for the de-

velopmental disabilities movement.

The advocacy perspective insists that, as much as

'11
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possible, the consumer's experience of services and the

service delivery,system should judge the efficacy of

those services and systems. Much of this issue is ad-

dressed in the chapter by Fusco. The advocacy perspec-
tive also urges that, in as much as possible, services
should be organized, monitored and implemented by con-

sumers or their families. The chapter by Wiegerink,
Parrish and Buhl describes an approach to consumer orga-
nized and implemented services. The major advocacy issue

----involved-is-to insure...more _specific. acc.ountabili ty to the

consumers.

The second section of the chapter, by Bauer,-pre-
sents a parent's view on organizing groups and acCessing

services for developmentally disabled children. It is

included to emphasize the yersonal stance that any or-
ganizing effort must have to.harness services for people.
Regional or local groupings have as one of their primary
reasons for being to oversee and assess the value of ser-

vices and have first-hand knowledge of developmentally
disabled citizeas_

The third section, by Davis, describes some strat-
egies and methodology for implementing programs within the
general advocacy-oriented regional-perspective provided in
the chapter. This section, "organizing communities", fo-
cuses on procedures for interfacing different groups, set-

ting priorities for program design, and implementing and
developing constituencies for program implementation.

SECTION I
REGIONALISM AND ADVOCACY

The primary relationship being examined here is
that between citizens and their needs on the one hand,
and the capacity for governmental structures, on the
,other, to meet those needs. In particular we are concerne
with the capacity for regional, multicounty structures to
deliver services to developmentally disabled persons.

Regional or multicOunty service delivery systems
are not a new phenomenon, ,V.though during the past few

years federal and state governments have increasingly

7 2
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moved toward rationalizing all responsibilities into the

.hands of locally elected officials. More and more; the

primary sponsor for such service delivery.is the Councils

at the county level. Councils of Governments (COGs) are

Similat to Economic Development Districts, Regional Plan-

ning Commissions, and similar regional agencies, in their/

efforts to provide increased cooperation among local of-

ficials and to facilitate planning for services.on a com-

mon basis.
-

The significance of the regionalism issue for DD

Councils arises from the fact that while COGs once had

only coordination and planning functions isigned to them,

and then usually in physical resources, they .4.re now bej.ng

given service delivery functions in both physical and hu-

man resource areas. The State of North Carolina, for

example, has 17 COGs, and the Governor has just issued

executive orders assigning "umbrselle service delivery'

-responsibilities to them for aging, manpower, family plan-

ning, and nutrition setvices.

The importance of understanding regionalism is

also heightened by the recent publication of several do-

cuments on Substate Regionalism by the National Advisory

Comission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) in Wash-

ington. In addition to ,a complete analysis and survey of

the status of substate regionalism existing in the coun-

try now, ACIR has also suggested model legislation for

states to implement what is known as the UMJO Strategy --

Umbrella Multi-Jurisdictional Organization Strategy. The

differences between the present COG structure and the

proposed UMJO approach to regional human services is out-

lined in the documents. The most significant difference

in the model proposals is that UMJ0s have the authority

to deliver services in any given multicounty region.

COGs, on the other hand, are purely voluntary organiza-

tions with no power, only planning and coordination re-

sponsibilities. Locally elected officials could secede

from the COG at any time if it was not felt to be in

their best interests.

The significance of this derolopment in terms of

advocacy in the Developmental Disabilities movement is

that in COGs, and particularly in Economic Development

7 3
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Districts, there is usuaily some provision for minority
and low income participation in decision making, though

. the majority is usually comprised of locally elected. of-
ficials. In the UMJO approach, no such provision iS made
with a minimum of 60% locally elected officials, and With
no specifications as to the Temaining membership. It is
safd to say, given the results of he ACIR report, and
given the reactions of locally elected officials to the
community action programs of the "fast ten years, that
minority.and low income groups will not systematically be
represented in the decision-making system. In fact,
client:i in general are more likely to be advocated for by
others who may not know, understand, or even sympathize
'with their particular .service needs or prOblems.

In sum, under the UMJO strategy, the locus of de-
cision-making power over human service programs at the
regional level is moving dramat'ically out of the hands of
the specitic service agencies and into those of local
elected officials. In this writer's view, this repre-
sents an unfortunate and potentially disastrous shift in
terms ot self-advocacy, client input and control over de-
cisions affecting their lives directly, and the possibil-
ities for delivered services to directly reflect the needs
of the clients. Putting structural distance between ser-
:vices and clients by concentrating decision-making power
'in the hands of those not directly affected serves neither
the developmentally disabled citizens of the community,
nor the community at large. It is an infringement on the
democratic rights of specific client groups to have so
little control over the service delivery systems which
heavily impact on their lives.

Returning to the concept of, regionalism, we have--
as a society developed problems of a magnitude that re-

. quire governmental responses on a level greater than the
town or county. Pollution and transportation are two
excellent examples of how individual citizens' needs
cross jurisdictional boundaries. Hence,.over the years
loCal governments have banded together to form special
districts which have the characteristics of allowing a
regional response to a problem without threatening the
'autonomy or power base of specific local governments.
The nature of our regional problems are such, however,



that, in the past ten to fifteen years there has been a

vast proliferation of these special districts, most pf

which had no coincident boundaries: A citizen may be

subject to the authority of up to 15 or 20 different

legal entities, from school districts and county govern-

ment to pollution abatement and sewage districts, each

with different bouodaries.

Seeing this proliferation as a threat to rational-

ity in ?lanning and cost effectiveness the federal

government sought, through specific legigIatiWriTtxrpro---

mote regiongl Coordination and planning. Primarily

through-the:housing acts of the last ten years, and

particularly what iS kn,an as 701 Comprehensive Planning

legislation,.COGs have been encouraged; primarily metro-

politln areas have been required to create coordinating

agencies to qualify for funds.

As COGs and Development Districts:or Planning Com-

missions were given increasing responsibilities, however,

it becane painfully clear that they were not p!Pfossion-

ally equipped to handle them. Also, lochl offi-

.7 had -either the time, resources, nor in some cases

iaterest, to support the regional agencies. There

P. distinct fear among these officials that COGs hs..ve

h; voluntary organizations;
there has been sprious

q.stions as to their viability.

Therefore, it
is.reasonable to see the ACJR re-

:..,Iending a strategy for multi-jurisdictional
organize-

wjth significantly greater authority,.particuiarV

mandarory membershi0 and taxing power. HoWever, without

reprsentation of clients in the decisions whi,th affect

their lives, and with the concentration of that power in ,

thc hands of local elected
officials who may or may not-

+ye the interests of low income or minority groups at

the legitimacy of the new UMJ0 approach is in

uu9stion.

hat of t..1,ale of these regional agencies in

re.Lcticil to Dev!.opmental Disabilities?_. The future of DD

in relation to regionalization rests in an understanding

of what the individual states are doing, their direcrion .

in terms of regionalizing human services or ,adopting the



UMJO legislation, and their ability to establish DD ser-
vice regions in a stance which can take the greatest pos-
sible advantage of the UMJO movement. We.stress that by
making :clear our own values on advocacy, and by under-
sanding the relationship between advocacy and the region-
al, structures we are proposing, we can then be one or two
steps ahead of our states. Perhaps we will be in a posi-
tion to iLfluence and educate'our state planning offices
about the needs for client input into,the regional
decision-making processes.

-

The regionalization prOcess, in(conclusion, is an. ,

old one, but has the Strength to. overcome many of the lo-
cal,:A obstacles presently being tl own in its way. De-
c%.-.1tralization of service deliVc:" is the current mode

ne federal and state govarnments, and will continue.
t. some time to come. We Must understand what this
7,eans'in terms of services for\the handicapped, and, if-
at all possible, take the initi\ative to insure that our
Pdvocacy values are reflected and that the needs of handi-
capped people are reflected in a\Jegitimate regional ser-
vice delivery system.

SECTION.2
A PARENT'S VIEW OFTHE ADVOCACY ROLE OF

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES COUNCILS

To be truly effective, any organizing effort in be-
half of developmentally disabled citizens must ,,:ourage
and utilize input from individual consumers - frum thuse
whose involvement is direct and personal. Consumers, or
their representatives have first hand knowledge of the
needs of developmentally disabled clients, information
which is essential if the service delivery system is to
be truly responsive to real needs of people.

This section explores, from a personal perspective,
ways in. which parents can become effectivelY involved in
the service delivery system. Additionally, it addresses
the issue of the Council's role in insuring the provision
of,comprehensive services to the developmentally disabled."
As planning-and as advOcating bodies, DD Councils are in
unique positions to maximize consumer iriolvement. In
this effort, regional mechanisms have much potential as
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organizational means for coordinating community services.

One aspect of advocacy is parent education and

training,. and:, I would like to share with'you some of my

experiences in organizing parent groups over the last

five years'. Some were more successful than others, and

I hope the reasons for the successes or lack of same may

be helpful to you in your own programming.

The first parent group with which I was associated

was school-centered and grew out of the mandatory parent

education, training and therapy p-rugratus which-we-at-tend

ed as part of the conditions for keeping our child en-

rolled. The school.in Pittsburgh provided a day program

for developmentally disabled children ages 3-6. There

were no restricting qualifications for the child,a.such

as being ambulatory and/or toilet trained, which was un-

usual at that time. The school served a 250 square mile

area'so many parents dfove long distances, as did I (50

miles round trip), to get their children to schoOl. At

first the idea of making three extra trips per month for

,parent education., parent therap l. and mothers' training

sessions seemed like a burden, but attendance was re-

quired to keep one's child enrolled so we all did it.

The sessions, however, were so helpful, and we all grew

so much in understanding and skills through them. Soon

we were talking about forming a'Parent!,s Association to

make 'the work of the school known to the people in the

communities it served and fo the. legislative -representa-

tives from Lhe area in ordei to promote understanding of

developmentally disabled children and to encourage leg-

islative changes in their behalf. Our achievements in-

cluded major co...erage ih al) community newspapers and an

increase in the number of volunteers serving the school

as a result of communit4 awareness. All state and feder-

al representatives From the-districts served-visited-in

the school and saw the needs of the children aad what

could be accomplished with training and intervention.

I believe this program, centered in the school,

was successful because a close common bond between par-

ents was developed, particularly tiough the education

and therapy sessions. In addition, our county and state

associations for retarded children were Strong united

7
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organizations, and we worked with and through them making
our small voices even louder.

..Two years ago we moved from PittSburgh, Pennsyl-
vania to Columbus, Ohio; a friend.who was a caseworker
for Franklin County ChildrerOs Services called to ask me
to talk with a young mother of two.microcephalic childrgn
who currently were placed 4n foster homes. The mother
wanted to have her children at home with her, but ex-
pressed a need for training in how to handle them when
she did have them home again. I then began to call all
agencies in the county to inquire if a parent education
and training program was offered that-was-open-to parents-

,
who were not directly attached to any Farticular facility%
A number 6f phone calls netted only referrals to other
agencies, and finally I waS referred to the very case-
worker wir.) had called me in the first place. At this

point i decided that no such program was available and
that the.need foT one exi3,-ed. I then contacted the Di-7
rector of the Citizen Advocacy Program in the Council
lor Retarded Children of Franklin County who worked with
me to design a series of eight monthly evening soninars.
We listed the cooperation of the Franklin County Program
for the'Mentally Retarded and made the sessions available
to parents of children in their preschool and'early child-
hood clas3es, as well as to persons in the community at
large.

What were the resuats? 9oth parents and Leachers
in the Franklin County Pr6gram who attended-the sessions
found Crlem informative and helpful. We were disappint-
ed, however, in that we did nct reach the numbers of
people in the community tht we knew mighC ber Fit from

the-progrem. rven providing trained baby-sitt_ig ser-
Vices and transportation did not bring out the people we
had hoped-to reach.

.After comparing our effort with other parent train-
ing programs,-2uch-as those olierated by the-Portage-Pro-
ject in Wisconsin and the Regional Intervention Program.
in Nashville, Tennessee, we concluded that the large
group structure only works well when it is school-.
centered, attendance is mandatory, and parents feel a
common bold (e.g., from the same neighborhood, or

18
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.

children in the came Class). On a countywide or regional

basia.alternative forms of parent education(in which the

'service is taken to the parents Vhrough home trainers,
volunteer parent visitors, behavior modificarcion special-

ists, etc., seem to be more effective.

Currerly we are beginning a Volunteer Visitation ,

Program in which parents of ilaadisAPped children 'are'being

trained to work with Parents'of newly diagnosed develop-

mentally delayed persbns. Referrals are made to the Pro-

'grapy.Coordinator by memhers of the medical .41mmunity,who

h&j all been alerfedto the program and the services it

provides.. Follow=up-is immediate-with an attempt to

match parent visitors to the family on the basis of age,

type of disability, etc.

It is too early yet to evaluate the effectiveness

df this program, but it-is hoped that this. will be a way

to reach those who need' information and training and to

shorten their search for appropriate services, if indeed.

they even attempt to find therri. Of course, one of the

major problems facing this program (as well as others)

is finding those persons who need services. Those who

are already in touch with agencies or enrolled inschools

." and programs may need improved services, but they are,at

least known to the service providers. There are many'

other persons who have as'great or greater need who are

not known to the service providers, they may be unaware

of existing services or May lack the time, money or emo-. '

tional stamina to pursue them. And there are still those ,

who would rather hide their problem.than seek help for

them.

A large number of the persons who are not reached are.-..

in :i.aner-city, rural, or poverty areas. Tnese are the

same areas wherein a large .Aimber of .persons are born or

becothe developmeatally dj-sabled throdgh oircumstances

such as pour nutrition, inadequate pre- and postnatal

. care, inadequate housing, or lead poisoning. If we are

to reduce mental retardation (for one) by half by the--

turn of the century, it will be necessary to reach out

to these areas and to take comprehensive services to all,

the people without waiting for them to come seeking them.
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In my viewT-Th-e-DevOlopmeriTirDisabilities Councils
have a responsibility to encourage and'. provide.this'kind
of outreach either through their regional organizations
or thrOugh some similar\structure. The'Developmental Dis-
abilities.COuncils are in'a position to have an overview,
.of services provided and should set as a prior;ity item
the attempt to cloSe the gaps between services and to
eliminate'the overlaps. I do not suggest that the Coun-
cils try to,do the entire job themselves r that they
haye t.o create a new level of bureaucracybut rather

that_they-serve to coordinate the efforts of those agen-
cie whicli are already functioning and encourage them to
hroacleaar_limIL their.programs where.necessary_and to

\'
cooperate with other agencies,which, are similarly involved

I would also suggest that the Developmental Dig-

\

abilities Councils not limit themselves to wOrking with
agencies whiCh specifically serve developmentally dis-

. abled persons, but that they work with and through all
\ coMmurhty-centered programs (e.g., settlement houses,

neighborhood recreation centers, community mental health
agencies and 4-H, etc.). ' It is.through these other groups

\ not solely concerned with developmentai.disabilities, that
\the "missihg person" (those who need services but may.not
have sought or fonnd them) will be lOcateth

Generally, there will be a need for legal, educa-
tional and citizen advocacy programs, ut the,extent of
elach will vary from one community to another. The fol-.
l(Swing are questions that the Counc'ils might ask them-
selpes in the course of establishing a compreflensive
adVoCatt program: .

Wilat is. the numbe; L poopt needing services?

How will they be located':

What are the nt,2eds of Lh.. con.:,ituents?

How will those needs be determined?

What is the best way to provide services?

WiLl the Council coordinate all advocacy efforts

8 0



of other agencies?

How will agencies/report to the DD Council?

What contrdl will the DD Council have Over the
efforts of other agenties? (e.g.:the quality
and scope of programs.)

Hovwill, this control be.effected?

Who will keep A check on the system? How?

Will there be separate offices for Citizen and

---LegaLAdvacayrwi1LaI1 advotacy efforts be

coordinated by the same person-or committee?

77

I would hope that the Developmental Disabilitj.es

Councils would otganize themselves in a way that would
allow them to serve as a.bridge between various agency
advocacy prOgrams so that information is shared, gaps

ylosed and overlaps eliminated. A DD Council, informed

as to the number of developmentally disabled persons,
their needs and those of their families, and aware of

the scope and quality of existing services, is in a good

position to take the initiative in guaranteeing the rights

of developmentally disabled persdns as their advocate

before the leaders of-state government.

SECTION 3
ORGANIZING COMMUNITIES TO SERVE

DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED CITIZENS,

This section focuses on a general organizational

strdtegy for b3t1 f forming and interfacing groups in order

to implement programs. A nrocedure'for organizing groups

and interfating them is presented as a tool for program .

implementation and insurance that programs are developed

---ivam-an_advocacy perspective, Two Points relevant to an

advcc.acy approach ake emphasized (1) that groups,

,

in this case regional councils, take the initiative in

,
pursuing progams they - nsider important as opposed to

assuming a mare-p-Ilssive, responsive stance; and (2) that

programs and P...orities are always ,3et from the perspec-

tive of developmentally disabled citizens.

8
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_Since m y constituedcies are required in order to
proVide compreh nsive, dloordinated programs, existihg
groups must be identified, and those persons who are not'
presently organized Must be brought together- r!Such
groups can include direCt service providers, administra-
tors of serViceJrganizations, consumer organizations,
andjlevelopmentally disabled citizens. In order to bring
together. these different types of groups, and those groups
to beTormed, an additional, neutral i:,roup is needed.that
can coalesce these different segments. The term "neutral"
i.s,used deliberately to.imply that-no one constituency
dominates or controls program direction. To-insure an
adyocacy perspective, the neutral group must always view
and initiate its Program development from the perspective
of-disabled citizens.

Disabled citiZens are often viewed as incompetent
0

or unable to be self-determining.' Disabled.citizens are
considered Zn essential codlponent of the design put for-

--..ward here. This stance is 4 valde judgment based upon
two points: (1) 'developmentally disabled citizens
should have access to services that meet their particular
needsi and (2) a choice of'services should be available
sinc-Fthat choice provides checks and balances on quality

- ..afid increases the dignity ')f the individual.

,Several principles are cited to capture some of

the above statements.

In the area of service program develOpment, region-
al aeeas suffer from problems of lack of coordina-,
cion of existing services.

Practically speaking, any 'effort for the develop-
ment of services begins with some individual or
group, within or outside the community, who per-
ceives the need for such services.

No one individual or grOup, within or outside the
community, represents the spectrum of services

needed in toto.

Although third party support or active participa-
tion in z planning effort can provide expertise

2
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otherwise not avilable,:ownership of the proposed

program must- be maintained in the hands of the com-

mcnity itself.

If tile third party, a neutral group, is seen as a

far:litator and information source, it must recog-

nize the need for freede,m t.o negotiate with differ-,

ent factions in thb community in ordr to form a

coalition of support.

Agencies which financii s or.: planning ef.-

forts frequently put Iimi:a. the consti-.

tuency of the planning grou,, and/or activities of

-that group.

A'service program planning effort, which will

ultimately belong to a given comMunity, liould be

carried out by a team which includes representa-

tives of the following key factions: service pro-

viders, service receivers, community decision

'makers, general.public, .and third party facilita-

tors or neutral groups.

Considering the goai of designing a.service pro7.-

...gram for developmentally disabled citizens, we must as-

sume that there exist several groups within each area

who-have resources which could benefit and identifiable

needs which' could limit such a program. Those resources

' and, those 'needs must be identified in a ,nonthreatening

manner. The first step is to formulate an information

.base.

The role 'of the neutrat g'roup is designed to stim-

ulate and facilitate the development of programs, and to

follow up on program implementation. In addition, the

neutral group would serve.as a-vehicle for communication' 4

between existing service:agcncies, the deOsion makers,

the public, and disabled citi-zens during both the plan-

ning and imprementation phases. Serying as a cpilimunica-

tion link, the neutral group becomes the'principal source

of information, thus maintaining a powerful independent

integrity.

The folloWing principles can be.. formulated in.
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establishing an information ba9e:

1) An essential prerequis 1r any o-fv.nization-:

al prt.graw'development .,rt is the existence

of an information base related to t).?e identi-

fication of existing resources, theiclenrift7
cation of existing needs and the compilation\
of issues of concern to all individuals and
'groups identified.

2) The indigenous neutral group should be the
prime contact, "own" the information base,
serve as a vehicle tor communirlation between
thL factions in the commlnity, and, _-(1 in the
implementation of programs.

Once the information base is colleo.ted,centralf
program needs can be identified. This process narrowS
the number of persons and groups to be invo:ved in title

design and implementation of programs. Usually included
are parents of disabled citizens, disabled citizens them-
selves, service providers, administrators of se,..-7'itr;
agencies, and leaders of relevant organizations. Groups

to be involved need td be contacted individually,beCause
each will h2ve a diff ,rent perspective of the issues. To

combine grkul: indiscriminately when there is differential
information ok. issues is to: (1) artificially asSociate
persons un.,cascomed ,to working together on an isSue, (2)

oonfuse the issues by aggiegating''a variety of perspec-
tives, and (3) emphasize points of discrepancy and dis-
sention rather than points of agreement:

We have adapted a procedure entitled "Nominal
Group Procedure" (Van deVen and Delbecq, 1971),,which is
a tool that facilitates the setting of priorities and
using those prioritis as a base for combininglinforma-
.tion across groups to develop programs.



NOMINAL GROUP PROCEDURE

This procedure assumes that there are statements more per-

'tinent for some groups than for others. For example, it

is a mere appropriate question to ask health providers

"What are thg, barriers you face in delivering health

services?" than to Ask the question. "What are

the problems families face in gaining access to health

services?" The latter question might be more pertinent

to families than the former question.

.An outline of the procedure follows:

1. With groups of five to eight participants, hand out.

an 8 x 11 sheet of paper with a clear statement of the

issue (often specified in terms of barriers) pertinent to

that particular group, typed on the top of the sheet.

2. Request each person to individually make a list of re-

sponses to the Lssue typed on the sheet of paper. Request

no talking. Let thc' participants know that their lists

will be shared with each' other,.

3. The reccrder (person conducting the procedure) lists

on a flip chart each person's Iist.of responses, one item

at a time per person, round-robin until all items from

everyone's list are exhausted. Allow duplication, Avoid

discussion, justifications, etc. Number each item (1...n).

4. The recorder reads each item for clarification and

understanding. Items should not be eliminated. Dupli-

cations may be grouped (for example items 3 and 8 may be

grouped and treated as one item).

5. The recorder hands out five 3 x 5 cards to each par-

ticipant,. Have each person select and write, by name and

number, one item per card, the five most important items.

Once those five- are chosen, give the most important item

of those five a "3" and circle that number; the next most

important item receives a "4" and so on down to th ,. least

important item which receives a "1Y.

6. The recorder prepares, a tally sheet on the M- chart

as follows:



PRIORITIES

Item Ranks Sum of Weighted Priority
0 assigned to Ranks Sum

them

2, 1 3

14 3, 4, 1 8

7, 20 5, 5, 4 14

18 2 ?

6

4

2

3

2

1

4

7. The re,corcier asks for the items (column 1) and their
ranks (column 2) from each partiCipant, round-robin, one
item at a time starting with the most important item,
that item receiving a rank of "5", and so on until pach
participant's list of five is exhausted.

8. The recorder sums the ranks (column 3), multiplies
that sum by the number of persons giving that item a rank
(column 4), and the highest weighted sum is the top pri-
ority, the next highest sum the second, etc. (column 5).
Example numbers are provided in the above table.



Several principles are cited that should' he con-

sidered in using any prJcedure that interfaces groups:
(7
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Rather than assembling all interested parties

or groups in order to determine priorities for

program development; it is recommended that

the irZormation base be broadened t6 include

the priorities of each faction indePendently.

2) The Nominal. Group Procedure is a tfseful .tool

for identifying group priorites It empha-

sizes consensus rather than di's4sioii and

clarifies issues of concern for each group.

Coalitions can be formed on the basis of
priorities of the individual factions, once

again emphasizing points.of similarity.

4) Such coalitions perceive group ownership of

the problem and can thus work as a group to

plan solutions.

5) Individual group members of the coalition,

feeling less threatened, are more willing to

pursue th, task of implementation and to con-

tribute the resources available in their own

particular group. Implementorlroles thus

become defined through the process itself.

The title of this section, "Organizing Communities

to Serve Developmentally Disabled Citizens", and much of

the content presented, might suggest to the reader that

everyone:s involvement in the development of services is

'being advocated. This point deserves clarification. The

neutral group involves all possible interested individuals

and groups in initial information 'interviews. The members

.of the neutral group and planning coalition, however, are

s,:lected on the basis of their role definition related to

, the central theme of concern derived fram_those inter-

views' -- not everyone should b involved in the actual

planning and implementation effort,.:.

The task of infOrmation gathering has an .essential

by-product. Constituzmicies are developed vhich cut across
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interest group boundaries which focus on the ne,.; pro-
grams being d2veloped. R,:!.e.ez:entatives from each group

. have unique _nformation to contribute (for example, par-
ents are thc.only experts available on the problems their
particular families face). The interfacing of these
groups through an information base has the effect of
developing a unified constituericy without dissention and
confrontation. The different groups then have a basis
from which to jointly develop programs since each has a
defined and contributing role.

Our experience sugg_e.s_t,s_ that, while consideeable

-r.ffIrt needs to be' spent on understanding t.he existing
. ii. :-Itwork through the process of sequenced informa-

haring information develops role definitions for
?up and allows the cooperative deVelopment of new

. Checks and balances emergc because the
:-)ecome accountable to one anot':,er, and they

co,:i.tively defend the program to outside grouv and
decelo,, resources both with their coalition and with out-
sie Lrouos.

Note: Delbecq, A.L. and VandeVel., A.H. "A Group Process
Model for Problem Identificaton:..and Program Planning."
Journal of. Applied Behavioral cience. Vol. 7, No.
4, 1971:466-492.

tc8



Revenue Sharing

'The tru.! measure of a'society c.an be s;,.?_n in what

it does for its members who are least eado,:cd.' 1961

hn F. Kennedy

Tra-litionall), the American pubi-ft has rcllied on a

comre:itive sociey instead of a right:, .atitlement

'society. Historically, we have resorted .to Social Dar--

wnism law, in government. ard dist2ributing public

resources. We have-a.track rcc,rd fOr allocating public

re_iources- huclan sery..ces on.a winner take

all ard profitTorinted basis The losers have included

gi;ps.a- a competitive and protit-return disadvantage:

the poor, the di,abled, thP very old, and the very young.-

as wt..1l as those denied the opportanity to compete -

racial minority groups and women. As 3,osers, these groups

received unequal treatmot and,an unequal share of

ser,vices such a8 educ:zion, heill0 care, housing,

employment, protectiol;, and legal aid. A competitive ,

system of distributiig resources puts the burden on the .

indviduil to access his share.

On a small scale, Vocational Rehabilitation

prc,:am - the ol'c-Pt fedetal program- for the handicappat

(er.Lcted ,lcomizes the competitive, profit-
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oriented model for service delivery. Eligible clients,
often referred to as the "c,eam of the.crop", are those
who demonstrate potential for gailJul employment in the
competitive market. Rehab has justified the investment
of public funds on service!,; for handicapped people by
the profit-return - that is, rehabilitation programs pro-
'duce tax paying Otizens. Until the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, service priorities have been directed to the,
client with the highest poteatial -,not the one with the
greatest needs. Severely and multiply handicapped
people, like the developmentally disabled, have been
excluded from the programs espetially "targeted" for the

handicapped, such as V. R., as well as from'generic
human services available to nonhandicapped individualS.

Much recPnt discussion in the Developmental Dis-
abiLities field focuses on two complementary, often
overlapping, strategies for changing this situation:
resource development - the accessing of people, infor-
mation, materials and money; and advocacy - the securing
of rights and entitlements Zor vAnerable individuals
and groups. Both are change-oriented and-both share
the comman tactics of monitoring, interveningo and.
influencing.

Those who seek a share of public resburces in be-
half bf the developm,.,ntally disabled, monitor, intervene,
and influence the decision points of public regource
distribution.at policy, adMinistrative, and disbursement
levels. Actions being taken include: lobbying the state
legislature and the U.S. Congress, engaging in grants-
manship and purchase of service contracting; developing
community organization and support, exercising 'policy
review and channelling planning input ta all,state-
federal plans for human services; reviewing and partici-
pating in local and state budget.decisions; developing
coalition support, and identifying and developing keY
focal arh! state agency contacts.

Advacy activities for the developmentally dis-
abled .range from the one-to-one fellowship or friend .

services programs, to referral and follow along services,
to representation at administrative appeals procedures
related to servicc eligibility determinations, to

0
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litigation for individuals or group (class action suits),

to the evaluation of service providers and mon.itoring

service standards compliance. The advocate's focus is on

the decision points of service delivery at the policy

level, the 'administrative level and at the "hands on" pro-

gram level.

Opportunities for collaborative strategizing
betlWeen the resource accessors and the advocates are

limitless. For instance, the lOcal developmental disabi-

lities advocate is in a key position to monitor publicly

funded community services and require accountability

from public agencies. The consumer advocates provide an

essential information link and feedback to lobbyist nnd

community organizers on the implementati ri of public

policies and operation of public programs; similarly,

class action victories in right to service litigation

require resources for implementatioa and will require

legislation, appropriations, and community support.. In

this second c!Ise, resource development provides follow

through for acvocacy.

The challenge for Developmental Disabilities Coun-

cils, and indeed for all of us.in the Developmental

Disaftlities movement, is.to synchronize our activities

in resource development and advocacy to deal with chang-

ing patterns Of public-funding'represented in new programs

such as Revenue Sharing and the Supplemental Security

Income program.

As DD Councils dedicate their activities to change,

usiag resource-development, advocacy, and other strate-.

gif:s', they engage in what I affectionately refer to as the

legitimate hustle - that is, inducing, shoving, pushing,

josiling, and hurrying the system-to yield Tunds and.ser-

vices and opportunities Tor the deVelopmentally disabled.

This chapter explores past and future trends'in federal

fpndiag of human services and attempts to identify

some appropriate organizational response to the

legitimate hustle as it is manifested under New Federa-

lism today.

s.
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PAST AND FUTURE TRENDS IN
MNDING AND ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSE

The 60's

During the 60's, social action and social legisla-
tion opened up a plethora of new federal programs for
many disadvantaged groups, ' 'flluding the mentally

retarded. The War on Povel Vista, rural and urban
poverty programs, neighborhood health centers, and many
other programs targeted special needy populations. By

this action, the federal. government deviated from the
-traditional. competitive'mode and asserted a responsibi-
lity to protect the rights and entitlements of Vulnerable
groups and to direct the flow of pUBlic resources to
target groups previously underserved by local, state, and
federal governments.

Major federal initiatives of the. 60's to distri-
bute services and,resgurces to disadvantage& groups can

.be characterized by:

1) The Funding Mechanism: Federally supervised
grant' programs

2) Two guiding principles for social change:

a. Use of advocacy services to inform people
of their rights and provide expert assis-.
tance and legal procedures in obtaining a

services.
. Enforcement and mobilization of consumer

participation and rights in planning and
implementing services.

These policies have influenced public funding
trends in 1974. It is important for Developmental Dis-
ability advocates to analyze the."good ol' days" for
strengths and weaknesses, and the short and long range
implications for today and tommorrow. What worked and
what didn't work to deliver services on the basis of
human rights and entitlements?

,

9 2
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The Categorical Grant

The 60's categorical grant programs chanelled
Federal funds to specialized services for defined target
groups Money to plan, construct, and staff special
programs.flowed from the federal treasury to service
organizations often by-paSSing state and local govern-
ments. Typically, categorical grants impose conditions
on local recipients includj.ng "matching", contributing
a portion of the total expenditures.

Decision making and accountability rested in the
Nation's Capital - in the Congress and in the.executive
departments. r\ handfull of effective advocates, like
Elizabeth Boggs and ElEie Helsel, could and did make
significant impact on legislation and appropriations.
for the disabled at the national level- The mental re-
tardation legislation of 1963, 1965, and the creation
of the Bureau for Education of the Handicapped pro-
vided specially targeted programs. Developmental
Disabilities professionals and their agencies-learned
to participate.in grantsmanship, a variation on the legi-
timate hustle theme. Service providers knew who and
where to call in HEW for information about funding.. From
the point of view of resource development and service

providers, the system was safe and controllable.

The security of the days of categorical funding
beckons to many of us who look back noS-talgically to the
69's as a time of vigorous federal enforcement of the
rights of individuals .to special services. Accustomed,
albeit conditioned, to pulling the categorical lever to

, access federal funds, we felt safe. And many of us grew
comfortable with our ability to hustle that systeM.

_- -

Without question, the categorical programs of the
60's made.important first steps towards equal entitle-
ment to public services for many people who had been
denied services in the past: The Migrant and Seasonal
Farm Workers Assistance Programs; the Older Americans Act,
a cluster of,Afialachian development efforts, and the
.Neighberhoo&Youth Corps aLl legi:lative accomplishments
.of the 60's - demonstrated a commitment of,our national
government t, a more balanced share of public resources

6
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fOr all citizens. Some da.ring program innovations were

funded, service intervent,ion theories Wil!.Ce tested, and

successful approaches to humah service problew -. were dOcu-

mec,red. And that is signilicant.

Yet, it is important to remember that, while

government Tretection of categorical groups' services

shielded many individuals previously at risk it cumpeting

for servlcvs, the competition for grants.among profession-

als, universities, and voluntary agencies came to'an all

time high. Providers developed the skills,of grantsman-

ship RFP's, grant writing, budget fudging, and referenEt

irg the Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance. And

for better or worse, the prospect of federal dollitirs

lured voldnteers, par..nts' groups, and universities into

the business of providing direct'services..

Most importantly, the categori4pl approach has

not achieved an equi,table distribueion of federally sup-

ported services to individuals in need. Some crucial .

inadequacies rf tile "categories" include: gaps.in eligi-

bility - iliany needy people, for instance, the working.

poor don't "fit' target group definitions; gaps in

services and lack of,coordination ambrig fragmented, ser-

-vices or "Does 4ecial'EducatiOn talk to Social Ser-

vices?" - probably not; creatiOti-otsTecialized

for target groups only, seguegating the eligible indivi-

duals from non-target (i.e./rion-handicaplied communiLy).

Advocacy and Consumer Rihts

H N \oweer, it is not tie mechanism for distribution

'of public fdnds that will r ally distinguish the 60's.

T.v'hat et the last decade apa t from others was' the deli-

berate federal action. to reditribute political power

and:-influenee to disadvantaged groups, particularly the

hjacks and the arban poor, and\to challege the tradi-

tional service institutions at\the local level. Authors

Alan 47,artner and Frank k'iessmalljnote: (Barr)
'\

\
Where there is a strong-tendency to reject, sim-

piisticaLly-the sixties or their failures, for

the expectations raised bUkt unrealized, it is

important to maintain perspective and to fecognize

\

9 i
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that the source of the many powerful cultural andk,
-institutional changes that an creeping into our
lives actively began to.appeal that era of pro-

test. (Gartner & Riessman, 1(ji! p. 9)

These.new relationships wci.e to a large degree,

accomplished by two subtle strategies: advocacy services

and tonsumer organizations and participation. Direct

federal efforts were of course most dramatic in the area
of the poverty programs and civil rights. Sargent Shriver,

former Director of the War on Poverty, describe.; Lhe
Economic. Opportunity Act as "for the poor what the Natron-
al Lab,o-r-Relations Act was for unions. . . . It establishes:
a new relationship and new grievance procedure between
he poor and the rest of society." (Piven & CloWard,
1971).. Administered by a new agency, the Office of Econo-
mic Opporrunity,;(0E0), programs under this legislation
performed a vari,ety Of advocacy functions for the poor.

The issue was welfare right's.

Staff'ers in federally funded storefront neighbor-
hood service centers took sides with the poor and became
skilled in fighting local welfare...departments. Lawyers

joined the social workers, challenging and reversing
welfare decisions:

A.series of judicial decisions in the 1960'S has
the effect of undermining soMe of the regulations
by which the relief rolls had been kept down;
For dec4Ides ref6rmers had lobbied unsuccessfully
for legislative repeal of residence laws,
man-in-the-house rules and employable mother
rules. But in the 1960's, these foundation .

blocks 6f.the "poor law" w,-re washed.away by

one coUrt decision after aaother._ (Piven &

Clowar.1 1971)-

Betweeni1966 and,1968, 0E0 spent $85 million .on

legal services.: 0E0 attorneys, in.250 projectS,, promoted

..."institutioaal 'change through-lay reform." Test,cases "

and class action suits were 15:_igated. Significant vic-,

tories were adhieved in public welfare law. In many !

instances, the mere_threat of court action bylegal: advO-

-dates prompted welfare departments tO make procedural

115
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thankes.and release information and manuals.

Paralegals, nonprofessional Tersonnel trained in
sgecific.facets of welfare law, served as "lay advocates.
!'.In .1964, one of the first training programs for Raralegals-
wa established by nEo at the Dixwell Legal Rights Asso7

ciation'inew Haven.
2, -

Advdcates broke through .an official information
hkrrier by forcing welfare agencies to relense procedural
j)olicy.stat'ementsnd welfIlre manuals previously unavail-

able. Handhooks, pamphlet, fliers, and welfare guides
alerted the poor and'their\advocates to the ins and outs

. Of service benefits.

- By 1968, neighborhood service cent6rs employed ,

100, 00 professionals and community.residents a Jormi-

jable corps of.outreach workdrs. Their efforrS. helped

-fode an informed constituency among the poor. Welfare

re4pient's learned about their rights and entitlement.,;
toervice and the specifics of welfare ?olicy. Most

important, the poor learned that:people could fight wel-
fare departments successfully. In the decade ending.

tDeo. '1970, the welfare casaload.inereased by 225%.
(Piven & Cloward, 1971).

Coroilarr to their advocacy enterprise, theeder-
al government advanced a policy of-"consumer partiipa-'
L-,11." The involw,ment of the consumers (in this ease
the poor thems_elve,$) Was of course a.major principle of

(40' s soc.ial programs. Th-e 0E0 law required maximum
fea,.ible participation of the popr in planning and .imple-
ment7in- prQ41.vms-,,giving them whaL Robert Kerpledy called-

"a redl'volin their institutions."

One f the post significant power resources,_th
.government proliided was a principle that the poor
,shou-I-El-,c'involve,1 in policy making, in programs,

that affect them,' (Piven & Cloward, 1971, P. 274., ,

.What the Great ScKiety did was'begin to come to
gripsitiIrhe sdurces -of this resistance by ex--
erting yaribus forms A pressure . . on local
gover,nf!l'Ut' for the reform of its service sysEems.

)
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a point that criti,'s constantly overlook.

(Piven Clewar,1, 1971, p. 268)

The war on poverty programs, numerous community
boards, and, indeed, the Developmental Disabilities Act

of 1970 - with its consumer oriented State Planning Coun=

cil are examples of legislated involvement for special

groups of consumers. The consumer movement took hold

with the general public also. In 1560, no state had a

consumer affairs office; by 1970, thirty-three did; by

1973, all fifty states, 110 cities, and 25 counties had

such offices. rederal consumer protection laws and con-

sumer informati.,n and education programsliave facilitated

consumer entry to the decision process in the public and

private sectors. llary public interest groups have used

consumer participation to gain leverage in decision mak-

ing. Authors Gartner and Riessman (1.974) also note that

with the involvement of consumers, the real advocacy

issues of quality, equity, appropriateness, and account-

ability in human services have suriaced and must be

dealt with by agencies and professionals:

With the 1960's came demands about the qua-
lity of these (human) service and controls by

the consumer regarding their character and direc-

tive. This is an extremely important demand, one

that goes right to the teeth of the battle for

human services . . .
the demands of the 1960's for

consumer involvement, greater participation, and

the general expansion of service awareness are

critical elements in the battle ffor human

services]. (p. 65)

1975 New Federalism

This review hrings us to our present predicament -

that is, eoping with 1 new philosophy and style in Wash-

ington - The New Federalism. It is not our purpose to

discuss the pros and cons of political theory here. It

is important that we focus on the real life impact of the

New Federalism and on what we must do to adjust to some

new rules of the hustling game. The New Federalism is

changing basic and familiar organizational relationships

among Federal, State, and local levels of government.
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New Federalist policies aim at decreasing federal dis-
cretion, influence, and regulation of publicly funded
programs. The funding mechanisms we have growr so com-
fortable with are being replaced by two major innovations -
"cash out" and revenue sharing. We are already feeling
the impact of these two funding devices and can expect
their impact to dominate federal support of human ser-
vices for a good many years to come.

Cash OuL

Cash out changes the form of federal benefits.
Federal money payments would be made to individuals in-
stead of funding for- direct services; the federal govern-
ment would provide cash assistance to eligible, needy
individuals. Many services now provided would be re-
placed, "cashed out", either through increased mciney, pay-
ment, and cash grants to individuals or through intermedi-
ate strategies such as vouchers, negative income taxes,

and insurance. Individuals would then be free to buy

their own services. Proponents of this approach cite
the following advantages: individual choice, simplified
administration, and the efficiency of the private econ-
omy market incentives.

Revenue Sharin

By this mechanism, the federal government makes
block grants to states and local governments in broad
areas (health, education, social services). States and
local cities are free to decide priorities and programs
and allocate funds with little federal regulatory con-
trol. General revenue sharing and special revenue
sharing for housing, manpower, and Social Services
are now operating. A revenue sharing bill for health
is pending in CongreSs.

Both of these new funding strategies are consis-
tent with the move toward "decentralization": that is,
shifting responsibility for social programs away from
Washington to state and local officials, to individuals,
and to the private sector providers. Such a shift, of
course, has a multiplier as well as a geographical or
spatial effect. We have multiplied the decision points.
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38,000 units ot local govef-nment are deciding- to

spend $30 billion in general revenue sharing; by 1976,

[400 district offices of Lie Socidl S.peurit.y Administra-

:ion will be determining eligibility for SS1 benefits of

learly 9 million individuals; 5n states and tliousands of

Local prime sponsors are allocating more than billion

in special revenue sharing for housing and manpower in

FY 1976.

While su,J) lecenttall.,!an resul!..s in a much

needed simplificaion of adminiLlation and accovting

from the federal perspective, it increases the complexity

of the decisl And allocation procedure as viewed by

the individu.l.

What happens to vulnerzlble individuals the

disabled - who have multiple service needs over a long

period of time? How do the dis:11,led hustle this system?

How du they see Lc) iL that local government is respon-

sive, that ls, allocates fen,' to provide for their

human service needs? How do Lhey know when their eli-

gibility for benefits is wrongfully denied because of

misinterpretation of SSI policy at the SSA district

office?

These are not only questions of responsiveness in

allocating public resources but also questions of account-

ability. Who is monitorinF. the 3,000 units of local

government to ace wnat happens to $30 billion - not the

Department of Treasury. And SSA's qualit,y_assurance pro-.

cedures for SSI are incapable of checking the appropriate-

ness of "informal denials" of SSI applications.

In both programs, there are too many decision

points, with yes/no authority over public resources, to

monitor efficiently from a centralized base. Our recent

experiences with SSI and revenne ..11aring indicate that

in the absence of some exi_:!rnal accountability,

disabled people beaefit poorly from these public pro-

gtams. A few illustra'c_ions:

A General Accounting office (GAO) report, based

on a survey of 250 local governments including the 50

cities and counties that received the large amo'ints of
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revenue sharIng funds in 1072, reveals that programs
for vulnerable groups with high service needs received
little from general revenue sharing. The study prompt-
ed Rp. John Brademas (D-Ind.) (1974) to say recently
that local units of government are "almost totally ignor-
ing handicapped persons, children, and the elderly in the
use of revenue sharing funds."

GAO:

Of the local revenue sharing budgets surveyed by

1) Only about 3/10 of one percent, or $4.3 million
of the $1.374 billion available to the govern-
ments surveyed, went to programs for the handi-
capped.

2) Only 18 governments surveyed spent any of their
revenue sharing money on programs for the
handicapped.

3) Only about one percent or $15.4 million went
for children's programs.

4) Only 2/10 of one percent or $2.9 million of
the total entitlements were directed to pro-
grams benefiting the elderly.

It is clear that revenue sharing.dollars won't flowAnto
human services or developmental disabilicy programs with-
out action at the local level.

Oversight hearings on SSI by the Senate Select
Committee on Aging documented that thousands of needy
disabled applying for SSI benefits have been experienc-
ing 7 and 8 month delayS in processing their forms.
Rigid policies operate on the "law of deterence" prin-
ciple. Outreach programs to enroll newly eligible dis-
abled children and adults in SSI are nonexistent. Disableq

individuals experience a total lack of proper program
linkages from SSI to emergency assistance, Medicaid, food
stamps, social services, and sometimes vocational reha-
bi7itation. Many disabled individuals have been denied
their legal right to:

1) file a written application for SSI (one mil-
lion individuals were denied a written appli-
cation in the first 3 months of the program)
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2) request a pre'sumptive disbility determination

3) receive $100 emergency payment

4) receive anu41 "force payments" ea;:h month

after they h4ve waited 30 days or longer for

-an eligibility ruling

In January 1975 syndicated economi,:s journalist,

Sylvia Porter, wrote tihat the program (SSI) "is not the

great reform law it was heralded to be. Lt ir; a dis-

grace." The SSI program requires eligibe,individuals

to assert and prove/a claim to benefits. It is an ad-:'

versary procedure, not a helping service. The prograM

and the administrative
machinery are not designed to i

seek out and deliver needed benefits. These service,'

Statistics illustrate the pOint:

Millions of eligible individuals are not receiv-

ing benefits.

*SSA, conservatively,
estimates 7 million in-

dividuals are eligible for SSI payment. '

After 12 months of the program, 3.8 million-

people are receiving checks.

*SSA estimates that one million needy dis-

abled children are eligible for payments. In

Dec. 1974, fewer than 68,000 children were re-

ceiving benefits.

Needy disabled people wait months for benefits.

*Processing time for disability applicants

under SSI ranges from 2 tO 8 months.

Basically, the decentralized funding mechanisms

pose cwo problems for the disabled and their advocates:

1) Protection of individual rights and entitle-

ments to public benefits

2) The advocates right tb know and question how

decisions are made in allocating public funds

We need to examine the cash-out and revenue sharing

1 o I
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methods of resource allocation to identify what we can do,
and how we can organize to see to it that this system
works in a way that is open and responsive to disabled
individuals.

Simulating the Advocacy Resource Problem

In conjunction with this conference, DDTA develop-
ed a set of materials to simulate the problems r disabled
individual faces in applying for benefits under the
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program. Using this
approach, planners, advocates,,handicapped individuals,
and other DD Council members assume the roles of disabled
applicant, Social Security Administration Claims Repre-
sentative, Social Services Case Worker, Vocational Reha-
bilitation Counslor, and Legal Advocate. The materials
and a description of the procedure appear in the Appendix.

in the first segment, the disabled person, Mr.
Long, is allowed five minutes at each of the three ser-
vice points (SSA, Social SerVices, and V. R..). His
objective at each service point_is to make an application,
establish eligibility, and claim the maximum benefits
package. Staff at the three service points im 2de the
objective. However, when Mr. Long goes through these
service points a second time,.he is accompanied by a
legal advocate who assists him in accomplishing his

objective.

Summary

The resource development groups in Denver focused
oh three areas for DD Council advocacy in response to
problems of the disabled SSI applicant. First, the
group stressed' the need for State Councils to develop
training experiences for direct service delivery staff'
in SSA District offices to develop a better basic under-
standing of programs and resources available for the
handicapped at the federal, state and local level.
These staff development efforts should include content
to sensitize staff to the needs of the disabled and to
assist staff in their ability to communicate with handi-
capped people. These training efforts are seen as an
essential first line effort to improve the decision

102
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fliaking and the "helping capability" of those who have

face-to-face contacts with SS-1 applicants.

Second, in view of the deficiencies of the SS1

program in responding to the needs of disabled applicants,

DD Councils should continuously monitor the implementa-

tion of SSI, identify specific state and local problems,

intervene at the policy making level to 'improve the pro-

gram (such as persuading states to-provide supplemental

payments for the disabled) and act in coalition tith

other state DD Councils and concerned groups,to influence

national policy decisions, such as the Church amendment.

Third and finally, DD Councils must provide in-

formation and individual advocacy assistance for poten-

tial applicaL:e. Councils must assure that there exists

in eact' state rigorous outreach activities (especially

to reach needy disabled children), .2.nd availability of

.legal and paralegal counseling to help disabled appli-

cants through the SSI application proces-s and the

.

appeals process when necessary.

Ct

I o
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DISPLAY

'OBJECT;VES: RESOURCFS MODULE

That Participants develop:

CoMmitment that XID Councils have an important,
ess4itial role in monitoring service agncies and in-
terVening in behalf of the dlaabled.

Commitment chat DD Councils have an eSsential
role in influencing the system to accommodate and be
responsive to ncr:eds of the disabled.

Understanding of monitoring and influencing
tasks, resources, and strategies as related to public
assistance and revenue sharing.

Enhanced communication skills, interviewing,
presenting.

Enhanced analysis skills of primary Source docu--
ments -='Law, Regulations, lines.

7s
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SSI SIMULATION PROCEDURE

In this simulation, five individuals-play the

following roles:

Disabled person Mr. Long

Social Security Administration Staff Mr. Cartell.

Social Services Case Worker Mr. Comfort

Vocational Rehabilitation Mr. Wittington

Lcsal Aid Mr. Hart

A siXth person acts as time keeper

and facilitator (Hammer)

Participants are urged to use role decriptions

provided in the simulation. There are two reasons for

this:

(a) The plot can develop. Some role descrip-

tions contain errors in policy interpre-

tation. ihese staff errors are common SSI

pitfalls throughout the country, and we will

want to illustrate these for discussion

later.

(b) The participants can relax. No partici-

pant need feel that the role play is altest

or quiz of his knowledge of the,SSI program.

Participants Leed not feel persoirlly respon-

sible for SSI prograM content or details;

participants need only follow the role as

described.

This simulation tatbs about 30 - 35 minutes'and

can roughly be divided into three segmeRts. Participants

should have 10 15 minutes fn advance of role play to,

review their materials.

T. First Segment (15 min.)

Disabled Person (Mr: Long) hak 5 minutes at each of

the three service.points.

105



-Social Security Adminisitration ,,(5 min.)

-.7!Social Services (5 min.)

- -Vocational Rehabilitation (5 min.) -

His aim at-reach office is to:
J .

--Make applicaEion
--Establish eligibility.
-rObtain the maximum benait package

Because of rules, regulations, attitudes, and mis-
takes.designed in the service"point roles, Mr.
Long doesn't accomplish much.

II., Second Segment (5 min.)

,Mr. Long goes to Mr. Hart (Legal Aid) to request
help in accessing services. Mr. fang briefly re-
views his experience to date. Mr. Hart and Mr.

Long set some-basic goals and objectives,
. make written application for SSI, request "flag-

ging" for presumptive disability..

IfI, Third'Scoent (15 min.)

Mr. Longaccompanied by the advocate well-versed
in the SSI rtrles and proceaure , goes Ihrough the

*
three service points.. As be ore they haVS,4minutes

f
at each-point to:

--Make application"
--Establish eligibility
--Obtain the maximuM enefit package

IV. Debriefing

Following the role play, participants need 5 - 10

(' minutes to "unload"lkheir role, feelings, reac-
tions. Facilitator'should help individuals feel
comfortable about their performaves by helping
to show -some positive aspect of.each player.
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V. Discussion

The group steps back from the individual.situation

to develop a.lisu of generalized SSI issues.

Usually participants have soMe prior contact or

'experience with SSI and ic.s problems. These ex-

periences will generally reinforce problems pro-

grammed into'the situation; and, may in fact

bring up new problems.

Discussion issues are listed in outline attached.

Materials

3 desks,.3 chairs for SSA, S.S., V.R.

Signs legible for group indicating:

Social Security'Administration
Social Services
Vocational Rehabilitation

Wheelchair for disabled person*

Chair for legal aid

SSA Regulations, Manual, Forms, Public Information

Pamphlets, V. R. Regulations

*Optional

1u7
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.DISCUSSION ISSUES:
SSI SIMULATION

.The simulation design programs these-issues into the role
play; Others may also emerge.

District Office

Application

--Importance of written application

--Means Test
common misinterpretations

--Subantial Gainful Activity
troublesome policies

Presumptive Disability An Expediting Procedure

--"Observable"

-"Flagged" for DDU

Referral to Other Agencies
-Lack of Mechanisms

-Lack of Criteria-

Social Services

Eligibility of SSI Applicants

Mandatory Services

Optional Services

Designing the
State Service,

Package

Federal Cuts in Social Services $2..5 Billion

Ceiling

Medicaid Eligibility for SSI Recipients

108
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Vocational Rehabilitation

Referral by DDU

Basic State Program

--Who is accepted for service?

--Who is eligible for servir.e?

Priorities for Serving Severely Disabled

--New V.R. Regulations

Key Definitions

--"Employability"

"Productive Activity"

Legal Aid

The Appeals Processes

--SSI

--Social Services

--Voc.ational Rehabilitation

Legal Aid Programs as a Resource

Use of "Paralegals"

Resources for Training Paralegal Advocates

Resources for Funding Programs of Legal

Advocacy

1 9
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Rusty Long, Developmentally Disabled

Personal Information:

Age: 25 years

Developmental Disability: multiplyhandicapped athetoid

cerebral palsied individual; limited mobility;

confined to wheelchair; speech impediment

IQ: 129

Work Activity: sheltered workshop program @ $35/month

Residence: living with parents

Pate ts Income: $30,000

Personal Resources: 51,000 in trust, inheritance from

Aunt Tillie

Personal History: p.Irticipated and excelled in model
special education program; evaluated at age 19 by

local vocational rehabilitation agency and denied

for services because lacked vocational

'potential.

A notice in a periodical published by and for the

cerebral palsied alerted you to possible SSI benefits.

Go to the Social Security District Office to apply

for SST. Also try Social Services and Vocational

Rehabilitation.

You have 5 minutes at each of- the service points;

social :-',ecurity, Social Services, and V. R. to:

1. apply for benefits

). establish eligibility
.1. get the maximum benefit package available

'ion will then meet Mr. Hart, a legal advocate, who

will assist you in your efforts to establish eligibllity

110



for services. Go t() t,ach of the service points with Mr.

Hart. As befoYe you will have 5 minutes at each service

point to:

I. make application
establish eligibility.

3. acquire maximum benefit package

Good luck:
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Mr. Cartell, SSA Claims Representative

You are a claims representative in a Social Secu-

rity District Office responsible for a three county area,

Joplin, Orange, and Southford. You have thirty years
experience in,processing claims for the Title II Workers

Insurance Program under Social Security. You are now

responsible for, processing applications for aged, blind,

and disabled people under the new Supplemental Security

Income Program - an assistance or welfare program.

In processing applications for SSI, you use cri-

teria and policy guidelines outlined in the Code of
Federal Regulations, published in the Federal Register
and two in-house documents issued from the Baltimore SSA

Headquarters: The SSI Handbook and the Social Security

Claims Manual. .These materials are provided.

In addition, you apply the following understand-

ings and interpretations to SSA policy.

I. Reg_arding acceptance of an application for SSI

A. If a person comes in to applY for S8I and appears

to be "clearly ineligible", and "if that person

readily accepts the explanation of why he is

ineligible, an informal disallowance is appro-

priate". (Handbook s-ecti9n 1420; Senior

Citi;:ens, p. 29.)

B. Fill out an application form for a disabled per-

son if you think he will prove to be eligible

for disability assistance when:

L. The district office finds that his income

and resources meet the means Lest. *As a

rule, you don't accept an application from

a disabled adult living at home if his
parenes income and resources exceed the means

test.

and,

2. The Disability Determination Uriit (DDU) finds

11Z
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that medical records indicate a disability as
prescribed in Regulations and that the indiviLl-
ual can not ;.-ngz.;ge in substantial gainful ac-

tivity.

*As a rule, you don't accept an applica-
tion for disability assistance from
individuals who, although disabled, can
perform 'substantial gainful activity :Is
defined (kegs 416.931 416.934) to in-
clude "work activities" and employment in
a "sheltered workshop." These applica-:
tions would probably just be.ruled ineli-
gible 'by the DDU.

Piesu!liptive Disability

It is within your power to rule that.a disabil-
.

ity applicact is automatically eligible to..receive
payments for'up to 3 months while awaiting DDU dis-
ability determination. The basis for this predeter-
mination is presumptive disability as detailed in
regulations 20 CRF 416.951 to 416.954.

However, the Claims Manual limits you to readi-

ly observahje disability: (Claims 12752)

1. An amputation of 2 limbs

2. An amputation of a leg at the hip

3. An allegation of total deafness

Does the applicant meet these criteria?

Applicants suffering other impairments and
seeking presumptive disability must offer medical
iocumentation which is referred to the DDU and
flagged for expedited decision. (Regs 416.9536)

III. Referral

Applicants for SSI assistance are automatically
eligible for some Social Services provided by the
state under Title VI.-

3
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Applicants must go to the local Social Services

office to claim any services.

-It may be appropriate to refer some disabled

applicants to Vocatiorn4 R.ehahilitation. This is

usually done by the AU. You have no guidelines for

making such a referral.

1
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J. D. Comfort, Social Worker

You are in a local unit of the State Social Servioe
agency responsible for a 2 county area (Orange and Patter-
son). Your agency is well known as the place to go for
assistance payments and services. As of Jan. 1, 1974,

basic payments for the aged, blind, and disabled were
turned over to the Social Security Administration. (The

program has been floundering ever Since. 'Now maybe people
will appreciate what social workers like you have been
doing for years). You still provide money and services

to AFDC families.

You offer the following benefits to the disabled.

1. Supplemental payment for disabled individuals, $15!
month after SSI eligibility is established.

2. Some mandatory services:

-information and referral

- -protective services

- -services to remain in own home or return to commu-
nity

--services to meet health needs

--self support services

--homemaker services

-special services for the blind

3. The optional services include:

-foster care services

--social group services

4. However, your state has recently received a cut in
Federal funds available for Social Services and the
Agtnry Administrator has issued an austerity policy.

i 5
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5. SSI recipients are eligible for Medicaid. That is

t determined by the SSA District Office and it is their

responsibility to inform the recipient of services.

1/4
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Delmus Whittington, Counselor

You are a local Vocational Rehabilitation unit.

The V. R. program is the oldest Federal categorical

.
program for the handicapped. Recent amendments to the

V. R. law have made substantial changes. In the old days,,

the program helped the disabled return to the labor. .

force and become tax paying citizens. The program really

paid for itself. Under the revised law, V. R. is supposed

to serve the severely disabled. Getting.those folks into

jobs will take a miracle - and a lot of time and money.

The severely disabled may never be'gainfullY employed.

As a counselor, you are responsible for evaluating

applicants, deciding whether totake applications, and

'developing an individualized, written plan for each

client accepted into the program.

You h4ye a copy of the Federal Regulations for the

V. R. program with relevant definitions and requirements

marked. Use these in interpreting the following instruc-

tions to evaluate Mr. or Ms. Long, a disabled applicant.

Basically, you see clients in three categories:

1. Those referrea-bythe DEW - either Title II or Title

XVI (SSI). These clients are paid for 100% by the

federal government and must be expected to achieve

"substantial gainful activity" e,g. $200/month income.

2. Clients of the basic State Vocational Rehabilitation

program (80.20 Federal-State funds) must have "voca-

tional potential" in order to be accepted. .

3. Clients who are severely disabled. The new Rehabi-

litation Act of 1973 places priority on providing

V. R. services to the "severely disabled". [Regs

401.31 (b)]

Taking the Application

*The Application Decision and Eligibility Categories -

Is it likely this person may be eligible for V. R.?

1 1 7
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I. Does Mr./Ms. Long fit #1, the 100% category? See
requirements:

A. Does he/she meet requirements 401.124 -(a) 1-4?

1) disabling impairment is not rapidly progres-
sive.

2) without Rehab services this person will con-
tinue to be eligible for SSI payments.

3) with Rehab services the person will achieve
"productive activity" *and can reasonably
bq expected to terminate eligibility'for SSI

. payments.

4) cost of these services will be offset by
non-payment of SSI benefits.

*"productive Activity" is generally assumed to exist
if the'person earns $200 or &re/month.

II. Does he/she fit criteria for regular state programs?
See 401.33 (b) Basic Conditions.

A. substantial handicap to employment

B. employability - Employability is defined in V, R.
Regs. Sec. 401.1(g) as:

"EmPloyAbility" refers to a determination
that the provision of vocationa l. rehabili-
tation services is likely to enable an
individual to enter or retain employment
consistent with his capacities and abili-
ties in the competitive labor market; the
practice of a profession; self-employment;
homemaking; farm'or family work (including
work for which payment is in kind.rather
than in cash); sheltered 'employment; home-
bound employment;.or other gainful work.

If Mr./Ms. Long doesn't fit category A or B perhaps .

this person is eligible for services as a "severely

1 i8
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disabled" person under category C. The regs define

severely handicapped person on p. 42475, Sec..401.1

(w).

C. "Severely, handicapped individual" means a han-

dicapped individual:
(1) Who has a severe physical or mental dis-

ability which seriously limits his functional'

capacities (mobility, communication, self-care,

self-direction, work tolerance, or work skills)

in terms of employability; and

(2) Whose vocational rehabilitation can be

expected to require multiple vocational reha-

bilitation servieeg over an extended period

of time,'and
(3) Who has one or more physical or mental

disabilities resulting from amputation,

arthritis, blindness, cancer, cerebral palsy,

cystic fibrosis, deafness, heart disease, hemi-

plegia, hemophilla, respiratory or pulmonary

dysfunction, mental retardation, mental ill-

ness, multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy,

musculo-skeletal disorders, neurological dis-

oi-ders (including stroke and epilepsy), pare-

plegia,.quadriplegia, and other spinal cord

conditions, sickle ;cell anemia, and end-stage

renal disease, or another disability or com-

bination of disabilities determined On the

basis of an evaluation of rehabilitation

potential to'cause comparable substantial

functional limitation.

Remember, severely handicapped applicants must ,show

'employability' in order to qualify for eligibility.

(See definition of employability above.)

The Eligihnit:;/ Decision: Evaluating Rehab Potential

You must make a decision about Mr./Ms. Lones eligi-

bility for V. R. service. This decision will be based on

an interview with the apPlicant and informatiun provided

by the applicant. Your de'cision about this 'person's eli-

gibility or ineligibility for V. R. services is based on

119
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your evaluation of his/her rehabilitation potential
through one of three means, as appropriate:

. (a) Preliminary Diagnostic Study basically the
client history.

(b) Thorough Diagnostic Study client history, plus
professional work-ups, observations

(c) Extended evaluation of up to 18 months is indi-
,

cated where there is A substantial handicap to
employment and there is uncertainty about the
person's ultimate employagility -,or job poten-
tial, These evaluation procedures are de-.
scribed in the Regs p. 42481, Sections 401.34;-.
401.35, and 301.36.

The Services Decision What Benefits ara-kvailable

Services for which your agency may receive Federal
reimbursement for eligible individuals ih,lude:

--Diagaosis
- -Evaluation of rehab potential
-Counseling, guidance, referral

--Physical and Mental restoration services
- -Vocational and other training, including books,

tools, materials
-Maintenance

--Transportation
--Services to family members when necessary to the

adjustment,or rehabilitation of the handicapped
individual

--Telecommunications, sensory and other technologi-
cal aids and devices

-Placement in Employment
-Post employment services

- -Occupational licenses, tools, equipment

' The individualized, written rehabilitation program
developed py V. R. counselor and client specifies service
goals and service benefits. (For a description of indi-
vidualized program, see 401.39, p. 422482, Regs.)

1 0
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Mr. Rick Hart, Legal Aid Advocate

You are a legal aid service Advocate (not necessari-

ly an attorney). You will be asked to help Rusty Long

get the maximum benefits possible at each service point:

SSA, Social Services, and Vocational Rehabilitation. To

do this, you will have a grasp of the regulations govern-

, ing each program and an understanding of.the appeals

process;

You will have these materials to assist you:

*National Senior Citizens Law Center Manual

*SSI Regs, Claims Manual, Transmittal Letters

*SSI'Forms, and list of .evidence applicant must present

*Social Services Guide

*Vocational.. Rehabilitation Regs

The following rules will help'you at each service

point.

SSA District Office

1. Pages 122 - 131 of Senior Citizens details the Appeals

Process at SSA.

2. Remember: The appeals process is open only to the

individuals'who file a written application. Get a

written application on file for your client.

3. The district office is misinterpreting a crucial reg-

ulation re: income limfts. The income and resources

of parents of an,adult dfsabled individual may not be

deemed to that persorLeven if residing with his

parents.

4. Request expediting procedures on flagging for presumpT

tive disability. You know that disability deteiminaL

tions are taking 4 - 8 months for SSI. Your client

clearly meets disability rules so you want to speed
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up the eligibility determination 'process.

./Social Services

Aggressively inquire about Social ServiCe*s.stipulated
under the State Plan. As an applicant for SSI, the dis-
abled person has a right to some services even before his
'SSI eligibility is established.

Vocational Rehabilitation

Check the V. R. regulations for appeals procedure.
(Sec. 401.46, p.42484 Regs)

Advocate Hints.

Get name and phone number of staff contacts at each
agency.

Gently explain that you will keep in touch with them
weekly until the application has been processed.

Be sure to chat briefly with Long to find out where
he's been, what's happened at-the three points to date,
and what he wants. ,How Can you help? You want to make
certain that Long is inyolved in decision making about
'his future.

z. 2
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Public Awareness
DD Councils must engage in public awareness activ-

ities in order to help make the DD Act work. Moreover,

Councils must lead the way in changing attitudes and

myths about citizens who are disabled. Finally, they

must stimulate.the development of new resources and better .

services for the handicapped.

As a planned communication and advocacy activity,

public awareness programming encompasses a wide range of

concerns. For example, it involves explaining about the

Act. It inVolves describing that DD citizens are persons

with dignity and values who have a right to be trained to

their maximum and a right to live as happy and as.normal

a life as possible. It involves telling how citizens can

be helped, what services are available, and what gaps

exist in services. Ultimately, public awareness activi-

ties seek to advocate and generate concern, support, and

involvement among numerous publics.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into two

parts. The firs-t deals with an introductory description

of a public awareness planning and development framework,

while the second part outlines resources available to

help a council get their planning underway.

1G4
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PLANItNi; ND DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

Public information planning and development strate-
gizing are crucial to DD Councils. Hopefully, the follow-
ing framework wilt assist [he reader to conceptualize an
advocating awareness pror.im which carefully examines
alternatives for communicatinc, what, to whom, fOr which
purposes, when, how, and with what eifect.

Planning Program Pur.pse.

Because Planning and Advisory Councils want to
nurture public awareness on issues related to DD, they

must be able to clearly outline their program purposes or
goals. to help the reader think about this planning ac-
tivity, lwrc is a list of seven purpose statements for

consideration:

1) the development of new laws, reforms,
,ommunity services, and/or appropriations dic-
Cate(1 by the needs of DD citizens.

2) Promote acceptance and understanding-for de-
velopmentally disabled citizens and the DD

concept.

i) Facilitate the development of the DD citizen's

self concept, skills, and knowledge.

4) Provide reliable, accurate, and current in-
formation on the DD law and numerous related
,concLrns.

5) Keep DD citizens or advocates informed about
available services and rights'so that they may
participate and gain full benefits from them.'

6) Promote activities of th; ))i) Council arid facil-

itate the positive development of relations
between governmental, public, and private

agenCies.

7) Cultivate new publics who may act on behalf of

the DD movement.
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These seven informatir,n, rersuasion, and motivatioo
purpose statements are ini:..cipd as-examples. ThQy should

be viewed as jumpinE- L oints for Council communicators
to delineate their own purposes. After all, 5.c is essen-

t-!7..", know what is to be Accomplished and ,Ilat needs

be satisfied.

Having accomplished this planning step, the Council
can move on to The next phase.

Researching_

.
This analysis phase calls for intensive and exten-

sive data probing. All relevant opinions, observations,
attitudes, and reactions of persons to be associated with
the Council's public awareness program should be consulted.
Furthermore, program needs should be clarified and veri-
fied prior to additional planning. As a consequence, it
is hoped that parts of a program would be better seen in
relation to the whole. Therefore, background information
is vital to the next step in planning which involves the
natching of theit specific messages and delivery channels
with their specific avdiences.

Planning for Audiences

Adiences, like purposes, must be identified,
analyzed; ang agreed upon. Most often, the audiences
which will receive the messages can be subdivided along
different diMensions. For example, size can be divided
into meaning ul categories such as a single person, small

\

group (up to 100), or mass (100 or more). Occupation,

sex, and education are other dimensions. Finally, assump-

tions about an audience's knowledge base, values, feel-
ings, and nee s should'be explored by Council communica-
tors.

Many ol the typical target-audiences (or "publics")

for a DD program include legislators, educators, doctors,
attorneyS, soCial service professionals., high school stu-
dents, consumer groups, and parents. Of course, greater
acceptance and understanding can be fostered among these

and other publlics. Apathy and avoidance can be changed.

New lAws and Services can be stimulated. Positive
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relations among agencies .can be promoted. HOwever, to

accomplish these and other worthwhile end;, a close exam

ination and understanding of th'e iniended audiences is

'mandatory.

Message Planning

Having delineate rurposes and aik.iEuces, a Coun
cil must cope with the complex issue of s,-e.:.sage deter

mination and design. Precisely what advocacy content--

facts, opinions, interpretations--should be prepared?

Is it difficult or simple to understand? Does it ask

for a response or offer rewards?

In general, DD Councils have two broad messages.

The first deals with the Council, what it is doing, and

its state plan. The second broad message (and probably

the more important) concerns the DD concept and those

'citizens who are developmentally disabled. The following

statements (Nelson 1973, Waldman 1973, and Paul 1974)

provide the basis for both kinds of messages. They are

offered in order to stimulate initial Council discussion ,

on the issue-of designing and clarifying messages:

1) The client, the developmentally disabled

person, has constitutional rights as a citizen.

Denial of any of those rights compounds the

disabili.y. Those rights must be secured in

cluding, or especially, in those instances

where the disabled person is not able to rise

to his own defense.

2) The developmentally disabled person has a,

right to live in his own community. If re
jected by his own family, he has a right to

resources for a decent life without compro
mising his own personal integrity.

3) The developmentally disabled person has a right

to pursue a life beyond stigma. This reqUires

an educated citizenry, an accommodating physi
cal environment, alternative resources which

are not characterized by.demeaning labels or

.exclusive incompetency criteria for

1 2 7
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participation, and an advocate to monitor his
well being and assist in increusing productive

and adaptive interaction between the develop-

mentally disabled person and hiF environment.

4) The developmentally disabled person has educa-

tional, psychological.and 'ical needs whiCh

must be met appropriatery, .afficiently, and

on time. The developmentally disabled have a

right to appropriate educational and treatment

resources. No sub-human or even sub-standard
environment-physically, socially, or morally--

can be rationalized as acceptable.

5) The care giving systems are, themselves, a
source of information'from which we can exact
information for developing a message from the

DD Council.

6) What can be done to prevent developmental

Aasabilities?

What is being done to prevent developmental

disabilities?

8) What are developmental disabilities, what are

the causes, including those for which preven-
tion is, at this time, unknown and whtt is the

potential for.a developmentally disabled person?

9) What special services need to be provided for
develbpmentally disabled people, or What is
this community doing to provide special ser-

vices?

10) What are the advantages of early intervention?

11) How is a program for developmentally disabled

people run? Feature a specific pre-school pro-
gram, an educational prograu, or a work train-

ing prograt.

12) Use interview with employers, plus state and

national statistics.
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13) .Does your community -Offer maximum opportunities
for "normalization" of handicapped people?

14) Citizen AdVocacy: what it is, why is it needed,

and who will do it?

15) Feature stories about lOcal professionals, why
they entered the field and what they do.

16) Feature stories about local developmentally
disabled people.

17) Feature stories about members of the cOmmunity
and how they help developmentally disabled
Teople:

a. parents
b. direct service volunteers

,c. businessmen who employ the handicapped

d. businessmen who supply sub-contract work

e. volunteers who help on fund raising
f. people available for speakers bureaus

g. bureau_members, Council members, and

committee members

18) .Current Council activities

Naturally, message design relies heavily on one

more factor: a Council must know and understand its DID

citizens.

Planning for Delivery Channels

Since much will not be written in this chapter

about the intricacies of differenti delivery phannels

(e.g., film, brochure, newspapers, slidetape, special

events, seminars, speakers bureau, press kits), we woilld

like for the.reader to consider a particular planning

framework.. It as developed by.Read (1972) for matching.

,and.selecting channels with messages-and ,audiences.

While Read admits that.hls format is not based on a sci-

entific formula, his intuitive guidelines may be helpful

for public aWareness planning:

1z9
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Mass media channels. We should achieve maximum

communication efficiency by using mass--media

channels under the following conditions:

1. The audience for the message is large. The

mass Media, in fact, offer the only practi-

cal channels for reaching,large, general

audiences.

2. mesgage is simple. This does not mean

that the message lacks importance, but the

concept Should be easy to grasp and under-

stand.

3. The message is timely. There is need to

cach audiences quickly.

4. The audience is exposed to the mass media

channels. A large share of the intended

audience subscribes to and reads newspapers,

or listens to radio, or watches televiSion.

5. -Time and money are limited.

Group channels. The following conditions suggest

the use of_ group channels (meetings, conferences,

field dayg, and direct-mail services):

1. The audience is relatively small, special-

ized, easily identified, and.highly moti-

vated.

2. The message j.s eibher complex, highly spe-

cialized, or both. . .

3. Communication effectiveness depends in part

upon immediate audience response and feed-

back. The audience does more than receive

the message.

4. Message content is more.important thah

, timeliness.

, 5. 'Time and other resources are available.

Person-to-person channels. The conditions that sug-

gest the use of person-to-person channels axe al-

most self-evident and include the following:

1. The audience is small, ahd motivation may _

be slight.

2. The message, simple or complex, must be fit-

ted to the individual needs of the receiver.

3. The timing of the.message is not critical.

4.1 Time and other resources are available.

The exceptions. There. are exceptions to all guide-

lines, of course, and we find mani'exceptiOns
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those above. (p. 303)

Planning for Evaluation

No public information plan would be complete with-
out some consideration for evaluation. For, just like
other advocacy sponsOted activities, the'Council must
collect infbrmation in order to gauge their effectiveness,
as. well as provide data for continual decision-making
purposes.

Since CounciLs use many different planning and
evaluation-systems for gathering data about program impact,
effectiveness, and objoctiveS attainment, we cannot sug-
gest an overall methodology for public awareness. Fur-
thermore, the-state of the evaluation art for this area
is not ehat scientific or'sophisticated. Of course,
there ara:elaborate techniques and forecasting procedures
which are being experimented with and implemented by
large ,:orporAtions. However, these are very expensive
and usually too obtrusive for Council purposes.

Therefore, what are some methods which can be de-
signed an!a used to evaluate different dimensions of a
plan? Tho following suggested procedures could be em-

.

ployed to collect data for program assessmene:

1) Clipping service--to keep track of hoy many
newspapers,are running the Council's releases
'and other stories.

2) Estimated numbers of'persons reached. as a re-.

sult of televising a TV program.
3). Numbers of persons writing, to the Comicil for

information about its activities or. Plan.

4) Names and addresses of persons responding (via
,a WATTStelephone number) to a radib campaign
sponsored.by the Council.

5) Evaluation forms containing satisfaction and
impact questions that are collected and ana-
lyzed following a public education seminar or
workshop on topics such as SSI and revenua
,sharing.

6) ,Th-e frequency of-messages transmitted via radio
and TV.

131
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7) Appearance of a new governmental ruling, commu-

nity service, or appropriation attributable to

a comprehensive Council program.

8) Data from a Speakers Bureau

9). Number of times bank, library', or department

store asks for displays or booths.

10) A third party panel to assess, using predeter-

mined criteria, the impact of face-to-face

activities (e.g., One-to-One Day in Tennessee).

11) Circulation figures and feedback (formally so-

licited or informally provided) from readers

of a eouncil newsletter.

12) Post cad feedback data on a film or slidetape

that is.circulated by the Council.

RegardleSs of the methods-developed and used, the

Council should make sure that Its evaluation procedures-

are tied closely to its program goals. Furthermore, it

Should document aS best as possible its Successes and

failures. In this way, decisions about the overall plan

,can be more closAy scrutinized, changed, and improved

uver a period of time.

Coordinating the Program.

Ultimately, the Council must arrive at a decision

regarding what needs to be said, what Mat'erials developed,

for which audiences, and for what purposes. A Council may

'be fortunate to have the services of a full or part-time

staff member to coordinate their public infcirmation-plan-

ning, a talented task force or subcommittee on public in-

formation made up of Council members, or an on-going con-7

sultative assistdhce provided by an advertising or public

relations company or individual prufessional.

If none'oCthese-is the case,,a Council might make

use of other agencies and reSources which can facilitate'

the..development and
production'sof messages for a given

channel and audience. For example, UAFs, educational

media centers in public schools or. universities, prison-

-print shops, HEW regional communication programs, and

state government media or public information offices*

should be:contacted.- Another facilitator might be con-

sumer groups. Audette (1973) suggested that DD Councils
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should consider contracting the development and production
part of ptograms to loca1 gtoups such as ARC, UCP, and
Epilepsy. Of course, the'final determination as to who
will coordinate the, prograth will depend largely i such
factors as availability of local talent, regulations, pur-
poses, and 'resources.

It is a good idea to have made media contactS prior-
to execution. 'This means that the coordinator should con-
tact such persons as newspaper editors, TV and radio pub-
lic service directors, and photographic studio personnel.

Executing the Plan

Even with someone responsible for coordinating the
development and 4xecution of the public awareness efforts,
a Council must continue to explore programmatic alterna-
tives, keeping money and time in mind. Additionally, it
should strive for program consistency, clarity and credi
bility. Furthb_rmore, it should seek long-term exposures,
Council input, and a good mix of delivery channels.

After a plan has been conceptualized, the Council
is ready to impl,ement it. Read (1972) offers some execu-
tion suggestions.

s,

Step 1. Budget time and money for each of the com-
munication activities called for in the plan, and
work up a calendar of deadlines for those activi-
ties. When will the fitst news story be written,
the first radib program be aired,.the first tele-
vision program be presented? What are the dates
-for.the scheduled meetings, and when must the first
planning session be held for each, meeting or the
series of meetings? When and how will the meetings

'be publicized?
Step 2. Plan schedules to meet the deadlines.
With a realistic time budget, we should be able tO
estimate Che number of hours needed each week to
carry out the plan. If the number of required
hours is unavailable, we must adjust .the plan to
fit the hours.
-Step 3. Evaluate the plan after each step and make
adjustments called for by the evaluation. Our
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first meeting may have been so successful that,sub-

sequent meetings are not needed. Cancel them. We

learn that the television station has changed its

program schedule, and the show we counted on is un-

available. We must shift resources to,other chan-

nels. AudienCe feedback,indicates more misunder-

standing of the probrem than we anticipated. We

may need an additional series.of news stories.

Step 4. Make a final evaluation and prepare a re-

port on successes and failures for futqre refer-

ence. We .can improve our efforts tomorrow only by

applying the knowledge gained today. (p. 305)

Thus, public awareness planning and development is

a very important vehicle for:advocacy. Its overall pur-

pose, of course; is to as_sist Councils to make the PD Act

work, lead the way for changing peoples' opinions and

ideas, notify citizenry of services available, induce

"the system" to yield more resources, and stimulate the

development of new and better services for handicapped

citizens.
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Public Awareness Resources

Films, (all 16 mm)

L. Medals (21 Mins., color, 1971)
.Available: Bono Film Services, Inc.

1042 Wisconsin Ave.
Washingtpn, D.C. 20007

.A fun film about mentally retarded children having fun
at the Mid-Atlantic Special Olympics sponsored by the
Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation.

,2. Like Other People. (43 mins:',color, 1972)
Available: Perennial Educators

P.O. Box 236
1825 Willow Road
Northfield, Ill. 60093
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United Cerebral Palsy Inc.
Youth Activities Dept.
66 East 34th St.
New York, N.Y. 10016

Also available: United Cerebral Palsy of Denver
2727 Columbine Street
Denver, Colorado 80205.

The most sensitive and hard hitting film on the sub-

ject of normalization. A'British made documentary of

a young cerebral palsied couple who are in love and

demand the right to emotional-and sexual fulfuliment.

3. NormalizStion--The Right Of Respect (14 1/2 mins..,

color, 1973)
Available.: Atlanta ARC

First-National Bank Building--Suite 369

315 1.1q.tt Ponce de Leon Avenue

Decatur, Georgia 30030

The film discusses the principles on,normalization,

especially residential failities, and tocuses on

developmentally disabled citizens in Nreal life

situations.

4

4. All My Buttons (28 mins., color, 1973)

Available: University of KanSas Audio-visual Center

Film Rental Services
746 MasSachusetts St.
Lawrence-, Kansas

A dramatization which cuts through many layers of

saciety to see how each reacts to or ignores the prin-

ciples of behavior managemept aad normalization.

5. 'Look Beyond the Disability (30.mins., color, 1972)

Available: Media Support Services
Parpons State Hospital & Training Center

Parsons, KansaS 67357

The film was .producea for TV for the Kansas DD Coun-

cil to help'locate developmentally disabled citizens

in need of services, to alert citizens to their key

role as a "pressure group", and.to encourage communi-.

ties to provide services lo&ally, especially education.

. -

6. The Hope and the Promise. (25-mina.,color)
--.._

-
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Available: Natio'nal Rehabilitation AsSociation k

1522 K Street N.W. ) .

Washington, D.C. 20005
A slightly Our-of-date and .rather rosy view of reLbil-
itation,,inCluding a 19 year old retarded yOuth who
rises (meteorically) from sheltered.workshop, to main-,
tenance aSsistant, to spot weldef. -

7. Something Shared (15 mins'.; color, 1974)
Available: NARC

2709 enue E. East
P.P. Lox 6109
,Arlington, Texas 76011

A ncw film on citizen advocacy which introduces the
subject of advocacy and touches on the nature of the
advocate-protege relationship.

A Light for John (22 mins., B&W, 1956)
Avaliable: Film Library

Division of Cinema
University of .Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, California 90007

An old, dated', but still lyrical and moving portrait
of a retarded adult and his mother trying to cope
with the world emotinally and financially.'

9. That's What It's '11 About (28 mins.color, 1976)
A brand new and exciting film produced at Denver Uni--
versity on normalization and the Colorado Hostel
Program. For information on its future availability
conthct; Chris Winokur, Division of DD, 306 State
Servick-. Building, 1525 Sherman, Denver, Colorado'

Video Tapes (all 1/2" ELAJ rormat)

1. NARC :las several video tapes on advocacy available;
A. "Protective Services,: Uistory, Status, and Criti-

que" Elsie Helsel (60 mins., B&W)

B. "Dev,:iopment and Operation of Nebraska's YoLith
Advocacy Program" Julie Meyerson (28 mins.,: B&W)

I
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C. "Description
of Youth Advocacy Activities:

Greater Omaha Youth Association
for RetSrded

Children"
Terri Freyer- (6 mins., B&W)

D. "Legal Rights of the Impaired" Henry
Cobb

(82 mins., B&W)

E. "The Role of the Parent Movement
Within the Con-

text of a Functioning
Citizen Advocacy Sthema"

Gunnar Dybwad (60 mins., B&W)

For complete details contact: NARC
2709 Avenue

E. East

P.O. Box 6109

Arlingtcn,
Texas 76011

2. The National
Institute on Mental Retardation

of Can-

ada also has a series of 'video tales on advocacy.

They are.understandably
reluctant !c)

loan tapes to

the USA, however,
they will

gladly sell or trade

tapes.

A. "Advocate-Protege
Panel"

Clark, (30 mins., B&W)

B. "Btief Overview of ittzens Advocacy" Korn,

(30 mins., B&W)

, and Linda--An Advocate/Protege
Relationsh:p"

J
(RiW)

For complete details contact:
NIMR
4700 Keele Street

Downsview
(Toronto)

Ontario,
Canada H3J 1P3

Other Television

1. Larrv (90 mins.,
color) a made-for-television

movie

about a 26 year old man who has spent all his life in

an in3titution
before it is discovereethat

he is not

retarded.
It is

available as a film. For details

contact the Learning Corporation
of America, 1350

Avenue of the Americas,
New York, New York 10019.
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Slide-Tape Programs

1. Special
People--Special Needs (14 mins.)An introduction to the North

Carolina Council onDevelopmental
Disabilities and its work, focusingespecially on che Community Profile, a community bycommunity survey of all

services for the developmen-
tally disabled. Contact: Robert Denny, North

.

Carolina Dept. of Duman Resources, Council on DD, 526Cooper Memorial Health Building, Raleioh, N.C. 27603.2. Texas Slide-Tape Program (12. mins.)An introduction to the Texas
Developmental Disabili-

ties Council and its work. The show is also avail-
able in a "three

screen spectacular"
version. Con-

tact: Jack Leath,
Texas Dept.'of

Mental Health and
.Mental Retardation, P.O. Box 12668, Capitol Station,
Austin, TX 18711.

Print Materials

1. Newsletters are put out by several states and someTlanning regions within states. Two
representativeexamples are:

A. Stepping Stones for the
Developmentally Disabled

of Tennessee, Contact: Polly Roddy, Editor,Stepping Stones, Tennessee Planning and AdvisoryCouncil for DD, 300 Cordell Hull Building, Nash-ville, Tennessee 37219.

B. Spotlight. Contact: Wisconsin Council on DD(Donald Eib, Council Chairman, and Editor), OneWest Wilson St., Room 540, Madison,
Wisconsin53702.

2.
informational brochures are also widely

used7-somerepresentative examples are:

A. "Services for Persons in
Virginia with Develop-mental

Disabilities" Contact:
Developmental Dis-abilities Planning and.Advisory Council, TravelersBuilding, Suite 400, 1108 E. Main Street, Richmond,

VA 23219.

;-3
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B. "The Developmental Disabilities Council PUts It .

All Together" Contact: New Jersey DD Council, 169

W. Hanover Street, Trenton, NJ 08625.

C. "Council ',in Developmental Disabilities in North

Carolina: 'Community Profiles" Contact: Council

on DD,.Dept. of Human Resources, 526 Cooper Memo-

rial Health Building, Raleigh, N.C. 27603.
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Legal Developments
The lot of developmentally disabled people has

been discouraging; indeed, it has been depressing, when
seen through a lawyer's 'eyes.

The law of Ancient Rome is the first rePorted
law dealing with developmentally disabled persons, par-
ticularly the mentally handicapped; its primary concern
was with their property, not their person, with their
wealth, not their welfare. From the time of the Caesars,
through the Age of Barbarism, through the Middle Ages,
through the Renaissance 'amd Enlightefiment, into, the Age
of Revolution, and even as.late as the Age of Colonialism,
the law -- in all its majesty, addressed itself pria-
cipally to the custody and management of the property,
not the person, of the developmhptally disabled and men-
tally handicapped. Even as late'as the eighteenth cen-
tury, when staLe institutions wereirst created for
,the detention of persons dangerous tosthemselves and
others, the sharpest focus of the law Was with their
property, and then with detention and ds'olation, not
treatment and r ilitation. Jue procesS was available --
only when a per:, s property was at stake,'..not when his
liberty was in jeopardy.

It was not until the nineteenth century that the
law's principles of detention and isolation were
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'ameliorated by a humane concern for treatment, therapy and

rehabilitation. Until then, developmentally disabled per-

sons had been tortured, burned, exorcised, sold at market,

segregated, isolated, ignored' and only tarely valued or

treated. They had been referred to in the law as "homo

furiosus", "non compos mentis", idiots, lunaticS, abnor-

mal, subnormal, crazy and.insane.

They were so treated by society, under'its laws,

not solely because they were inher-ently less able, but

because they were different. They were described in

'words with the greatest perjorative connotation, words

that stigmatized them in the eyes of the law and reflect-

ed society's inhospitable attitude toward them. Our

Puritan forefathers treated them in contemplation of the'

law no differently than beggars persons to be excluded

from the society of normal men and to be driven out of

towns, persons worthy only of the tiniest morsels that

might trickle down from the public or private table, p_er-

sons no different from the meanest supplicant for what-

ever alms we might give. Except when they owned prop-

erty, they were treated, in the words of Alexander

Solzhenitsyn, as nonpersons.

This brief history is not 'iemarkable, nor is it

history in the sense of describing a condition of our

past, for the development of the law as it affects the

mentally disabled has depended on three factors: (1)

the extent of medical knowledge about the etiology,

care and treatment of the mentally disabled; (2) the

degree to which the politically organized community has

acknowledged its responsibility for the ca:e and treat-

ment of its afflicted citizens; and (3) the legal pro-

fession's awarencof the social realities of develop-

mental and mental disability and the,acuteness of its

concern for those who have neither relatives nor friends'

to safeguard their rights. In hiStorical perspective,

these threa factors have developed in mutual dependpnce

and agonizingly, slowly and uncertainly. They are in a

developmental stage still.

To prove the point that the law of the developmen-

tally disabled person is in a developmental stage --

indeed, is at a vital point of development -- it is not
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necessary merely to count the number of lawsuits brought

on behalf of the handicapped, to,examine the program con-

tent of professional meetings (where lawyers.are now in-

cluded), to review the spate of legislation enacted since

the years of John F. Kennedy's presidency, or to count

the millions of dollars we aie investing in developmental

disabilities programs. It is, instead, only necessary to

examine the legal discriminations that now still exist

against developmentally disabled persons.

The handicapped are denied those constitutional

rights that each and every other one of us has. When

they are institutionalized, they are denied rights to

freedom of movement,:association, speech, expression,

privacy, and to acquire and hold property; they do. not

enjoy freedom from involuntary servitude, cruel and un-

just punishment, and the massive curtailment of their

liberty. When not institutionalized, they are denied

rights to work or be paid a minimum wage, seek and find

housing, vote, marry and procreate, and have equal access

to the public and private benefits most of us take for

granted - education, employment, housing, nonexperimental

medical care and even basic medical care, protection from

sterilization, protection from stereotyping.and classifi-

cation in education, and protection from the extraordi-

nary penalties of the criminal law. They have been and

still are segregated, isolated, institutionalized, and

made wards of the state without their or their parents'

consent. Ironically, they are forbidden to contract,

yet they are held liable in tort, and made culpable under .

our criminal laws. They are discriminated against in al-

most every conceivable way by the public and private

sectors of our abundant econothy, and the law has not yet

curbed these Outrages.

All of this has happened and continues to happen',

despite the fact that developmentally disabled persons

typically have committed no crimes, except the crime cif

,abnormality, and despite the fact'that they have repre-

sented no menace to society, except the menace of differ-

ence. It has happened and continue§to happen on the

theory that they should be involuntarily confined for

their own sakes so they may get treatment, and for the

protection of society. Yet they are not treated, and it is
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not clear why society should be Protected from them.

They are little valued in institutions, except they are

worked without pay or for leas-than-minimum wage. They

are thought to be different and are so treated under the

law, yet we cannot quantify their differences when it
comes to their fondness for ice cream, their emotional

needs for love, their physical needs for care, their human

capacity for laughter or tears, or their sense of physical

or emotional injury. When we institutionalize them, we
deny them more than the rights guaranteed to the rest of

us by the federal constitution. We deny them the compan-

ionship of normal friends and relatives; we deny them the

opportunity to follow the examples of the best, or worst,

of us; and we deny them the opportunity to leacrthe kind

of life promised to all of us in a majoritarian democra-
cy --the rights to life without unnecessary interference,

liberty without unwarranted restraint, and the pursuit of

happiness by equal access to the opportunities of the
public and private sectors. In the words of President
Kennedy, we have relied on "the cold mercy of custodial
care", when we should have developed "the open warmth of
community concern and capability." We have traditionally
resorted to Social Darwinism in law and economics, with
the wholly predictable result that developmentally dls-

abled persons have been the ultimate and inevitable losers.
We have traditionally relied on theories of a competitive

society instead of a rights-entitlement society, and the

law has sanctioned these theories.

It is argued, and with great force, that persons
who are developmentally disabled are, in constitutional
terms, a "suspect class", that is, "a discrete and insular

minority" without power to affect what happens to them.
Like the aliens, blacks, and illegitimates, .they bear the

-stigma of inferiority, the badge.of opprobrium, and the
unchangeable, guiltless trait of unfortunate birth. In

the words of Justice Powell, like,other suspect classes,

they have been "saddled with . . . disabilities, or sub-

/jected to . . . a history of purposeful unequal treatment,

or relegated to . . . a position of political powerless-

ness" (Note 1) as to justify special protection frot.major
itarian processes. They have been denied substantive due
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?rocess as guaranteed by the federal constitution, if we

Inderstand due process to "represent , . . a profound atti-
tude of fairness between man and man, and more particular-
Ly between the individual and the government" (Note 2).
rhey have been punished for the guiltless status of being
lisabled; they,,like the illegitimates, have been punished
without guilt or fault. They have been the victims of
Dur forgetfulness -- perhaps of our repression -- of the
warning of the courts that "How we treat these particular
individuals determines, to a large extent,.the mOral fiber
Df our society as a whole, and if we trespass beyond the
bOunds of decency,..such excesses become an affront to the
sensibilities of each of us" (Note 3). They,haye teen.
treated as nonhumans, as nonparticipants in the human race,
as objects to be toyed, with and discarded. They have not
been accorded the "dignity of man" (Note 4).

Yet we can, today, take temporary solace. Medical
advances abound in diagnostic, treatment, and rehabilita-
tiOh techniques. A politically organized community, its
moral sensitivities made keener and its ambitions whetted
b: the partially but suprisingly successful onslaughts
against legally sanctioqed racism and legally perpetuated
poverty, is in the initial stage of a new war against old

injustices. And the legal professioh is more acutely con- ,
cerned about the legally friendless handicapped perscn
than ever before. These traditional allies are mounting
an attack on a-host of legal and economic discriminations
against the developmentally disabled person. They are
changing the traditional role of the developmentally dis-
abled person from that of alms seeker and supplicant to
that of litigant and victor in questing after and gaining
the legal recognition of rights long possessed by every7
one except the handicapped. They are asserting that the
developmentally disabled are no less human and no less
worthy of dignity on account of their disability, and
thus are no less worthy of constituti.onal protection than
the "normal" person. It is their asrtion of sameness
in spite of difference that today unUergirds the law and
the handicapped.

* * *

_Ttle law has a strong bias against innovation and
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change. The role of lawyer . .
his creative use Of pre-

cedent . . .'is to 'persuade us that what is.new is 'really .

not new, but is, instead, an extension of old morals and be-

liefs. Thus, in the emerging law of the handicapped,;the

old established constitutional norms are being .creatively

applied to developmentally disabled people.

The norms are: (1) liberty - the right to be free

from stereotyping, detention, and from curtailmeats; (2)

equality - the functional equality that treats all persons

with similar concern for theirbasic human sameness and

dignity as individuals; (3) integration the norm that

allows room for differences, celebrates differences, and

reinforces pluralities. Normalization does not mean mak-

ing everybody alike, for none of us wants to be normal or

like the other; it is instead, in the eyes of the law,

affording the norms of liberty, equality, and individua-

tion for the handicapped; (4) individuation and choice -

the norm that values the right to be different, but, for

the developmentally disabled peTson, the right to have a

choice, to have access to.the fruits of our government

and society, and assistance in the realization of their

fullest capacities.

* * *

The emerging models of developmentally disabled

persons are having a profound impact on the law's views

of these unfortunates. One model teaches that develop-

mentally disabled persons are capable of development.

This norm requires the law to reject the "custodial

care" concept and to desist from labeling that is self

fulfilling or self limiting.

Another model, normalization, means that develop-

mentally disabled people should live in the least re-

strictive 9nvironments conducive to their maximum

development.

A third, consumerism, requires that consumers and

their advocates should.be involved in planning, program-

ming and decision-making, just-as the DDSA Facilities Act

of 1970 requires consumer participation and courts re-

quire it on human lights committees.

1



Still another model asserts that developmentally

disabltd persons have "human" rights. This model gives

rise to,bills of rights for patients, mandatory educa-

tion of developmentally disabled persons, and constitu-

tirinally based litigation.

A fifth model argues that, when insti:Intionalized,

the developmentally disabled person should be institu-

tionalized only in accredited places. Accordingly, accredi-1

tation standards are being developed in legislatures,

courts, and administrative agencies.'

A final model acknowledges that although technolog-

ical advances may help developmentally disabled persons,

they have rights not to be experimental subjects or to be

unjustifiably or unnecessarily subjected to untested 6r

questionable treatment modalities.

* * *

Three premiseS lie behind the new assertion of

\human rights, legally recognized and enforced on behalf

Of the developmentally disabled person:

(1). The developmentally disabled person has been

subjected to legal, social, and medical discrimination,

based on degrees of humanness, where humanness corTeiates'

with intelligence, the lack of intelligence beineldsti-

fication for such discrimihation.

(2) The professional does not know best; his

judgement must be independently tested, and his action

on those judgements must be subjected to a rule of account-

ability.

(3) The entire health and education delivery sys-.

tem, that is, the whole health and education infrastruc-

ture, that has been allowed to,develop iS rotten and

should be reformed. Many persOns think that legislative

and administrative reform is hopeless, because the pro-

fessionals intimidate the legislators by their expe'rtise,

and because the administrators are in the grips of the

pvifessionals. They think that the sole and most certain

. route of reform is through the courts, which, they-hope,
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will assist.them in reconstructing these systems.

But litigation is only a tactic4 it is only a dbor-
opener, a catalyst Lo change. It may change the rules of
proceeding with respect to the developmentally disabled
person and_it may have single-shot value./ But it is un-
likely that, it will transform the pbwer 'relationship
between the developmentally disabled and nonhandkcapped;
it may not change public or.pLivate attitudes, and it
may have some counterproductive effects Znd unanticipated
and unwanted results. It needs"tb ly.1 accompanied by a

massive change of attitude toward the deielopmentally
disabled, a change that can be accomplished through both
legislation and administrative rule-making. For only
when public and private attitudes have changed Will the
law take op its greatest binding,power and acquire ,its
strongesft sanction -- the power and sanction of public
acceptance, the willing acceptance of what is now legaiTy
asserted but nor yet publically accepted, the notion that,
although the handicapped are less able., they are not less

worthy.
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Legai Issues
The term "legal ad-irbcncy", though used widely

among :those involvedin the delivery of human services,
commonly raises questions aS to exactly what is meant.

Doesit refer only to activities in which a lawyer is

involved? Does it include only those activities which

involve adversary action insa court of law? Does'

,"legal" imply an esoteric activity which can be engaged

in only by a skilled-professional and thus precludes the

involvement of lay citizens'acting on behalf-of another?.

The responses td theFe:questions are often% but need not

be, cryptic and confusing. 'Advocacy includes any activ-

'ity which involves a person acting on his own behalf or

on the,behalf of another to secure responses to perceived

needs. Legal advocacy refers to such activities when

they inVolve interaction with one of the three legally

constituted institutions of goveSninent, i.e., legisla

tures, administrations, or courts.

...For example, does a community have a group home? '

.:If it.does, is there rd.= for any particular child who

needS care? Or does the home limit its residents to only

,one class of-handicapped persons and restrict all others?

IT there is no home, is the cause a lack uf funds? Are

there restrictive zoning ordinances? What can be done if

the Landicapped in a community face all'or some of these

problems? An indivIdual group can approach the state
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legislature and :c.ek legisla!-ion establishing grOui, homes,

or request funding throui local government. CoMmunity

zoning ordinances can he ,:hailiuged. Any of theSe activi-
ties would be a form of legal advocacy.

Suppose a group home exi:.ts in a community and the
parent of a child who resides there, while wanting to use
the service, experiences a problem. Sometimes the heme-
parents seem to discipline unnecessarily the reFidents or
unfairly restrict their visit,rs and other centact with

the community. The natural parents have a discussion with
the head of the agency which operates the home; the dio-
cussion leads to ce:tain insticutional guidelines protect-
ing the right ot. the residents. The pare.,t has engaged

in legal advocacy.

Further, assume the existence in a community of
group home in which the residents are well-treated, but\
the foilowing situation develops. A child has been n \
the home for a year, progressing well. However, his par-
ent suddenly'receives word that the child has been trans-
ferred to a residential institution in"another county for'
"misbehavior." The parent is shocked and immediately goes
to the home to talk to the home pare7its. He receives no

help. The parent calls tbe superintendent of the institu-
tion to which the child la:; been transferred. He is as-

sured that the child ib right, but the Superintendent
insists that the child mut s.tay at the institution. Fi-

nally, fr,istrated but still determined, the parent talks,
to the responsible ager.-.5, head in ti:e state capital, who

apologizes for all the confusion but insists that there
is nothing he can do sinc :. the matter was an appropriate

administrative deciSion. \t 'his point, the parent is so

angry that he goes direct*- the institution, physical-
ly removs his child and him home. A few months

later, thg parAlts realized Lhat their.home is not the
best place for the child, but neitber the group home nor
the institution will take the child This time the

patents go to court and sue the home operators for wrong-

fully transferrilg their child. This ceurt action, of

course, ,:s legal advocacy.

As demonstrated by the above illustrations, legal
advocacy can'take many forms, the most common of which
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e law7making by affecting legislation, law-making by ad-

nistrative rules, and law-making by litigation in court.

,F these forms is important and each has its proper.

,:e. in recent years, the public's attentIon has been

.ed on litigation. Important class action suits seem--

solution to many, and these suits have been and

continue to be a great boon to the nandicapped. But

ta the long run, in order to implement those legal rights

enunciated in the courtroomeffective advocacy in the

legislative and administrative areas will be necessary.

'All three areas are equally important; Developmental Dis-

abilities Councils, carefully consiidering the needs of

the developmentally disabled in their states, may wish '1

.;eek appropriate ways of supporting activities in any or

all of them.

The purpose of the material presented here is to

give a general introduction to the nature of legal advo-

cacy to help Developmental DisabilitLes Councils develop

legal-advocacy programs. First, some general concepts of

the law are discussed and an ouiiihe of the asserted legal

rights of the-developmental)y disabled is presented. Next,

some problems are discussed in detail. Finally, some

specific.suggestions are made as to how Developmental Dis-

abilities Councils might engage injegal advocacy.

LAW AND 3HE HANDICAPPED: THREE KEY CONCEPTS

Many of the rights now being asserted on behalf of

the develeplrentally disabled person derive from well-

established
principles as applied to new situatio-ns.

Most of the rece\nt cases
involvinOhe rights of the han-

dicapped are based oh federal constitutional principles.

Many of the cases have involved both state and federal

constitutional laW, but this discuSsion is limited to the

federal constitution, for it embodies the major principles

alSo asserted under state constitutional claims. The key-

stone principles 4l originate ir the Fifth and Fourteenth

Amendments: prc,cedural due process, substantive due pro-

cess, add equal protection, The Fifth Amendment makes

these principles effective againstthe federal government,

the Fourteenth Amendment against state and local governments.

These legal maxims are all designed to protect individuals

against unwarranted governmental action, whether federal

'or state.
152
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Procedural due process guarantees a person the
right, and a meaningful opportunity, to protest and be
heard before government may take action with respect to
him. It is a rule that requires government to proceed in
a certain way; it is a rule of fair play. For example,
as in the case of the person who is transferred from a
state-supported group home to a state institution, it may
be that the state violated his and his parents' right to
procedural due process. The stated reason for the trans-
fer was "misbehavior.' If procedural due process were
guaranteed, it would mean that the parents are entitled
to know about the planned transfer before it takes place
ar,d have a chance to refute the charges of "misbehavior"
and thereby challenge the transfer Lecision. It could
be that the "misbehavior" was only slight and did not
justify a transfer, or tt-at whoever reported the behavior
was mistaken about ils nature or effect or even about
whether the resident himself was the actor. The.right to
due process gives the ,esident and his parents the right
to show such facts and ,,-hy the transfer should not occur.

Substantive due process signifies that there are
certain rights and privileges that a state cannot arbi-
trarily take away from its citizens, and that government
may not act unreasonably, arbitrarily or capriciously in
the treatment of.its citizens. Whereas procedural due
process refers to-how a government must act, substantive
due process refers to what rights cr privileges a state
may deny or revoke and to the reasonableness of its ac-
tion in pursuing its legitimate purposes. For example,
it may be a violation of substantive due process to place
the group-home resident in an institution even if the re-
sident has been granted his.tight to procedural due pro-
cess and he was found to have misbehaved. ThuS,, it may
be that the misbehavior itself does not justify the trans-7
fer to an institution (substantive due process), and that
how the state acts in this instance (procedural due\pro-
cess) would be irrelevant. N.

Equal protection guarantees handicapped persons
the same rights and benefits all other citizens have with
respect to government, unless the withholding of 'Ine
rights or benefits is for a valid reason that justifies
the government in singling out a certain person or class
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A persons for treatment different from that which' others

receive. If there is no group-home in a community because

A a restrictive zoning law, and if the particular law in

luestion allows any sort ,A living arrangement at all in

the community "except for the handicapped", there most

likely is a denial of equal. protection, since the handi-

capped are denied the same rights as other group-home

restdu!.ta without a valid reason.

OUTLINE TO ESTABLISHED OR EMEWING
LEGAL RIGHTc '" THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

(including ar, lere legal advocacy may be needed)

The following outline of legal issues is not a de-

finitive statement on the rights of developmemally dis-
abled persons, but rather it is a survey of most of the'

important issues and is designed for easy refevence.

Some of the rights listed are well-establi,hed while

others are recently asserted and not yet settled. While

the outline speaks specifically to thu rights of the de-

velopmentally disabled person, a few of the rights may

involve problems more often.associated with the mentally

ill or other mentally disabled persons.

A. The right to live (protecting developmentally

disabled infants from euthanasia)

B. Right to medical care (including right to re-

fuse treatment and experimentation)

C. Right to education

1. Early education

2. Appropriate education

3. Right to fair classification and placement

4. Compensatory education (ircluding adults)

5. Quality education

6. Normalization of schooling (including trans-

portation, barrier-free access to building,

1 5 1
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recreational. activities, etc.)

D. Right to lead a normal and decent life

1. A right to be heard in all important deci-
sions affecting the developmentally dis-
abled (procedural due process)

2. The political process: right to vote and
hold office

3. Domestic Relations

z. Rignt to marry

b. Right to bear and raise ohildren
(including right to obtain or refuse
family plannihg services, including
sterilization and abortion)

c. Right to adopt

d. Right to sexual expression

4. Right to a suitable environment (housing,
p:-ivacy, etc.) .

5. Right to employment (without unfair dis-
crimination)

6. Right to mobility (including transporta-
tion, barrier-f.ree access to.building, driv-
ers' licenses, etc.)

7. Right to security (fair access to insurance
plans)

8. Non-discriminatory access to community
services

9. Right to affect their own lives

a. Access to the courts (inCluding right
to sue and be sued, right to be a

1 6 )
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witness, to obteTn legal aid, ecc.)

b. Right to control own personand proper-
ty (modification of"the laws of guard-
ianshiP,'''conservatorship, legal !_rcom-
petency, and other "protective"
legislation)

c. Right to contract

d. Right to make a will'

e. 3ight to-make-a gift

Rights pertaining to institutions

1. The r:ommitment process

a. Freedom from involuntary commitment

b. Freedom from indetrminate commitment

c. Freedom from unjust commitment (dimin-
ished responsibility for the develop-
mentally disabled person in some crimes)

d. Right to an advocate (both adults and
minors)

e. Right to least restrictive setting con-
sistent with rationale for commitment.

f. Freedom from charge for the cost of
I5eing institutionalized

2. Within the institution-

a. Right "to an advocate

b. Right to release

c. Right to a decent environment (includ-
ing medical care, physical security, ,

etc.)

166
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d. Righs to education and treatment

e. Rights to refuse treatment

Right to be free from peonage fair

wage for work performed)

g. Other, patients' rights---ilAcluding right

to privacy, right to sexual expression,

right to correspondence and visitation,
right to property within the institu-
tion, right to participate in the deci-
sional process, etc.

h. Right to periodic review of need for
institutionalization and of treatment

plan

Right to be free from unjustifiable

transfer

F. Impiemcnrationnof statutory, regulatory, and

otiler 1:2gal rights by advocacy

G. Creation of new legal rights (by statute, ad-

ministrative .regulation, informal procedures,

and litigation)

TWO LEGAL ADVOCACY NEEDS OF IMPORTANCE:

EDUCATION AND PATIENTS' RIGHTS
(as of June, l',/4)

Two fundamental areas of legal rights which deserve

the attention of advocates are educational rights and pa-

tients' rights. TheSe two areas embody many of the hopes

of developmentally disabled persons for legal and social

equality. The eventual impact of the successful assertion

of these rights on the lives of the developmentally Ais-

abled can only be surmised, but it is likely that such

impact will be enormous. * * *

A. THE RIGHT OF ALL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN TO AN EDUCATION

Education is an elusive concept. .0ne of the

1 7
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lif.ficulties in asserting the educational right§ of deyel-

opmentally disabled-persons has been in definition. What

many advocates have described as education other persons

have denounced as "mete trainable-behavior" and have in-.

sisted that such activity has no place in the "academic"

setting of public schools. This conflict in definitions,

has begun to subside with the-affirmation of a right to

education.

In finding such a right, one court has defined edu-

cation to include all learning activities, both acaclemic

and behavioral. The court declared that education in-

cludes "any plan or ,3tructured program administered 'by-

competent persons that is designed to help individual§

achieve their full potential." MARC v. Md., Equity No.

100-182-77676 '(Circuit Ct., Baltimore City, April 9,

1974).

11614 did this broad definition of educatio,1 finally

come to be recognized? The first major breakthrough in

asserting the educational rights of all hanicapped chil-

dren came in two recent federal court cases. PARC v.

Pa., 343 F. Supp. 279 (E. D.,Pa. 1972), established the

principle that all retarded children ' ve a constitution-

al right to an equal educatioaal opnr: uaity in the pu-

blic school system; Mills v. D.C., 348 F. Supp. 886

(D.D.C. 1972), extended this tenet to include all handi-

capped children. In addition, several state 'court

decisions -have upheld constitutional claims vindicating

the educational rights of handicapped children. One

such case, Wolf v. Legislature of Utal., 3rd District,

Sait Lake County, Div. #182646, (Jan. 8, 1969), found

both a state-constitutional and a state statutory right
F-

to education. MARC found that a state statutory right

exists and ordered its implementation. Ft.rthermore,

several states, in reacting to these and other cases,

have adopted "zero-reject" education laws, providing ad-

ditional statutory bases for the educational rights of

all children.

It has been observed that the educational rights

of handicapped children have been clearly established in

a number of cases. How did these cases develop? And on

what grounds were these rights sustained? The leading

1 o8
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casa,g,..444JARC and Mills are illustrative.

In PARC fourteen retarded children brought sht
against the state of.Pennsylvania Eor themselves and as re-
presentatives Eor all other,retarded children in the state.
In the Mills suit brought against the District oE Columbia,
the situation was similar except that the plaintiff class
included all handicapped children, not just the retarded.
Both suits involved similar concerns. Parents, their
children, and other interesLed persons had become contin-
ually frustrated -at the neglectful inatcention.to the ed-
ucation problems of the handicappec. Public officials in
both the District oE Columbia and ch:? state oE Pennsylva-
nia had historically shunted aside handicapped children.
A policy of persistent discrimination had developed. The
retarded and other nandicapped children had been excluded
from public schools on the grounds that they were incapa-
ble df benefitting from the educational process. And the
ones who were allowed into school were only there at the
"beneficence" oE local programming. Defendants in the
Mills case admitted their affirmative duty to educate
handicapped oncs. There was always plenty of room Eor
"normal" children but never enough Eor the "others" In

the eacoly 1970'S, the Erustration felt by concerned citi-
zens hdd built 4p to an unbearable level. And then a
dramatic change occurred. The doors of the,public school
systems were opened as the rights of the handicapped were
successfully asserted through the federal constitution.

Two basic legal rights were utilized in the result-
.

tng litigation: procedural due process and equal protec-
tion. These concepts were discussed in Section Two
with reEerence to their applicability to group home prob-
lems. In PARC and Mills, they have been applied to the
public educational process. In both cases public offi-
cials excluded handicapped children Erom school. It was

at that point, the point of exclusion, that due process
avid equal protection assumed significance.

in this exclusion process, two things were- happen-
ing simultaneously. First, local schools did not have
sufficient EaciLities, qualified teachers, and monetary
resources to educate their handicapped children. Seumdly,
the process itself was arbitrary and myopic. Child...en who

1
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did not ",fit" into the normal stream of thifts were often

rejected, but the process frequently failed to find a lu-

cid reason for their lack of fit. Thus, it remained un-

clear whether the fault lay with the children or with the

schools. This was the situation presented to the courts.
PlaintiEfs successfully argued that equal protection re-

quired that if public instruction is available'to "normal"

children, then it must be made available to handicapped

children,'and that procedural due process mandated a hear-

ink, and careful consideration of' each ctild's abilities

and needs before schools could classify the child "not

normal" and place him oUtside the public school. In this

fashion, PARC and Mills were able to establish the educa-

tion 'rights of handicapped children.

'While the above summary synthesizes the basic

theory behind the right to education cases, three other

concepts are significant enough to require separate treat-

ment.

1. APPROPRIATE EDUCATION

In San Francisco, Chinese-speaking students were

held to have a tight to supplemental English-language

training under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

.Title VI requires that there be discrimination based

"on 'the ground of race, color, o: national origin," in

any program or activity receiving fedcral financial assis-

tance." *The U.S. Supreme Court declared that "students

who do not understand English are effectively foreclosed

from any meaningful education" and thus held that a fail-,

ure to provide English language instruction to Chinese-

speaking students violated the Civil Rights Act. Lau v.

Nichols, U.S., 42 LW 4165 (1974).

A imilar issue involving th :Ieed for a meaning-

ful educ tion arose in the context o'!: asserting the edua-

tional r ghts of handicapped-children. Both in PARC and

Mills e right to an "apprOpriate" education was raised.

In PAIC, the parties' consent agreement provided that

. . . it is the Commonwealth's obligation to place each

mentally retarded child in a free, public program of edu-

cation and training appropriate to the child's caPacity"

[authors' italics]. And, in Mills, the court's judgment
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stated that, in considering alternative educational ser-
vices when excluding a child from school, such services
must be "suited to the child's needs."

2. RIGHT 10 FAiR CE6SIFICATION AND PLACEMENT

This right compliments the right to an appropriate

education. Most of the recent right-to-education suits
include claims based on the lack of fair Classification
and placement procedures. These claims are founded on the
assertion that, when children are placed in the wrong edu-
cational environment, their education will suffer and thus

injury will accrue. PARC and'Mills. recognized *his prob:
lem and held that whenever a child is subject to a "spe-
cial" placement, he is entitled to procedural due process
to ensure that both his classification and placement are
correct and justified.

Perhaps the leadirig case in this area is Lefpanks

v. Spears, Civil No. 71-2897 (E.D. La. April 24, 1973).
By court-ordered consent decree, all New Orleans retarded

children are entitled to certain procedural due process
rights whenever classified for purposes of special place-

ment. These rights include a complete evaluation of the
child, an opportunity for the child and his parent to con-
test his classification and placement, the development of

a special education plan, and provisions for periodic re-
view of whatever placement is made of the child. These

rights in toto are intended ta guarantee the.child's

placement in the most appropriate educational environ-
ment so as to maximize his learning opportunities.

3. COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

Compensatory education refers to the education
necessary to repair the harm done to a person who was pre-

viously denied his right to an education. The right to a

compensatory education is applicable to both children and.

adults. It has only quite recently received mention in

the case law. In Lebanks, the court ordered that educa-

tion and training opportunities must be made available to

retarded residents "over twenty-one (21) years of age who

were not provided educational services when children."

And, in a recent North Dakota case, the court, while not
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settling the issue of compensatory,education, did observe

that: "Handicapped children are certainly entitled to no

less than unhandicapped children under the explicit pro-

visions of the [state] Constitution. Whether those who

have been unconstitutionally deprived of educ-tion in the

past have a constitutionally based claim for compensatory

educational effort, we leave for future determination."

In the Interest of G.H., a child v. N.D.-, Civil No. 8930,

Supreme Court, N.D. (April 30, 1974). '\[Authors' note:

this case found both a state and a federal constitutional

right to an equal educational opportunity for handicapped

children.]

At this point, a short comment on the role that

San Antonio Independent SClool District v. Rodriquez,

411 U.S. 1 (1973), plays in the educational rights of

the handicapped is called for. Many 2clucators felt that

when Rodriquez declared education not to be a fundamental

constitutional rights, the legal underpinnings of right to

education suits were severely undercut. This has not

turned out to be the case. Rodriquez is a school-

financing case. The Court held that Texas' method of

financing, though leadini; to differences, in the amount

of public monies available to local school systems, did

not_violate the 14th Amendment's equal protection clause.

..owever, the Court expressly left open the possibility

that total exclusiOn from publicly supported education

would be unconstitutional:

Whatever merit Appelle, argument might have, if

a state's financing system occasioned an abSo-

lute denial of education opportuilties to any

of its children, that argument provides no basis

for finding an interference with>fundamental

rights where only.relative differences in spend

ing levels are involved and whereas is true.in

the present case - no charge fairly could be

made that the system fails to provide each child

with an 'opportunity to acquire the basic minimal

skills,necessary for the enjoyment of the rights

of speech and of full participation in the politi-

cal process.

Thus, although Rodriquez hd find that education
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per se Ls not a fundamental-constitutionaj right ater

right-to-education suiCs hdve successfully distilguiShed
Rodriquez on the ground mentioned above, and Co date .

Rodriquez .has had no appreciable adverse affect on the
movemenl to'secuge educational rigLts for the handicapped.

'Although the.y are a number of other educational
rights issues, the Main components of right to education
established in.the.case law have been outlined. A more
comprehensive review of the educational needs of the.hand-
icapped is available Irom sources included in the accom-
panying bibliography.

B. PATIENTS' RIGHTS:
FACILLTLES

HIN TNSTITUTIONAL-RESIDENTIAL

-jhe.topics covered in this sectibn will include,
only those .rights whirfi find some support_ in the case
law. This will leave'a number .of important areas unmen-
tioned. Many-of the legal rights of institutional resi-
dents derive frcm -tate statutory-law, as opposed to
constitutional or case law. .Therefore, interested read-
ers are referred to their state's Mental Health-Mental
Retardation agencies foT applicable statutes.

The leading case is yyatt v.-Stikney, ,325 F. 8.6pp.

.781; 334 F. Supp.'1341;. 344 F. Supp. 373; 387 (M.D. Ala.
1972), appeal' filed May12, 1972 (5th Cir.) establishing
a right to treatment. In Wyatt,-,the court ruled that .the

right to treatment is the constiiutional right "to receive
such individual treatment as [Woul] give each of [the
patients] a realistic opportunity t6 be cured or to im-,
prove his or her mental condition" ,Although originally
confined to mental illness, the case was later expanded,
to include.the mentally.retarded. [For the retarded,

this right has been more appropriately called the right
to,hahilitation.]

The right to treatment has been baSed upon a con-
stitutional quid pro quo. The idea,. is that when a person
is institutionalized for the purpose of care and'treatmept,-
then due process (and fundamental fairness) requires that
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such treatment.be pfovided in exchange for that person's

loss of liberty. Judge Johnson put it thusly:

,
Adequate and effective treatment is constitut'.on-
ally required because, absent treatment,'the hos-
pital is transformed "into a penitentiary where
one could be held indefinitely for no convicted

offense."

The Wyatt court ordered an elab -ate and detailed

set of institutional standards in order`to.implement this
right (see bibliography for information on how to obtain

a list of these standards). Three of these standards con-

sidered to be essential are: (1) a humane psychological

and physical environment; (2) qualified staff personnel

in sufficient numbers; and (3) individualized treatment

plans for all institutional residents.

'The right tO treatment has, been extended to cover

a number-of institutionalized persons in different set-

tings. However, one question has remained: does the

right to treatment apply to the voluntarily admitted re-
sident os well as the involuntaily admitted resident?
This is a key ssue for developmental disabilities advo-

cates, since the,large majorit- of institutionalized
developmentally disabled persoas are ostensibly comMitted

voluntarily. The answer to this question is not yet def-
initive, but there is considerable authority for the prop-

osition that both the "voluntary" and "involuntary" re-

sidents possess coequal rights to treatment. Wyatt, 325

F. SUpp. 781;- Ricci v. Greenblatt, Civ. No. 72-469 F. (E.D.

Moss. February 11, 1972). Also., in an important new case,

a three-judge district courT Further minimized the legal

difference between voluntary and involuntary commitments
by declaring the Tennessee voluntary commitmeht procedure

for the mentally.retarded unconstit..ional as lacking in

due process. Saville v. Treadwav_, C.A. No. 6969, (U.S.

D.C., N.D. Tn Mar. 8, 1974. Y Tbil. 7.ends credence to

the assertion ,that the mere "lab.el of v)luntariness" is

not enough to.justifv different treatr t for institution7

,ai recidents. A1.1, not just some, an. L.ntitled to treat-

ment.
,

In addition to the general xight t.o treatment set
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forth in Wyatt_, other specific rights have also been

established.

1. LEAST RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVE

Under its inherent equity power to effectuate its
decision, the Wyatt court ordered that "no person shall be
admitted to the institution [Partlow State School and
Hospital] unless a pricr determination shall have peen
made that residence in the institution is the least re-
strictive habilitation setting feasible for that person."

[Authors' note: the Wyatt court ordered a number of
specific institutional standards to guarantee the mentally

retarded residents of Partlow State School and Hospital
their constitutional right to habilitation. Some of the

more important standards will be mcil, Thrled below]. Also,

in a major new case involving Mi .s, . state hospitals

for the mentally retarded, the ,:ourt d lared that the

residents of those hospitals h feL,ral constitutional

right to have the hospitals exp )r oi seek to provide

them with the least restrictive practicable alternatives

to hospitalization upon their involuntary civil commit-

ment. Welsch v. Likens, No.4-72 Civ. 451, (U.S. D.C.,

Minn., Feb. 15, 1974).

2. RIGHT TO AN ADVOCATE

The Wyatt court ordered the establishment of a

standing Human Rights Committee to guarantee that resi-

dents are afforded constitutional and humane habilitation.

One function of the committee is to advise and assist re-

sidents who allege that their legal rights have been

infringed upon.

3. RIA,H1 lo A DECENI ENVIRONMENT

Me leading case Ls NYARC v. Rockefeller, C.A.

No. 72-C-356-& (D.C. N. Y., April 10, 1974) This case
held tnat all residents of WAlowbrook State School for

the Mentally Retarded have a constitutional right to be

free from harm. Among other things this right specifi-

cally includes the right to protection from assaults,

the,right to conditions conforming to "basic standards of

humane physical and psychological environment." In Wyatt,

1
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.
the right includs the rights to dignity, privacy and

humane care.

4. RIGHT'TO EDUCATION AND TREATMENT

As stated previously, Wyatt recognizes a right to

habilitation. It further declares that institutional

"residents shall have a right to receive suitable educa-

tional services regardless of chronological age, degree

of retardation or accompanying disabilities or handicaps."

Wyatt has been followed in a number of o/ ther cases; how-

ever, there is one leading case to the contrary. Burnham

v. Georgia, 349 1335, (N.D. Ga., August 3, 1972); appeal

filed August, 1972, C.A. No. 72-3110, 19 a class action,

similar to Wyatt, filed against six Georgia institutions

for the retarded and the mentally ill.1 This case was

di.missed upon defendants' motion, and the court failed

to find a federal constitutional right to treatment.

Wyatt and Burnham were
consolidated for argument on appeal.

Oral argument was heard on December 6, 1972, before the

Fifth Circuit, but at this time the 'court has not yet

rendered 'a decision.

Even though Burnham is contlia, he right to treat-

ment has found considerable
slIpporC-in the case law after ;

Wyatt. The highest federal court o date to rule en the

question of treatment has answered in- the affirmative.

Donaldson v. O'Connor, 42 LW 2577,1 (5th Cir. April 26,

1974) has declared that any nondangerous person who is

involuntarily civilly
committed to a state mental hospi2

tal has a constitutional right to 'ruch treatment as will

help him to be cured or Lo improve\his mental condition.

Welsch v. Likens held that the insy.tutionalized mentally

retarded of Minnesota have a constitutional right to re-

ceive minimally adequate care and treatment. Further,

the Welsch court specifically stated\that "regardless,of

,their ultimate
dispositions by the F1fth Circuit, . . .

Wyatt, rather than Burnham, should be\followed here [in

LMinnesotal." The treatment concept has also found support

in situations not
involving the mentally ill or the re-

tarded; it has been extended to the coMmitment of youths

to juvenile etention centers.
Martarella v. Kelly, 349

F. Supp. 575, (S.D. N.Y. 1972); Morale v.Turman, C.A.

No. 1948 (D. C. Tex. August 31, 1973). \

166
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5. RIGHT .0 REFUSE 1RWMENT

The right to refuse treatment, is derived from the
established legal notion that no medical treatment may be
given to a person without his freely-given and informed
consent. Areas where this right proves to be particularly
impor'..at incl,de sterilization, psychosurgery, shock
treatmer.t, and excessive use of psyehotropic drugs. Wyatt
mandated that "residents shall have a right to be free
from unnecessary or excessive medication"; and that "be-
havior modification programs involving use of noxious or
aversive stimuli shall be reviewed and approved by the
institution's Human Rights Committee and shall be conduct-
ed only with the express and informed consent of the af-
-fectect feSidents." Simiiar limitations were put upon
the use of seclusion, electro-shock, and physical re-
straints. Prison cases which establish the right of
experiMental subjects to refuse treatment, Kaimowitz v.
Michigan, C. A. 73-194,33 AW (Circuit CT., Mich., 1973);
Knecht v. Gilliam 488 F. 2d C. A. 8-1136 (1973) arguably
are applicable by analogy to the institutionalized devel-
opmentally disabled. Some authority for this proposition
arises from NYARC v. Rockefeller, where the court stated
that ". . . chey [Willowbrook residents] must be entitled to
at least the same living conditions as prisoners."

6. RICH' TO BE FREE FROM PEONAGE

Both the Thirteenth Amendment and the Fair Labor
Standards Act guarantee the institutional resident a sal-
ary for work n,formed. A recent case required that the
'U.S. Labor D. :aunt begin enforcing this right. Souder
v. Brennal., C. A. No. 482-73 (U.S. D.C., D.C., Nov. 1973).
Wyatt declared that no resident may he required to per-
form institutional-maintaining labor, and if he chooses
to perform such labor he must be paid a minimum wage in
accordance with FLSA.

7. TNDIVIDUALIZED 1REA1ME;r PLANS AND PERIODIC REVIEW*

As a part of the resident's right to habilitation,
Wyatt calls for an individualiz.?d habilitation plan for.'
each resident based upon a thorouga evaluation. This
plan is to be continuously reviewed by the institution

107
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and modified as necessary. Periodically, each resident

is to undergo a comprehensive reevaluation.

8. RIGHT TO BE FREE FROM UNFAIR TRANSFER

Baxstrom v. Herold, 383 U.S. 107 (1966), held that

when the state of New York tried to commit a prisoner at

the end of his prison sentence to a mental institution,

it had to afford such person the same due process rights

as other civilly committed patients. This case may have

limited applicability to the rights of the developmentally

disabled, but it can be argued that institutional resi-

dents are entitled to some sort of due.process whenever

they are transferred to a new facility functionally differ-

ent from that to which they were originally committed e.g.,

this may apply to a juvenile center resident being trans-

ferred to an institution for the retarded or vice versa.

9. OTHER PATIENTS' RIGHTS INCLUDE:

a) Righl,to affect their own lives: Wyatt de-

clared that "no person shall be presumed mentally incom-

petent solely by reason of his admission or commitment to

an institution [unless expressly so provided by state

law]."

b) Right to confidentiality: "All information

contained in a resident's records shall be considered

privileged and confidential." Wyatt.

c) Right of access to a resident's records: "The

guardian, next of kin, and any person properly authorized

in writing by the (e,.i/ent shall be
permitted access to

the residentH ret. Wyatt.

d) A residentH ilccess LO an attorney and the

courts: a Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment right. GGuld

v. Miller, No. 72 Civ. 3255 (S.D. N.Y.), 6 Clearinghouse

Review 510 (1972), held that mental institution patients

are entitled te be interviewed by their attorneys private-

ly, in complete corfidence. Also, for prison cases argu-

mentatively applicti.. 1;y analogy, -;ee gen., Goodwin v.

'Oswald, 462 F. 2d 1237, (2nd Cir. 1972); Via v. Cliff,

470 F. 23 271, (3rd Cir. 1972).

1 6 8
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e) Right to personal correspondence: A recent
Supreme Court case recognized at least a limited right of
prisoners to use the mails and is applicable to institu-
tions for the developmenLally disabled by analogy. Pro7
cunier v. Martinez, 42 LW 4606 (1974). Wyatt recognizes
the. right of residents to send and receive mail and to
telephone communication.

10. POST-DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION ASSISTANCE

"Each resident discharged to the community shall
have a program of transitional habilitation assistance,"
Wyatt,.

LEGAL/LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMS THAT DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES COUNCILS MAY WANT TO INITIATE

In outline form, this list suggests some of the
activities that Councils might want to undertake in the
area of legal advocacy.

1. Areas of Comprehensive study, law revision:

Special education law

Treatment-rights law

Guardianship

Sterilization

Zoning

Commitment procedures

Deinstitutionalization procedures

Confidentiality of records

2. ,Consumer-directed action:

a) Creation or ed1argeient for greater consumer in-
put in:

10`,)
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i. permanent legislative committee on excep-

tional persons

ii. permanent legislative-agency study commis-
sion on exceptional persons

institutional human rights committee

b) Development of legal and paralegal advocacy sys-

tems and personnel: identify, use, develop legal

resources

c) Training of consumers and service-delivery
cies in legal rights of exceptional persons

d) Development of consumer check lists, guidebooks,

road maps"

3. Agency-directed action:

a) Review and revision of administrative, agency
rule-making power, rules, and regulations

b) Training of Agency personnel in legal rights of

developmentally handicapped persons
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abled.' Included are sections on commitroe.:11, incompetency,
sterilization, guardianship, and criminiii

8. A Handbook on the Legal Rights of th Mentally Re-
tarded [in Pennsylvania], by the PennsylvL,nia Association

for Retarded Citizens, 1974 is a good L._3E, fOr groups

who may be considering similar handboo:;.s.:;:7 their own
states.

9. Silent Minority, the President's Co-,Attee on MentL1

Retardation, Washington, DC 20201, pr:v:,..:es an exellent

iscussion_of_the..legaixights..of ret.a.rded wit !n_An__
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11. Legal Rights of the Mentally Handica?pea, Eds. Bruce
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OTHER RES011acZS

1) Mental Health Law Project
1751 N Seet, N.1!
Washington, DC ...y.)0;6

MHLP is engaged in an effort to define and imple-
ment the rights of the mentally j.11 and mentally retarded
tilt-owl-1.a program of: litigation, -)u(:ation of the bar and

thc.: and related activitie-

2) National Center on Low and the Handicapped

1235 N. Eddy St-!L
South Bend, IN 46617
(219) 288-4751 or 2
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NCLII is co ith all activities affecting

the legal rights c. 1-.ne nandicapped, but has, in the

past, specialize,i area of right'to education.
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Deipstitutionalization
The purpose of this chapter is to develop a frame-

work for (1) understanding deinstitutionalization, (2)
developing policies, plans ..1110 programs that accomplish
deinstitutionalization, and oy suggesting possible im-
plication for the DD CouncL"s involvement in this
process. .

The material is divided into three sections. In

the first section, the process bY which institutionali-
zation is accomplished is described and discussed in
terms of those characteristics that (1) work in the

disinterest and (2) those that work in the interest of

people. The examination of the process is limited to
those aspects of the problem that relate to developmental-
ly disabled persons. Deinstitutionalization is def!ned

as the process of countering institutionalization so as
to reduce or-eliminate those forces.that unnecessarily
compromise the rights and the integrity of the develop-
mentally disabled as persons or as citizens.

In the second section, the position taken is that
careful planning and program development is a central

issue in countering institutionalization. That is, de-

velopmentally disabled persons are institutionalized, in
largepart, because there is no appropriate service or
support system available when and where it is needed.
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This results in inappropriate referrals an: Oacements
and further contributes to the "drift" of so,..vice systems
into custodial:and repressive patterns of care. The

issues which are here considered include: 1) the impor

tance of needs assessment in facilitating program plan-

ning; 2) the coordination of local, regio al, and state

service delivery systems,to optiMally mee t" the needs' of

developmentally disabled persons; 3) the function oi :-,1-1

advocacy mechanithn; and 4) a view of current programming

activities..

Drawing_from ir the first two sections,
the third setionrelates certain themes and conclusions
to potential initiative functions of state Developmen-
tal Disabilities Councils._ . _ _

DEINSTITIAJONALIZATION AND THE INSTITUTIONALIZING PROCESS

Definition and Perspective of Institutionalization

In recent years, DD Councils have become more sen-
sitive to- the problems of developmentally disabled per-
sons and have become greatly involved with programs and

activities designed to provide "normalization", "humani-

zation" and "deinstitutionalization." "Institutionaliza-
tion" has become the term within which negative connota-
tions and leelings are embraced.

For the purpose of this discussion, let us use udo

simple definitions:

1. "Inst5tutionalization" is the process of adap-

tation to an institution. The process re-
prese,Its a method and an attitude for dealing
with huMan beings.

2. An "institution" is the physical place, with
its staffing patterns and array of service
and programs, which individuals may attend or
within which they may live.

There arif many implications of these definitions
that could affect the way one thinks about institutional-



ization and the 'conolusions one reaches regarding it. If,

fOr example, the insiitution is considered to be "good"
And the process of adapting within the institutional sys-
tem as leading to the best possible situation for the
person being institutionalized, then the term could hold

a positive connotation. It, however, the institution is
considerityi be "bad", is the process of adaptation to

it also "bad"? When we use the term in'a negative'way,
which is it that we resent: the process or the institu-

tion? We probably resent both, but it is important to
distinguish between process and place. In developing

7:.L.r.ttegiesr dealing with dependent people, processes
are going tO,be- used to help them adapt to places. It

will be essential that a careful- check is kept on the
11 . tiles 0 p_t1c.L1,1,;11.eS-

Why is it that communities have continued for many
,years to build and tolerate insijtntions that are now
\generally considered as "bad"? Lf all institutions were

"good", would placement of the developmentally disabled
individuals within these Hstitutions be our bast answer?

Both "good" and "bad" institutions exist and a e
-tOlerated as an expression of the will, and desire of the
communities in which they are'located. As currenCly
constituted, and generally considered as bad, they are
the product of historical evoluC.on and. persis!:ent econo-

mic expediency. A major impetus for the current demand

for,charv4e is the economic obsolescence of institutions
as %4! know them. The cost of operating even the "bad"
.institutions is So gr,!at that the limits of state budget-
ing t:kolerance MUst soon be reached. Very few loc_alities

have 'been willing to provide the required high level of
suppot for "good institutions" or drasticaily revise

the use of current institutional support funds intd new

program forms. To ,continuc.to receive public support,
the cwlit- of operatloo of these institutions must stay

within\a Limit which alluw them to be ranked fairly 4igh

'in the priorities of the voting public for the expendi-
ture of tax dollars.

What_ criteria do' we use to identify thes. people
whom we decide should be removed from our midst? The

following is on,1 set 61 pOssible answers.

1 6



The multiple criteria used to'select persons for

placement fall into two major categoties: social and

functional. In the social category-, the criterion is be-

havior whichis considered-inappropriate,,unaccelitable
or threatening'in relation to age; sex and subculture

settings. In the functional category, the crivrie is

the degree of estimated or perceived compet it ivenes,

p7 uctivity or dependence. for age.--Sex ;ubculture

ing. On careful consideration,, it . -at these

are valid ctitehia upon which to base.the Ile,d for some

form of-intervention in the lives Of handicapped or de-

pendent persons. It appears thot for some time to come

we mill use these.criteria to select'some indiViduals for

institutional placement.

"Good" institutions for appropriate grows of peo-'

ple_ can exist,.although these institutions bear little

resemblance 'to what has generally been known thus far.-

In the variety of forms in which they can exist,,the

"good" institution probably is-the "best" answer: for

some of the persons whom we identify as requiring signi-

ficant intervention in their lives.

The Institutionalization Process

"Ihstitutionalization" was defined earlier'as the

.process of adaptation to an institution. This process

has been divided into.five steps which would seem to fol-

low a logical se,quential order. In reality,;the various

proposed steps may well occur in several different se-

quences. Each of the steps emphasizes methods and atti-

tudes for dealing with human beings and avoids discussion

thO physical environment in which these events may oc-

cur. It will be apparent that the word "adaptation" is

not restricted to a tine period and that the word "insti-

tution" does not refer exclusively to a specific type of

residential facility.

Step.l. Identificati,-n and Labelling

The. formal identification and public labelling of'

a person as being ono_ of a group of persons with a dis-

ability like mental retardation, cerebral palsy, or

epilepsy takes place at different times in the persbn's

7



life and for varying reasons. Early in life this identi-

fication and labelling may occur aS part of seeking help,

At Schoui age, it may occur in response to tile needs of

the schools. Later in life, labelling may occur as a re-

sponse to the community's .concern with an individual's

betiavior or state of economic,dependency.

Over, mahy years the process .of -identification and

labelling has become highly formalized, includes an elab-.

orate terminology, classificationsystem, and boasts a

respetted group of professional eValuators and labelers.

The good intentions of this development a're not doubted

..and the many important
contributions that have resulted

are acknowledged. Tragically though, labels carry stere-

'otypes of expected personal qualitievand behaViors that

are deeply.ingrained in the beliefs'and attitudes of=4the

cnmmunity. Historically, these expected.personal qual-

ties and behaviors have been largely.pereived in negativ

ways as "bad", l'inferior",
"dangerous", "immoral", etc-

The_labels have influenced development of services in a

positive way as reflected in the many categorically-

oriented services we have today. The associated negative

connotations have had an adverse Effect ill that, ultimate-

ly, the quality of services'we provide for people depends

upon how we think about these people.

SteP 2. Destruc:Aon ot Self-Worth

How weil y.? Oink of ourselves (self-worth) is

largely determ!ned bl bow we.interpret what others think

of us. It is a widely and strongly held concept of hu-

man development that the level of our feeling of self-

worth has a critical effect on the quality of our adapta-

tion to our life situotion. The negatil:e attitudes to-

wald persons labelled as retarded, incompetent, or other.:

wise deviant, itave been interpreted as preventing the

development.of a strong sense of self-worth and destruc-

tive of-that which has previously been achieved. Thus,

the already limited dbility of the handicapped person to

meet the demands of society is compounded by the further

burden of a. djminished sense of self-worth.

Step 3. Admission toeh Institution
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This l i event of almost unparalleied signifi-
.

cance in the lite of an individual. It may have positive
as well as negative implications. It may he viewed as a
sucCessful achievement in many instances, such as entrance
to a day school program. Such an admission may also be
viewed as a further indication of society's perceptton of
the individual as inferior yr incompetent when that pro-
gram clearly represencs a further isolation from the
general community. The separation from family, familiar
people and accustomed places is' usually considered trau-

matic. The impact of a sudden, profound change of envi-
ronment taxes the strongest copill bilities. This
phenomenon is greatest on admissi, , to a re:Jidential
program but can operate as well in day programs. The at-

. titudes and feelings with which this occurrence is handled
can greatly affect the quality of the experience.

Step 4 Regimentation

If construed as meaning the creation of an ordered,
structured, life routine whi,:11 insures that basic life
necessities are met, then' regimentation need not necessar-
ily have a totally negative connotation. Historically,

however, it has exceeded the simple good intentions for
guarantee of provision of life n-cess'ities for the devel-
opmentally disabled.

:segimentation most frequently occurs in settings

designed staffed by people who are a part of that
society which has identified and labelled the institution-
alized person. Even in those sitA!ations with the most
enlightened staff members, demands are usually made that
the person adhere to policies and procedures of the in-
stitution. These include, at least:

a. Being made par,t of a group whose activities
of eating, sleeping, personal hygiene, and re-
creation are standardized Co a rather rigid
time schedule. An observed effect of this is
that time becomes a meaningless abstraction.

h. Enforced segregation of sexes varying from
total and permanent to partial separation.
Even partial segregation must be interpreted

li 9
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as i al ly

c. Loss, or major diminution, of the prerogative of

personal possessions, indivichjal selection and

style of clothing ano grooming.

These and other policies and routines seem to be

largely based on th premises that:

a. These provide for the greatest efificincy and

convnience of staff and facility.

b. The residents are incompetent and incapable of

making "proper" independent judgments or

decisions.

c. The residents are being protected from: (1)

the outside world, (2) themselves, (3) each

other.

1. The "moral standards" of the individuals and

the.public are being protected.

The need for SOme order and routine in the conduct

of everyday life is gen'erally accepted by all of us. The

good intentions of protection and care of those who de-

velop and implement such order and routine is acknoled!.:,

and respected. It is the reflection of the attitudes on,.

feelings toward the individuals by those responsible for

providing services that makes regimentation such a de-

structive part of the total. process of institutionaliza-

tion.

Step 5. Prophesy Fulfilled

The/final step in the institutionalization process

is accomplished when the person behaves in a manner ful-'

filling society's prophesy that !)e. is."incompetent", "in-

ferior", "immoral" or "bad." This represents the final

justification for our behaviors and beliefs through the

entire process, and for the process itsei'. Reaching

this stage is considered as a "good" adju.tment to an

institutional setting, for it is usually .companied by

a state of docile regimentation and confority to imposed

160
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patt2rns of behavior.

With these five steps to institutionalization in
mind, it is woithwhile to consider briefly some of the
majoe consequencs of the process for the developmentally
disabled indivtjual, the institutions, and the profession-
?le; who work within this system.

Consequences of Institutionalization

Thu consequences to the disabled individual have
been thos- that we label as dehumanizing. The following
are exe-ple:

1. A general lack of sense of self-worth

A diminished abtlity to form deep, meaningful,
lasting interpersonal relationships

1. Diminished sense of time perception and mate-
rial value perception

4. Decreased to absent ability to make indepen-
dent judgments of appropriateness of behavior
for time, place aed,situation

5. High frequency of homosexual relaCionships

The consequences for the institutions have been
well described and recorded by Blatt, Goffman and others.
In essenc.e, the institutions have represented an economi-
cal, safe mode of permanently caring for.large
groups of people. .Emphasis on the attributes of .safety,
cleanliness and economy have stifled the development of
programs of habilitation and "normalcy" of life style.

The consequence for many of the prOfessionals and
allied workers who deal with developmentally disabled
persons has frequently been their own institutionaliza-
tion. Institutionalized staff and instiEutional systems
have requirel labels for others and have become unneces-
sarily codified and regimented. Many institutional prac-
tices fulfill the prediction that the disabled will be
socially incompetent. The disabled are frequently handi-
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capped by lack of opportunity to learn adaptive social

behavior, by not having a teacher or an environment that

reinforces social skills, and sometimes by over protec-

tion based on underestimates of the potential of the dis-

abled.

Definition and Perspective of Deinstitutionalization

If inslitutionalization is viewed as the process

of ad4tation to an institution, then deinstitutionaliza-

tion may be seen as tile reversal of that process--as a

movement to insure that developmentally.disabled citizens

are afforded the opportunities of less.restrictIve commu-

nity based living situations. The process of deinstitu-

tionaliza(ion will require the continuation and expansion

ofthe many diverse effects that have been started in the

past two or three decades.

areas:

The major thrusts of these etforts are in thr6e

I. Modification of the identification and label-

ling processes to assure very early identifi-

tion, functionai evaluation, and concerned

e:forts to guarantee that services are pro-

vded,

The development of appropriate community ser-

vices for all ages and stages of disability,

3. The dismantling of residential institutions

as we know them now, and the development of

new organizations of, services and facilities

for those who require assistance to live in

society.

The following are aspects of the institution which

are subject to change and are therefore vulnerable to both

the modification of the institutionalization process and

the initiation of deinstitutionalization necessary for

the use of community alternatives.

1. Change in the mission of the institution.

1 8 2
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a. Since the mission of the institution is essen7
tially se by the administrative unit of
governmenE responsible for it, initiation of
change must originate and be sustained here.
This is most critical since, with: it full and
unwaverinc: support, changes in the institution
at this level are almost impossible.

b. Institutional leadership and staff, bolstered
and supported from above, must accept a new
mission and the consequent changes in priori-
ties, functions and programs required.

2. Sufficient support of the institution to allow it to

change is essential. This may require significant

new and iddi_tional funds to bring facility, staff,
program and services to the level of acceptable stan-

dards. This presents the dilemma of improving what
we ultimatly wish to abandon. The institution can-

not play Us important role in deinstitutionalization
.ind simultaneously be a part of the,community array

of servicas without some strengthening;

3. Participation of th:- institution in the development

of commu:Aty alternatives. A number of the.specific
functions an irsEitution may serve in this capacity
can be named and will be discussed atjength later

in thiS chz-.pter. A few maje)r areas are:

a. Special programs to prepare persons for commu-
nity entrance

b. Previding back-up care for community programs

c. Using its facilities for respite care and
short-term training programs

Bo;_li fiscal and moral support for change must be

present in the general public if change if to occur. The

'level of support or nonsupport is based largely on what

the public expresses as its needs in a given area. What

does the pblic feel it needs for the developmentally dis-

abled? Does it need deinstitutionalization? We must pro-

ceed on the basis that .it does. We must also continuously

16.3
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monitor the relationship between our deinstitutionaliza-

tion activities and tl'e public acceptance and experience

of those activities.

Hopefulfy, this sect:o: :Irovides some understand-

ing of the pro eso through which developmentally disabled

people have been systematically ,exoluded from the social

mainstream, aad the recent tlioveme-Ir coward revcrsing that

extrusion proeest:i. Attention will .
be focused upon a

number of issues which merit considei_. y by those re-

sponsible for the development and impl, .:ion of effec-

tjve doinstitutionalizition programs.

ING AND PROGRAITirJt,

D INST LITT IONALIZAT iN

if programs developed which are

responsive to tip. 0-e.'5 of develOpmeltal.75

person::;, an 1Jfl)OItJU: 1
requisite to,planning lios in

the accurate assessmen.,: of thse needs. Using

dir-nsional fraro:-k of ee, severity and socioiogal

.rea, Stedman (1970) hios ',let/eloped a dasigr for project-

ing needs, paSed upon a "h.,:pothetical community." (See

fable 1) Potential use: for fte design ate -naciy: It has

been helpful in examining strengths, weaknesses, 7ind gaps

ir serv;,:es; it has heel os.,?ful in planning and facili-

tating e .;t:iblishnn.nt of priorities where specific

epidemioloKical Iota were not avzliidble; it has 6een use-

ful, con, 2ptuallv, ia keepilv the broad picture in focus;

it has L_en cc lp fu I polit'cally in "talking numbers"

with couny commissioners',. and others who

:Affect Lae distribution (.1. revenues.

ing Part EV of Table 1, example, IL is pcs-
,

c- describe major services needed by the mentally

:.-etardea in the inner city. Stedman has sti-st:ed the

following;

-1. DiagnostL cou,,seling service,' for all

7,00q mentally retarde. their ramilie,.

the

socLi add 'educational service en%

18i
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the learning opportunities of the 624 mildly retarded
preschool children, man: of whom live in slums or in
otherwise depressed circuipstances.

Public health nursing and homemaker servies to assist
in caring for the 99 mAerately and 23 severely re-
tarded infants and young children in this population.

4. About 93 special educa, ,n (71ases for the 1,683
mildly retarded school-agea caiidten who,.-wi:h spe-
cialized training, could be,a)me solf-sufficierr adult

citiLens.

5. About 27 special education'elases for the 268 moder-

ate or trainable mentally retarded caildrenwho, gith

the appropriate training,could becerL- producEive
workers in superVised or shel:eted work settings.

6. A day care. recreational center for the 6o s-tverely
retarded children of schooi agc who uJrI be unable

to profit from formal school plaLement.

7. Vocational counselins, job traininE and placement
services for "389 retarded young adults .A.o can

contribute to their own and the community's welfnre
if given an opportunity to work.in a supervised en-

vironment.

8. Specialized job trainin's for the 1,145. mildly retard-
ed adults over 25 who can take a proadcti.: plata in
our nation's economy.

9. Activity cea.Vers for the 563 retarAed young adults
and adults who ma aevei cake their full r,aces as
workers in the community, but wh,' are impor-

tant from the social and humanitan point of view.

.10. Residential centers to meet the needs of those l28
retarded young adults and adult,: with prool,-.ms re-
quiring supervision, care, and training so ,_omprehen-

_sive as to require a 24-hour effort.

The hypothetical cotiplunity model can be extended

to include o.ther populations, making it applicable to Lhe



Table 1

Average 1;:cilen,e, mcwal retardation ba,,,ed on 1965

census figures in 3 ',Jr populations: 100,3,00 people.

Ent Incidenc, 2 (Suburbia)
Adult,, Adults Total

AL": , Ago 6-1' 2*-24 A.6v and Over All Ages

Mildly
Moderate
Severe
TOTAL

11.;

,

214

18

,,

. ,'

Ili

18

,

131

89
143

35_

1,077-'

1,669
266

65

2,000

Est. Incidence (Overall)

10,1 11c00,1-age Y..,ting Adults Adults Total

,.'nder A.:, A4,. 20-24 Ave 25 and Over All Apes

Mildly ',7 72.c 161 1,347 2,503

Moderate 4 3 ,115 27 215 400

Sevese....., .10 :2S h 53 97

TOTAL 420 865 20o 1,615 3,000

Est. Incidence (:ural)

School-age Young Adults. Adult: Total

und,r 5.4. " :1,1!, 6-1Q Ago 20-24 Age 25 and Over All 'Ages

Mildly 44n 1,202 279,r.1 2,246 4,173

Moderate 71 l'a.: 44 358 665

17 47 10 88 162

TOTA1 534 1,441 411 2,60: 5,000
.

-
Fst, incidence - 71 (Inner City)

Pre-chool School-age Youn,t Adults Adults lotal

Under Age 6-19 Age 10-24 Agc 25 and Over All Ages .

Mildly 6.:,. -1,693 389 4,145

,, L.)Moderate ,, 266 501

Severe fa-, I-, l..3

TOTAL 7105 2,017 4,-.,, 1,760

t

Mild Iv...L.._ 3.:.1

Moderatf I. 1,1

Severe... 4.2/

TOTAL 100.i in

5,841
930

229

7,000

Conversion Ratios

A0roup./Percent4age Population

Ca_tarv Under 6 6-19' 20-24 25 and over TOTAL

10.68 :111.82 6.66 58.85 100.00

1 8 6
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Estima.te,-; of neve I .,nen: a 1 ;,er 100 , p,op 1,

Handit:aped
and ':coAino: Special Services

ChiLdren Adults

Cet,7iral Pal --,v '4,1 11:1) . 200 (-211 l011(+21)

hp i lens,/ 1 ')(1,1 I lO(1

!,,.i.:t..-ti So L.I r .1 c. Loh 4,10o r.,,i( -20) 172 (+20)

Other Sour,,I,,,,,i,. il !Lin,: I,. tp.; 1 ,.)!), ;10 1)8 16 '

,e J

speech And hoorih4,

,hi I hloo,: rko,

II H' t -o lot in ,2. i ,00,1 Adults, tnd 2 in I , n 0 0 children

) IND`, No.lro I 1 Ind -,,rs.;,,rv ,3b i 1 i t OS t iMateti

"P. I ih Iv ,F , A.

(C ) I -d F000mi,si 'lent al RetarAt. ion, Chapter IT,

rop,r: PCMR,

1
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developmentally disabled. While there is considerable
variance in th.2 findings, Table 2 summarizes incidence
projections on developmental disabilities. Sources of-

data are indicated. We have used the incidence estimateL
and projections applied to the total population for deter-
mining the number per 100,000 in order to make the data
fit Stedman's projections more accurately.

It must be noted .that these data are not equally
reliable. Also, the data available on the distribution
of mental retardation by age and sociological area were
not available on the.uther populations. The data in-
cluded here are based on low projectionopof developmen-
tal disabilities. There is also a distinction drawn
between the projected incidence and the number of sub-
stantially handicapped persons who are likely to need
special services. Empty cells either indicate gaps in
information or a situation where an estimate would be too
misleading.

These data are good general estimates that illus-
trate an approach to che assessment of the need to facil-
itate planning. In any given state, the data available
in studies conducted there could sharpen the picture
presented here.

Coordination of Service Delivery Systems

Another dimension of a program development model
Kas to be the service array. While new services are fre-
quently required to meet the needs of clients, it can be
,deceptive to think about one service apart from the array
or "system" of services needed. The ve; ed interest in a
particular service system -- usually by bureaucrats and
professials, and the vested interest in a particular
type or category of disability -- usually by pa:ent's and
private organizations, contribute to the problems of co-
ordination and duplication of services.

There is probably no ideal service system for
developmentally disabled persons that could be projected
as a part of a service-by-client matrix. The "fit" be-

tween the services as Well as between one service and the
client is important. The fit of the system with the

188
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resourcs, attitudes, and culture of a place is important.

The service is worth little unles it is a part of a de-

livery structure that makes it effectively available to
.all who need it, when they need it; and in a form that is

acceptable.

t;iven concerns about the range, cooAination, and

delivery of services, we il:tve developed a list of services

that could exist. (See Display A) All of these services

are not necessarily needed in cne place. They are provid-

ed in Display A of this writing to illuStrate the range

of possibttitios, not as A check-off list.

the first consideration of a service must be its

resp:)nsiyeness to the needs of devetopmentally disabled

persons it ts to serve. Beyond that, services need to be

developed to fit the needs of a egmmunity in relation to
-;ervices developed to meet regional needs, and those.in

relation to !;erviees to meet needu on a state wide basis;

a general rule, the closer to the home commu-

nity at a person the more specific and the more accffrate

the service can be. .

There is greater opportunity at that

Level for making the service accountable to individual

-clients. Conversely, the further from the real community,

the more general and hypothet*al are the needs being met.

The more g,nieral tho services, the more the individual's

needs arc lost or compromised.

"Stewideness" is a concept that accomodates the

wav revenues are distribitted and government structures

are arranged. ft is an impc-tant concept for getting
broad political support for bettor legislation and more

assuraLces. In general, however, individual clie::t needs

are not meL at the Statewide Srystem-lewel.

fn general, the closer-home, the smaller, the more

speLific, the.better. lt must be quickly acknowledged

that there Are some needs that require such expensive

technical help that a local community usually cannot af-

ford to meet them. Also it is necessary, in some in-.

stances, to bring some groups of severely handicapped

persons together, because the 'necessary facilities cannot

12.e developed for such small numbers. A 1-1;pital for five

1 6' :)
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people, fur example, would be difficult to sell to county

cbmmissioners. Here starewideness is important in prograM

development.

It is important to distinguish between tricilities

rInd services, or programs. Services do not always require

facilities. Ingenuity and care in planning can sometimes
bring '..he "unaffordable" or "impractical" into the realis-

tic sight of the community.

Anyone developing or loWaylng for programs at the
state level must have a clear ratiale for Why the client
group cannot be better.served in their own community.
'There ace some justificat±ions, but they are few. :The dis-

tribution of resources should reflect consideratión of
where the best service might be provided. In general,

only the very severely disabled persor iiould be consid-
ered.for t reatmenL services outside hLs own home community,
although they could be served 1: cloSe to their commu
nity if.'apiiropri-ite services are Jeveloped.

A-fundamental ernsidertio.1 rating the ra-

tionale for "serving" tne person outsidt- is own community
has to do with whether the reasons relate primarily to the

interests and welfare,of the developmentaliy disabled pr
son--or to burvati.cbitic expediency.anivested interes.tS
that do hot serve im the person's behalf. While this is

a good guideline for as,sessing existing and proposed ser-

vices, two things must bo recognized. First, there is

often a difference betwee i...hat is said (promised) and
what happens. .This.is usLially not an intended deception.

It is rather a realistic difference between things hoped

for and things yinne. fn talking,about what we wish. (plan)

to have happen,f we invariably underestimate the bureau-

cratic constrailints on our implementations. This is also

true of well-Mt?aning and hrne'st spokesmen for existing

services. The "here is wha- we are doing . . ." is in-

variably only an approximation of what is. happening

The Superintendent, for examp-le, will say.what he knows

to be in effect based on .(l) the information that comes

up the line to him, plus (.2) the data he obtained the

last time he diJ a validity check on that information.

The day-to-day experience of the institutionlized devel-

opmentally disabled person, however, is usually known

1 o 0
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only to that p,ion plus those who are with him'during

parts of his day, such as cottage parents and teachers.

The se,cond thing to consider is that onCe programs

obtain support and time hi' operation, they grow roots

deep into the poiitical system and the culture. This is

the backdrop against which all interests in changing well-

established institutional.programs must be articulated.

The Advocacy !-Iechanism

The arrangement of,s'ervices and bureaucratic sup-

port.,-from community_to state.-levels, requires some sys-

tem of monitoring and intervention, to maintain equity and

balance. If the developmentally disabled person is Co be

Well served, his'interest must be represented between and

within services at eaCh leVel and lietWeen levels. That

is an advocacy function that helps..kee.1) the system honest.

AcCurace infOrmation is an essential principle in deinsti-

tuti!onalizAion. it is-eSsehtial for Wise program devel-

opment and program eontinuatiotAecisions. 'It is also

essential th maintain c'redibility with the public.

,The advocacy function can.,be arranged organization-

ally In a variety of ways. Ultimately, it must push ac-

countability in the direction of the client rather than

the service system (the system will.take care of itself).

A;;vocacy should include-the following: (1) a creed out-

linihg the, rights of developmentally disabled persons and

standards for .services, (2) a monitor to systematically

collect iniformation on how adequately developmentally

disabled persons are served, -(3) a feedback- network to

make 1,nformation available -in the system where.correction

can be made, (4) a power base for recourse in those in.-

stance,4 where information and as-sistance do not stimulate

any chang6 (5) an accoune6bility system to keep. the ad-

vocates honest, and (6). credibility with the consumer,

the service system, and ,hopefully, the community.

Programmiq for Deinstitutionalization

There are currently many exciting programming ef-

forts unde'rway in state iristitutiops and hosOitals, com- ,

munit.y serJice agencie-s,and private organizations.. No

1 ;
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agency or program tps yet shown us the way and that will

continue to 1 he .asesince deinstitutionalization sug-

gets moving t_Jm many places simultaneously. No single

professional wand can reach-far enough. No single agency

can bear total responsibility. Singleness.of philosophy,

service, or delivery system denies the very essence of

the problem. Mille the course is uncharted, there has

been some turning of institutional, professional, and

bureaucratic machinery'in the direction of some fixed

points.to guide the developmeht of alternative courSes

and even alternative navigational systems.

Deinstitutionalization programs must ultimately ac-

complish an-effective linkage, or liaison, 17etween several

social and professional systemS for the specific purposes

of accomplishing a reduction in institutionalization as

describqd earlier in this paper. Those systeins include

the po4tical power base; the,resource,:t.tructure with

both real and potential:energy
(money,'manpower...) for

deinstl,tutionalization; the.private sector, including

organ44ed lobbies, professional service proViders, both

private and public agencies; and the institutional

structures.

Just as the institutionalizing system(s) is embed-

ded in relationships between ccnsumers and these various

s,;tems,and structures, so deinstitutionalizatipn pro-

grams must modify those relationShips. Such programs

wilivary as much as those relationShips vary. We do not

know all the variables that affect institutionalizatiOn

or howHthose variables work,_ We need a way t,o assess how

-the institutionalizing process works at each evel we are

trying to modify. If we are wrong in reading the process

'at the "local level", our regional design will not cur-

rect it. Somewhere short of assessing _thevariability in

institutionalizatin between
geographic areas, it is po

sible to de,icribe some of the varying factors that re-

qui.re programmatic attention. Ten are described briefly

below. They ara 'not necessarily in any particular order

and they are not mutually exclusive. They correspond

generally, aithouh nut-totally, to the topical outline

of this book.

!First,.there must be an information system that

fl.42
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provides dht a on ci ient s regarding needs and to clients
or benefactors regarding resourc'es. This system must
also include evaluative data on programs. Second, there
must be a decision-making philosophy and the accompanying
machinery to: (1) effectively involve consumers or
their representatives in the decision-making process, and
(2) keep consumer-relevant decisions made 'as close to
the consumer as possible, rather than higher in the bu-
reaucratic service structure. Third, the deinstitution-
alization program efforts must inclAe attention to the
legal and human rights of development,ally disabled per-
sons. This must include making such rights known as well
as correcting their denial. Fourth, there must be a free
flow of information to the public about services and
needs: Public educatiOn should be structured within a
psychology of constructive involvement of those receiving
the information. Fifth, deinstitutionalization activities
must penetrate the attitudes, morale, and competencies of
the,staff who work directly with the developmentally dis-
abled. In large institutions, for example, the direct
care staff may be a source of some abuse. They are also
a source of enormous advocacy potential which is fre-
quently buried under bureaucratic messages of meniality
and general lack of regard. Transformation at this di-
rect care level is essential. Sixth, theremust be a
benefactor or advocate System of some type. Heber found
the presence or absence of a benefactor to be the most
crucial variable in successful deinstitutionalizat'ion.
Seventh, there must be specific attention to the budget
system and the process by which budgets are renewed or
changed. If money is going primarily into institution-
alization, 'substantial deinstitutionalization will not

occur. Eighth, there must exist an accountability struc-
ture which, at a minimum: (a) keeps information current,
valid, available, and flowing; (b) prevents the drt of
decision-making upward and pushes it closer to the con-
sumer or his benefactor; (c) provides procedural recourse
for correcting abuse or denial of rights of the develop-
mentally disabled as perceived by the develOpmentally
disabled, his benefactor, or other person knowledgeable
of advocacy needs; (d) provides active advocacy for con-
structive and immediate resolution of problems which
seeks neither to embarrass nor intimidate. Such an ac-
countability structure is certainly facilitated by, and
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some would argue pri,bably best accomplished by, third

party involvement in monitoring, information flow, and

advocacy e.ctivities. Ninth, community arternatives to

institutionalization must exist. Group living, foster

home, and sheltered work arrangements are a few of the

essential community resources that prevent the need for

institutionalization and make possible tIle reentry of the

institutionalized person into the community. The develop-

ment of effective community Alternatives is certainly a

cornerstone to the success of the total deinstitutionali-

zation effort. Tenth, and closely related to that suc-

cess, is the careful attention to the standards af Loth

residential and community facilities.

As stated earlier, the program format for attending

to each.of these ten issues varies. There is no "best

way" because the intervention must fit the,ecology of the

problem. Display B lists some programs knOwn to the

writers to have been successful in solving some of these

problems. Display C includes a very brief selected bib-

liography on the topic of deinstitutionalization.

IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES COUNCILS

The Developmental Disabilities Council has a uni-

que opportunity as a planning body since both private

and public membership represents developmentally disabled

persons and the agencies that provide services to them.

Major opportunities exist in the areas of deinstitution-

alization and advocacy. This chapter has developed the ,

view that deinstitutionalization is an effort toward cor-

recting, reducing or stopping certain aspects of the pro-

cess of,institutionalization. We pointed out the prob-

lenis in the ways services are arranged, in the narrowness

of perspective on client needs and ways of meeting those

needs, and in the tendencies of services to become sepa-

rate and complete unto themselves, becoming more exclu-

sive in their functions to the population they serve. We

noted the deep discontinuities of purpose between services,

the name (label) lines on which clients are passed from

one system to another, and the ultimate cul-de-sac in the

service delivery network, the state institution.

One antidote to institutionalization is providing

1 o
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better inte4rated services. Another is to more effective-
ly integrate the private sectors in planning service deliv-

ery and monitoring. A third is improved evaluation of the
client/service match over time. The possibilities of a

third party monitor of that match have been suggested.

The third pn-ty monitor idea include the prospect of by-

passng usual bureaucratic information circuits in order

tc facilitate more eftective planning a!- the'stcte level.

The needs have been implied for orchestrating without
controthng, for.adding perspective without co-opting, and-
for penetrating the ranks without sabotaW.ng. The Council

has in its very makeup and in its mission, im'Plied if not
,stated, the.opportunity to develop these advocacy func-
tions and to contribute to the formulatiOu of policies
that reflect these values.

:The Council must develop a posture of being near

bn not necessarily in the bureaucraLy. If it gets buried

un.ier the portfolios, policies, guidelines, and regula-
tions of agencies, its advocacy functions ace compromised

and over time 'L.he freshness it brings will become stale.
It will just do the things good bureaucracies do. If it

rdmains aloof from the agencies, and fails to get in-
volved enoug).1 to understand the problem.; agencies face,

it cannot develop realistrc deinstitutionalication plans.

Only-by transcerding._the trust barriers with agencies,

can councils serve as truly effective advocates. If

power is an instrLment for change, it is also threatening

and can put peopte:on the defensive, especially in state

bureaucracies. The issti lere is hatance and approach in
developing a,working relationship w;ith state agencies
based !)ri respect-and appreciation Zor the complexity of '

the issues invotved.

The Council can, by its own operation, model the

integrative planning and advocacy fUnction. In askinz-

others to "get lolwther", the Council needs to demonstrate
tt.!; commitment to "being together" with the others.

The Council must exploit its uniqueness: cl) for

accessing fnformation from-outside channels, and (2) for

sharing information direct-ly with the CItienry, legisla-

tors and, occasionally, the judiciary.

I
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Most specifically, the Council: (1) can determine

how insTitutionalization works in its s,ate, (2) develop

a plan for reducing it by pianning a better client/servi,:e

match, (3) develop and institute a system to monitor the
implementation of that-plan and the on-golhg "matching",

(4) develop a system for reducing the institutionaliza-

tion process based on that information. The Council must

maintain its own credibility as a viable arrangement in

state government with ability to constructive,ly influence

'opportunities for the developmentally disabled. Deinsti-

tutionalization is only ono exnmple of the Council's

advocacy potenti;:l. The Council's credibility can be
maintained by remainini.; open and oriented to the diplomat-

ic solution of problems, rather than becoming preoccupied

with power-oriented strategies and political soluti.ons.

The Council can help change the trcific pattern

across service systems. It can help open up the iustitu7

tional cul-de-sac. Itcan help change the reward struc-

ture for institutionalization, making it bureaucratically

more profitable--speaking now of budgets and personnel--

to deinstitutionalize. The Council can help get institu-

tions out of a defensive posture. It can facilitate more

effective involvement of private organizations in the

solutions of the problems of institutionalization. The

Council can help legislators and governors understand the

scope of the problem so they might more effectively sup-

port institutional change and the need for resources to

learn more about institutionalization and ways to reduce

it.. The Council can help the budget,people understand

the softer services base (training, liaison, etc.), as

opposed to counting beds, as the basis for allocating

funds.

The Developmental Disabilities Council, then, has

enormous potential as an advo,:ate for developmentally .dis-

abled persons and for a reasonihg aporoaca to deinstitu-

tionalization. The issues are complex and.must, in most

cases, be confronted state by state. Each state Council

has to develop its own style and the appropriate uses of

its own resources to respond to the particular character-

istics of its own state's service and consumer organiza-

tions,laws and resources. Each Council must ultimately

find its own organizational and tactical means for being

I zid
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accountable to developmentally disabled citizens and

their rights.
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DISPLAY A

Programmatic Outline for Deinstitutionalization

I. Prevent Substantial Handicap Which Might Lead

to Ins,titutionalization

A. Prev tion incidence of_developmentally disabled

1. Pasearch

2. Genetic Counseling

3. Family Planning

4. Pre-, peri-, and post-natal care

5. Nutrition

6. Safer Environment.: housing, lead-paint poi-

soning program, etc.

7. Social s :vices - i.e. education and training
for family (prevent accidental or cultural
developmental disabilities)

B. Prevent Need for Longterm Outside Help (even when

dev.-ilopmental disability is presen.t)

1. Early intervention PKU: screening and

treatment)

2. Societal education: provide both skills and

motivation to care adequately for own

1. privArp ipsm-Anre: catastrophic iniury

II. Alternatives to Institutionalization (DD present)

A. Family or individual support services

1. Meals-nutrition

198
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. Environmental concerns: housing improvement
services, ckore services, etc.

3. Financial maintenance

4. Medical services (incluCing early screening
and identification; mental health services)

5. Information and referral services

6. Child education (community): a key component
to deinstitutionaiization

7. Home worker - cldldhood stijiulation

8. Day care, head start, etc.

9. Parental and family educatiOn

10. Sex Uucation (to developmentally disabled
, person and family)

11. Parent. Relief Services: baby sitting, tempo-
rary respite (vacation services)

12. Other social services: special services, com-
panionship and recreational services, consumer
protection and-money management education, etc.

13. Employmev Services: vocational habilitation
,and rehabilitation, transportation services,
access to buildings, etc.

14. Community-consumer input (planning, services,

114

15. Volunteer-group advocacy

16. Legal advocacy

1 . Penal-correctional service for the develop-
mentally disabled in the criminal system

13:\ Community Alternatives

9
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L. Adoption services

2. Foster homes

3. Follow-up serl;ites for deinstiturion4ized
persons

//

7

4. Mobile clinics

5. Ambulatory clinics

6. Group homes

7. Half-way houses

8. Community institutions

9. Alternatives t6 the prison System for ihe
developmentally disabled population

III. Institutional Reform

A. Development of a deinstitutionalization-oriented
policy (planning)

B. Public Education

1. Improve .institutional community interactions
with goal of deinstitutionalization

2. ,Re-concel5tualize definition of deinstitution-.
alization, i.e., one component of community
services continuum

-3. Family education: ,to encourage retention of
.emotional and legal responsibility for child

C. Troatment and education (with goaf'toward deinsti-
tutionalization)

D. Staff Development

1.- Work enrichment programs

0 0
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2. Staff input and advocacy

, 3. Staff politics (i.e. union problems)

E. Patient input and rights
1

1. Self-goverriment, grievance comMittees, etc.,

Advocacy: legal and other

IV. Legal Advocacy (areas where needed)

(See Chapter 10, p.153)

Note: The above programmatic 9utline, developed by Chris
Pascal, is not intended as an endorsement of any

. .

particular program or programs ty the author or

DD/TAS. Rather it is to serve only as a list of
possible programTatic alternatives to be consider-

ed by DD Councils in their planning and advisory

role.
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-pIsmaY B

Program Development: Issues and Approaches

/
-Programs

1. Client Information -Bringing It All Back Home

System

2. Consumer Oriented
Decision-Making
Arrangement

TChild Advocacy Syst.,ems

Project

Los Lunas Hospital and Train-
v.ing School

-Natfonal Center for Law and
the Handicapped, Inc.

-Southwest Georgia"Program
'for Exceptional Children

- Bringing It All Back Home

--Child Advocacy Systems
Project.

-.1410"g---Lunip Hospital and Train-
/.
ing School

3. Legal Rights Orien- -Bexar County Mental Health/

tation Mental Retardation Center

4. Publit Information
Sistem

- National Center for Law and-

the Handicapped, Inc.

- Bexar County Mental Health/

Mental Retardation Center

-Child Advocacy Systems
Pro,ject

-Los Lunas Hospital and Train-
ing.School

2u2
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5.. Staff Reeducation
or Enrichment

-National Center for.Law and
eheflandicapped, Inc.

-Southwest Georgia Prograffi

for Exceptional Children

-Bexat County Mental. Health/

Mental Retardation Center

-Office of Developmental Dis-

abilities, COlumbqs,"Ohio

-SEED Program, Sewall Reha-

bilitation Center

-University of Oregon Medical

School (UAF)

,7-Work Enrichment Program,

WeStern Carolina Center,

6. BenefactorAdvocate) -Child Advocacy Systems

Project

-Los Lunas,Rospital anOrain-
ing School,

(-Parent Training yroject,.
Western Carolina Center

-Western Carolina Center Ad-

vocacy Project

7. Budgeting Model -Bexar COunty Mental Hea;Lth/

or Procedures Mental Retardation Center

-Southwest Georgia Program
for Exceptional Children

8. Accountability Struc- -Bringing It All Back Home

tune or Advocacy

System
-Child Advocacy Systems

Pioject

2u3.
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-Macomb-Oakland Residential

Center

-National Center for Law and

the Handicapped, Inc..

-Western Carpina Center Ad-

vocacy Projet

9. Community Alternatives -Bexar County Mental Health/

Mental Retardation Center

Bringing It All Back Home

-Child AdvocaCy Systems
Project

Los Lunas Hospital and Train-

ing School

-Macomb-Oakland Residential
Center

-Mansfield Training School

-National Center for Law and

the Handic:apped; Inc.

-Office of Developmental Dis-

abilities, Columbus, Ohio

-Project ZERO

-RISC (Reduce lnstitutionali-
..zation of Special Children)

-SEED Program, Sewall Reha-

bilitation Center

-Southwest GeorRia Program

for Exceptional Children

-University of Oregon Medi-

cal School (UAF)

204
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*

10. Standards (Residen- -Bexar County Mental Health/
tial and Community) Mental Retardation Center

-National Center for Law and
the Handicapped, Inc.

-Parent Training Project,
Western Carolina Center

-Project ZERO

Addresses and contact persons for program,: liSted in Dis-
play B follow:

Bexar County Mental Health/
Mental Retardation Center

611 North Flores
San Antonio, TX 78205

Bringing It All Back Home
Western Carolina Center
Enbla Road
MorganLon, NC 28655

Child Advobacy Systems
Project

Learning Institute of
North Carolina
1006 Lamond Avenue
Durham, NC 27701

Los Lunas Hospital and
Training Scliool

.1).:) Box 208
Los Lunas, New Mexico 87031

Macomb-Oakland Itssidential
(:enter

36368 Garfield Road
Fraser, Michigan 4802:6'

Contact
Person: Ms. Carol Wilder

Mansfield Training School
Brown Building
Box 51

Mansfield Depot, Connecticut Q6251
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Gary D. Timbers,
Ph.D.

John W. Pelosi,
Ph.D.

Joseph F. Mateju,
Administrator

David Rosen,
Superintendent

James F.Williams
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National Center for Law ond G. Linden Thorn,

the Handicapped, Inc.
Executive Direc-

1235 North Eddy Street tor

South Bend, Indiana 46617

Office of Developmental Disabilities

2929 Kenny Road B1046
Columbus, Ohio 43221

Parent Training Project
Western Carolina Center
Enola Road
Morganton, NC 28655

Project.2.ERO
420 Gaffney Drive
Watertown, NY 13601

'RISC Proj.2ct
Johnson County Mental Retardation

Center
5900 Flint Street
Shawnee, Kansas 66203.

S2ED PrograM
Sewall Rehabilitation CL,nter

1360 Vine
Denver, ColorOo 80206

Southwest Georgia Program for

Exceptional Children
P.O. Box-110-A
Ochlocknee, Georgia 31733

University of Oregon Medical

School
3181 S.W. Sam Jackson Park Rd.

Portland, Oregon 97201

Western Carolincl Center

Advocacy Program
Western Carolina Center

Enola Road
Morganton, NC 28655

206

Lee Rubin,

Administrator

Gloret King,

Director

Thomas A.
Coughlin, III

.Mrs. Ozella
Willis, Project
Director

Diana Neel
Pefley, M.S.W.

Mr. Harold Smith
or Mr. Bob Kibler

Leroy O. Carlson,

M.D.

Emma Jean Hogan
Frassrand
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Work Enrichment Program
Western Carolina Center
Enola Road
Morganton, NC 28655

2

Janet Nicholson
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Epilogue
The body of this document was gleaned from a

DD/TAS conference about advocacy for the developmentally

disabled. Unlike most conferences, the participants did.

not just talk about problems. They developed strategies

to solve problems, to meet their own needs at home, and

to chart new directions for change.

Advocacy, .as exemplified in this monograph, can be

many things o DD Councils. It is their method of repre-

senting one' )rganization and the developmentally dis-

abled. It is mostly hard work. Above all, it is to no

avail, no matter who the advocate, if it is not a mea-

sured; systematic process whereby knowledge is transferted.

Attitudes must be changed and barriers overcome by a

strong persistent pressure, gentle but firm, based on

data and competence.

People are usually of two minds on the topic. To

some, advocacy is hearts and flowers, bleeding hearts,

poetry,--pity and depression. Toothers it is a harsh,

adversary posture, defensive aggressiveness, pushiness

and abrasion. Neither is the case.' Advocacy is that

proper mixture of passidn and competence that generates

anew, enlightened point of view based on fact and skill

rather than simple faith and assertion.

2 1 1
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Without passion, the energy and persistence re-
quired 'co work daily Against the resistance ra change and
progress for the disabled is not posSible. The enthusiaam
necessary to generate new strength and C.etermination in
others cannot be communicated without the caring and sen-
sible devotion to the task. Passion makes the small gains
satisfying.

Without competence, passion is a trap. Tlithout

the knowledge, skill, data, facts, and understanding of
problems and their solutions, all the passion in the world
will never help the developmentally disabled.

Legislators, school board members, coent-j commis-
,

sioners, mayors, congressmen and many other individuals
of coLsequence in the community require facts and the
chanee to change their, attitude. New programs for the
developmentally disAbled take time, money and persistent
neople. Programs also demand sponsors, people whose ideas.
often need changing before they will 'mak a new program--
especially for handicapped persons.

Advocates can be effective. Their own passion and
enthusiasm, laced with the information required to back
assertions and requests, will prevail with others as no
other strategy can.

The next decade will tell the value of the lAst
fifty years of effort pn behalf of the handicapped. The
knowledge about the handicapped and their needs is far
from complete, but our information is sufficient now to
push successfully for change. Advocates must do that
job. They must Ao it in a unique way. They must know
-and care_ for the rights of others- The'y must know and
care for the persons they .i..*2present. When that zest is
gone they must leave Jle field.

The goal of the DD/TAS conference and this docu-
ment wpq'to renew both passion and compctcnce in the
participants and readers. if that has happened, then
Aevelopmentally disabled people have gained.
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APPENDIX 1

CONFERENCE ON INITIATIVE FUNCTIONS OF

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES COUNCILS:

STRUCTURE AND RATIONALE

DD/TAS organized a Conference on InitiatiVe Func-

tions,of State"Developmental
Disabilities Councils in re-

sponse to two needs. First, DD/TAS had received requests

for assistance witIT.tasks ranging from cldrificaticin of

Council organizatignal-positibn in State governmento

imprementation strategies for model,programs. 'These re-

questg,though differing markedly in techni.cal, expertise

required, had in tommon the perceived aeed of Councils to

strengthen their ability to xespond effectively to the

needs Of the clients they were mandated to serve, and to

insurethe accountability of serviCe programs tp those

clients. Second, as Councils gained knowledge and experi-

ence in the planning'functions which they were created to

perforM, Many of the priorities they adopt6d placed them,

clearlr.inan initiative posture, as opposed to their

original more passive, advisory posture. Further, the

problems for Councils in xaking the initiative to imple-

Ment their priorities required careful planning aad uti-

lization of.resOurcesei.
Sustained by long range as well

as shOrt term technical assistance. In response to

these perceived needs,,a Conference was designed with

the following goals:

To provide a core. of Council members with as-

sistance in considering the Council's potential

as am advocacy-oriented group;

2.. To provide assistance in developing action

plans for implementing their specific priori-

? ties relevant to that poential;

3: To identify areas of further spPcific techni-

t. cal assistance needs for carrying out the ac-
.

tion plan. .

T e Conference responded to the needs by providing

specific training; related to individual requests for
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technical' assistance, in the context of the Councils'
position as an initiative body. Ten State Councils were
invited to participate in the Conference. Each State' -

Council was to oe represented at the Conference by
four-person team including: the Council chAlirperson,
staff director, and two consumer-spokesperson Council
members.

Activities designed to accomplish these goals and
objectives included seminars, small group activities,
'large group presentations, and structured planning Ses-
sions. Relatively large blocks of free time were made
available between the formal sessions to allow for the
infOrmal sharing of.'ideas and experiences. The evening
sessions included a centinuous display of advocacy re-
lated media materials available to Councits for use in
public awareness programs (see Display A).

Prior to the Conference, each participant selected
a seminar in which to participate, based on the content
most related to the needs in facilitating the work of his
or her Council. In.most instances, the participants re-
ceived background materials from the coordinator of the
seminar they had selected. This had two results: (1)
Conference participants arrived having already established
contact with the staff with whom they would be working
most closely, and (2) the selection of training areas
served as a kind of needs assessment, identifying areas
of Council priorities.

Unlike the seven seminars which were instruction-
.

ally oriented,.the ten small group,activities. were orga-
nized by state and oriented to planning and team develop-
ment, applying the seminar training content to each state-
sltuation. Thestaff members assigned as resource per-
sons to the small group activities were chosen so that
none of the team-members would have attended the seminar
which that staff person coordinated. This allowed the
staff member to act as aft objective fao_ilitator.

The members of each team represented various back-
grounds, length of time as Council members, extent of in-
volvement in program development, and conceptions of
their role as Council members. The goal of the first
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evenines small group activity was to utilize the richness
of these variations around a task which could serve as a
vehicle for the individuals to experience membership on

a working team. A modified Force Field Analysis Exercise,
described in Display B, is a somewhat loosely structured
activity which provides for informal, interpersonal
sharing as well as producing a product. The lists of
assets and areas Of weakness generated by the teams gave
each team member a frame of referenCe for approaching the
material in the second day's trainling (see Display C). ,

The lists further served as a point.of beginning in de-
veloping the implementation Plan on Che third,day. An

example is provided in Display-D.

On the second day, each Participant worked with. .

representatives from other states in the training seminar
which he had selected to attend. The training topics

were: (1) Consumer Implemented and Evaluated Services
'Utilizing Limited Resources, (2) Regionalism and Organi-

zation of Councils with Attention to Region-State Inter-

face, (3) Planning and Evaluaticifi Data--Techniques for

Data Collection: Alternative ApProaches, (4) Accessing

Federal and State Resources for Funding, (5) Media Utili-

zation and Public:Awareness, (6) Legal Issues:, Litiga-

tion, Legislation, and Administrative Regulations, (7)

Deinstitutionalization and Community Alternatives. An

outline of the training provided in these seminars is

included in Display E.

The rationale for the team members attending dif-
ferent training sessions included DD/TAS's attempt to
provide maximum,response.to the neeas identified by the

Council teahris. With limitations of time, it seemed more
efficient to train four people in depth individually than
to provide a general overview to a large group. A further

objective was the development in each team member of.an

area of expertise which he could later share with the team

and the entire Council. Each seminar was organized to
provide opportunity for the participants to describe their

own problems in planning implementation.

On the third day, each state team met with the re-
source person who had facilitated the Force Field Analy-

sis Exercise, to integrate the material from the seminars
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with the stata's priorities to develop an implementatioh

plan. The first portion of the.day was given over-to a
brief presentation by each team member of the salient
material covered in the respective seminars. This .pro-

-vided further opportunity for each team member to experi-

ence the.role of leader and "expert". Each state team
followed the same general planning fornat, which is shown

in Display F. An example of the plans developed is in-

cluded in Display G. A significaht feature of the imple-

mentation plan,in terms of maximum long-term benefit of .

the Conference, was the 1,aming of individuals to be re-

sponsible for specific portions.of the planned implemen-

tation strategy. this. provides accountability to one
'another and'a contact peTson for future DD/TASinvolve-
ment with that state's-activity in a given area.

The closing session provided an opportunity for
each state to share its plan with other,staites, to gain

closure on its own work, ,,to .think ahead fof-possibleways.
of using DD/TAS, and to-join together in-working with
,other .atates having related Problems.



DISPLAY A

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

FIRST DAY

Opening Sessions: 7:30 - 9:00 p.m.

Ron Wiegerink:

Ron Nenfeld: .

State Team Groups
facilitated by
DD/TAS staff:

SECOND DAY

219

.0verview of Conference Goals and
Activities

Councils for Developmentally Dis-
abled as Advocacy Mechanisms

Force Field Analysis Exercise

Concurrent Seminars: 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.-

Dan Davis:

.Paula Hamme r :

Ron Thiele, Ron,
Neufeld, Jim Paul:

Pat Trohanis:

Rud Turnbull,
Chris Pascal:

Regionalism and Organization of
Councils with Attention to Region-
State Interface

Accessing Federal/State Resources
for Funding
Session 1: Public Assistance:

SSI Module
Session 2: Revenue Sharing Module

Deinstitutionalization and Commu-
nity Alternatives

Media Utilization and Public
Awareness

Law and the Developmentally Dis-
abled

218
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Richard Surles:

Ron Wiegerink:

Planning and Evaluation--Techni-
ques for Data Collection: Altei-

native Approaches

The Development of GUidelines for

Involving Consumers in'the Imple-

mentation of Service Delivery Sys-

tems for the Developmentally Dis-

abled

Evening Session: 7:00 9:00 p.m.

Don Stedman:
"Characteristics of Good and Bad

Pat Trohanis and
Gary Richman:

Individual Consultation

THIRD DAY

Advocates"

Medla Review

Concurrent Planning Exercises: 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 'p.m.

DD/TAS staff and

consultants: State Team Groups

Evening 'Session: 7:30 --Y4:30

H. Rutherford
Turnbull, III:

Frank Fusco:

,

'Through and Beyond the History of

..the Developmentally Disabled"

"Advocacy:_ A Consumer Perspective"

Pat Trohanis and
Gary Richman: Media Review

Individual Constatation

FOURTH DAY

4) 2 9
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Closing Session: 8:00 a.m. 11:60 a.m.

Representatives Brief Report of Each State's Tmple-

from State Teams: mentation Plan

Ron Wiegerink: Overview of Technical Assistance
Available

0
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DISPLAY 13,

IDENTIFICATION OF FORCES THAT
FACILITATE OR RESTRAIN GOAL ACHIEVEMENT

Modification of the Force Field Analysis Process

Advocacy Problem:

It is difficult for a planning group with state

and regional responsibility to stay in close touch

with the problems of developmentally'disabled
citizens attempting to obtain necessary resources

to lead full lives.

Advocacy Goal:

That Regional coordinators of the Developmental
Disabilities Council understand, from the perspec7

tive of the developmentally disabled citizen, the

needs of those citizens and take initiative on

their behalf to have these needs met.

Instructions:

Most problem situations can be understood in terms

of the forces which push toward improvement and

the forces which resist improvement - in other

words, facilitating forces and restraining forces.

'1%

As a group, discuss the leox.oblem and, (1) those

affecting individual coordinators such as lack of

information about the needs of developmentally

abled citizens, and (2) those affecting the Devel-

opmental Disabilities Council as an organizatior

within state government such as their distance

from the individual consumers. Use this distinc-

tion only as it helps you identify forces in your

state - don't get bogged down in considering which

category is more appropriate.

List as many as You can and recOrd them on the flip
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Hlart. At this :mint, do t worry about the
priority of importance that should be assigned
to each force. Be sure to keep a copy of the.

list develop,d.
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DISPLAY F

LISTING FORMAT

Region

Rc:straining Forces

Related
to

Individual
Council
Me.mbers

Related
to

the
Total
Council
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DISPLAY D

FYA"PLF, 0F FORCF FIFTD

iLlac

1. Active, ;,,mpetent Council member-

ship present at. Winter Park

Territoriality in State agencies

2. Lethargy In Council members

2. Council momb-r, At Conference have

linkages skills to disseminate

Informa, .

3. top agency people not present at
meetings (reprei.entatives cannot
speak for agency)

3. C repre.sentatives at- Con-

ference represent disability .areas 4.

of epilepsy. CP and

Lack of balance in .delivery sy,:tems
and resources Council attends to

4. Persons at Conference work well

together

t:eography--spread out and representa-

Lion ditticult

5. A.s a group, have linkages that ;:an o.

provide clout

Bureaucrats in agencies not suffi-
ciently responsive to consumer
organizations

b. Have connection, Witil CoMpeteuit. And 1

honest legislat-or.; 7. Bureau:rats notaware of consumer

need.;

7. Have conn,.cti,a with in-coming

Governor S. Stail turnover

8. Fair distribution ot money S. Lack ot innovative Ideas

V:/9. Existence of An effective program
evaluation system

Preoccl,;pied with funding projects

II. Unknown to the Go..'erncr

10. Regional coun:sils for information
dissemination and program develop-

.ment

l2.

l3.

Urban emphasis without attention to

rural needs

Lack of organie;:tioua1 connection
between state and regionul council
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DISPLAY E

SEMiNAR OUTLINES

Consumer Involvemene Module

Goal: To develop an unJerstanding of the professional
functions that consumers can ass,ume and to develop strat-
egies for enabling consumers to take an active role in
s'ervice delivery systems.

Agenda:

1. A rationale for consumer involvement

2. An overview Of the Regional Intervention Program (RIP)

of Nashville, Tennessee, slide show and discussiOn by

Director

3. An in depth look at the functions of consumers in the

Regional Intervention Program -- from training to

evaluation

4. A media presentation of RIP components -- individual

tutoring, generalization training, language classroom

5. A look at the consumer training materials

6. Development.of standards, guidelines and grant review
procedures which would lead to implementation of con-

sumer participation in programs for the developmental-

ly disabled

^

Seminar coordinators: Ronald Wiegerink,
Iris Buhl

2
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Advocacy and Regionalism Module,

Goal: To provide participants with an understanding of

.the concept of regionalism as a governmental structure

having implications fOr the,quality of service to devel-

opmentally disabled people.

Agenda:

Part I
1. Overview of the Module

2. Introduction to Regionalism and Advocacy

3. Status of State Regionalism Programs and Advocacy

Policies

Part Ii

1. Advocacy as 'a Value: Parent Group Organizing

2. Perceptions 'of Advocacy and Structures: Organiza-

tional and Client Perspectives -- An Exercise

Patt III
1. Group Work Simulation on Regional and.State Issues

2. Discussion on the Organizational Implications and

Alternatives Available to States

Part'IV
1. Total Group Review and Report Back

Seminar coordinators: Dan Davis
Ed Humberger
Elizabeth Bauer
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Planning and Evaluation Module

Goal: Provide a framework for planning which acknowledges
the complexity of planning for the Developmentally Dis-
abled but which encourages the initiation of goal direct-
ed action by the. council.

Objectives:

1. Participants will review and understand amOdel.for
council planning.

2. Participants will discuss the model in light of major
cummon tasks of DD councils and staffs.

3. Participants will successfully use the model in plan-
ning to meet a goal established by the group.

,Agenda:

I. Develop group consensus on key planning terms,

2. Develop definition of key planning concepts

3. Introduce Model for Council Action

A. Rationale & Alternatives

B. Design for Council Planning

4. Provide an example of eight planning elements

5. Provide a case history of development of planning
elements over time

6. Provide a situational set for use of model by group

A. Group establishment of beliefs and priorities,
goals and objectives

B. Group development of possible strategies for other

2 z. 7



six elements
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Seminar coordinators: Richard Surles

Carolyn Cherington
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Resource Acquisition Module

Part I .

Public Assistance: SSI Module

Goal: To train participants in tEe intricacies of the
Federal-State public asSistance prograM, including both
mandatory and optional provisions relating to assistance
payments, social services, and medical assistance.

Objectives:

L. Identify and describe specific provisions of the
public_assistance program in their stata (mandatory
and optional).

2. Identify decision points to improve the public assis-
tance package currently available in their,state
(ie. optional serviceS, optidhal supplements).

3. Act as,an advocate for the developmentally disabled
person who is inappropriately handled in the public
assistance program (ie. eligibility determination,
service referrals).

4. Move to amend a state social service plan to include
special or priority services to the developmentally
disabled.

5. Develop .a purchase af service contract with a social
agency.

:Seminar coordinators: Paula Hammer
Jennifer Howse

2 z,
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Part II

Revenue Sharing Module

Goal: To train DD Councils to optimize state and local

revenue sharing funding for the developmentally'disabled.

Agenda:

1. Overview of General Revenue Sharing Program

A. Federal Law

B. Federal Guidelines

C. Trends to Date--how is the money being spent?

-2. Revenue Sharing as a Funding "Mechanism" proposed

for Other Programs.

3. Techniques in AsseSsing State Revenue Sharing Funds

for the Developmentally Disabied (State Rep.)

4. Techniques in Accessing Local Revenue Sharing funds

to Benefit the-Disabled (Local Rep.)

5. In small groups

A. The researching monitoring tasks

B. Preparing and presenting a proposa,1 for'revenue

sharing funds.

C. Organizing support for your proposal

D. Influencing activities

6; Mock Hearing

Two small groups present proposals to Mock County Board

6f Commissidners (Consultants, DDTA Staff)

Seminar Coordinators: Paula Hammer
Jennifer Howse
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Public Awareness Module

Goal: To develop a framework for understanding public-
awareness programming as a planned advocacy activity and
to develop strategies for program planning..

Agenda:

1. Overview of Public Awareness: Foundations of Public
Relations

2. Message Design and Audience Considerations

A. Research and Assessment

B. Setting public relations goals and objectives

3. Delivery Strategies and Options

A. State of the Art within the DD movement

B. Examples of potential opportunities which DD
could capitalize on

C. New opportunities

4. Lmplementation of a Public Awareness Campaign ,

5. Evaluation of Public Awareness Efforts

6. Wrap-up t

A. Preparation for Team Reporting

B. Individual Conilltation

Seminar coordinators: Pascal Trohanis
Emanuel Raices
Gary Richman
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Law Module

Goal: ' To provide information se. that Developmental Dis-
abilities Councils may develop at-home goals for legal

advocacy.

Agenda:

1. Introduction -- Overview of Constitutional issues.
(due process and equal protection) and recent litiga-
tion (rights to education and treatment)

2. Introduction -- The "Law" as a multifarious disci-
pline -- judicial, legislative, and administrative
debelopments; Volunteer and private group efforts.

3. Right to Education; Tracking and SortingCearly inter-
vention; "appropriate" education;.due process in as-
signments, classification, exclusion, and placefents;

claims to special ("appropriate") and compensatory
education; fiscal impacts; infrastructure rearrange-
ments.

4. Right to Treatment; in-institution rights to treat-c
ment; out-of-institution rights to treatment; patients'

rights in the institutions (privacy, etc.); deinstitu-
tionálization as the least restrictive alternative
placement; treatment that might be unwarranted (aver-

sive therapy) and"least restrictive treatment means;
non-compensatory labor; right to humane conditions;

Patients' Rights Legislation (NC) administrative

guidelines.to-patients rights; group homes' establish- 4

ment and planning; inr-institution advocacy models.

Seminar coordinators: Chris Pascal,
H. Rutherford Turnbull, III
James L. Paul
G. Rongld Neufeld
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Deinstitutionalization and Community
Alternatives Module

Goal:. To help participants be prepared to assist in con-
ceptualizing and planning implementation of deinstition-
alization activities of their DD Council.

Agenda:

1. Introduction of Participants, Goals and Objectives

2. The Evolution of Institutions and the Process of
Institutionalization

3. InstiLutlons and Change

A. A Frame of Reference

B. Resistance to Change

1. The Child Advocacy Center
2. Governor's Commission on Child Advocacy
3. Institutional Advocacy Designs and Conflict

C. Administrative Reactions

D. Institutional Initiatives to Change

1. Evaluation through Tracki
2. Staff Advocacy Design
3. The Full-Time Advocate
4. Human Rights Committee
5. Patients' Rights and the Law Study.

E. InstILHLional Initiatives in Community Resource
Development

1. Infant Stimulation
2. Parent Training
3. Bringing It All Back Home

4. Communities and Deinstitutionalization
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A. The Meaning of Community

B. Resocialization and Deinstitutionalization

5. People and Deinstitutionalization (Role Play)

A. Problems in Service Delivery

1. Organizational Perspective
2. Consumer Perspective

B. Need for Advocates

C. Reconciliation: A Balance of Organization -
Person Satisfaction

1. l'.cological. Planning .

2. .1 Concept of Fit
3. '/Advocacy Mechanisms,

6. Organizational Support Struptures

A. GeogrOfhic Boundaries and Citizen Involvement

B. Grouphiome Boards

7. Communication and Monitoring

A. CASP Manual

B. Utah Public Hearing Desin

C. County Communications AgentL;

8. Training

A. Staff Exchange Program

9. Components of a Comprehensive Community Program

A. Programmatic Outline for Deinstitutionalization

B. ENCOR

2 34
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/ C. Group Homes

10. Summary and Development of Reports

Seminar coordinators: James L. Paul
G. Ronald Ne.:felC
Ronald Ilhiele

Jo Lowe
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DISPLAY F

GUIDELINES FOR ACTIVITIES AND

INFLUENCE IMPLEMENTATION

Taking the five or so priorities that your team has de-

veloped, the work can be divided into two sections (1)

activities or steps, including resources, to accomplish

the priorities and (2) how to go about implementing

those activities.

In order to get at the above, we suggest the following

outline for work:

(1) take each priority, one at a time, and each

team member individually list what activities,

and resources it will take to effectively

address that priority. .

share t e lists with each other to be sure

each under tands the other's list.

(3) informally di cuss each other's list and, by

consensus, dec de which activity(ies) makes

most sense for ur state.

(4) do this for each prio

This completes the first half of the wo?ir,

The second half may go this way:

\\(1) take the activity list for the prior.ties, one

at a time, and informally discuss the alterna-

tives for implementing that activity, including

how to influence the council and any jbther rele-

vant individuals and/or organization s).

(2) give particular attention to which team member

will do what to implement the activities. Give

role assignments and be accountable to one

another as a ream.
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IM11EMEN7ATION VORKSHEET

Act! lty lvplemItation Stntoy indlvldunl Roles



MARY WORKSHEET POR ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

Activithr(ies) Resources Available and/or needed

Trioritv I

rw.1.1114,-,

Priority

Priority )
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Priority # Activities

EXAMPLE OF A TEAM PLAN

Resources Implementation Strategy IInd.vidual Roles

The Council will
expand its leg-
islative and
legal roles as
they pertain to
the developmen-
tally disabled.

2 ci )

1.a. Examine and make
recommendations for
possible legisla-
tion, zoning, and
other regulations
as they affect
community a!ter-
native pr[Arams.

1.b. Review current leg-
islatioh and/or
statutes related
to institutionali-
zaticn.

1.c. Monitor statewide
client tracking
system to insure
iegal rights of
citizens.

1.d. Establish legis-
lative and legal
aid resources for,
consumers, advo-
cates, and unern-
ment employee .

1.a. State Human Rights
Commission

1.b. UAF

1.c. OD Council(and
$15,000 for
additional
staff, etc.).

1.d. Local law
school

1.e. Volunteer
groups

1.a. Establish a Coun- 1.a. Team (including
cil Ad-Hoc Commit- Chairperson and

tee on Legislative Staff Planner)

and Legal Activi- desagnatea a Com-
ties. mittee Chairperson

at Winter Park.

1.11-. Committee will be
formulated in Win-
ter Park.

1.c. Committee will con-
vene for its first
meeting approximate-
ly one month after
Winter Park.

1.b. Committee Chair-
person, Council
Chairperson and
Planner would con-
tact other Commit-
tee members.
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APPENDIX 2

DD/TAS Conference Staff

Dan Davis
Paula Hammer
Jo Lowe
Ronald Neufeld
Chris Pascal
James Paul

Gary Richman
ponald Stedman
Richard Surles
Pascal Trohanis
Ronald Wiegerink
Grant Wolslagel

Conference Consultants

Elizabeth Bauer
Iris Buhl
Carolyn Cherington
Jennifer Howse

Ed Humberger
Emanuel Raices
Ronald Thiele
H. Rutherford Turnbull, III

Conference Participants

Colorado:

Georgia:

Iowa:

Maryland:

Minnesota:
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Robert F. Baroch
Donald Burton
Joseph J. Gaxneow
Kathleen Littler

Carol .Frank

Tony/Long

Clell Hemphill
Dudley Koontz
Wanda Schnebly
'Margaret Westerhoff

Erna Hoig
Karin Lapidus
William Lowman
Sheridan Neimark

Mary'Ann 'Jensen

Toni Lippert
Ronald Sandness



Minnesota continued:

Oregon:

Roger Strand

Allison Belcher
Nanby Jagger
Jerry McGee

Rhode Island: Frhnk Fusco
William Donovan
Richard MacMullen
Frank O'Lean

South Dakota: Doris Bruns.
Arleen Nelson
Thomas E. Scheinost

Wyoming: J. Darryl Cooper
Sally Vanderpoel
R. W. Vaughn
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